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Human activities negatively impact the biodiversity of oceanic and coastal 
ecosystems. Studies show that marine biodiversity is linked to ecosystem function 
and in turn to the ecosystem services upon which humans depend. A key driver of 
biodiversity loss is the introduction of non-native species which have a dramatic 
negative effect on biodiversity and carry a vast global economic cost. It is therefore 
critical to understand the causes of anthropogenic biodiversity loss, monitor the 
effect of management actions and, ultimately, document ecosystem recovery. The 
use of DNA isolated from enviromental samples such as water or sediment 
(environmental DNA or eDNA) to infer the presence or absence of an organism is 
revolutionising our ability to monitor aquatic ecosystems. Yet, we have a limited 
understanding how eDNA can be deployed to answer fundamental and applied 
questions in marine biodiversity and invasion biology.  

This thesis begins by showing eDNA metabarcoding to be an accurate and 
sensitive tool for detection of marine non-native species and demonstrates how 
methodological choices affect the biodiversity that is detected. The utility of eDNA 
metabarcoding in broad-scale biogeographic analyses is then shown by identifying 
that marine animals, protists and bacteria can have remarkably similar 
biogeographic patterns. The thesis then reveals the limitations of eDNA 
metabarcoding data in comparison to manual biodiversity surveys and 
mitochondrial DNA sequences isolated from tissue samples for several non-native 
species. Finally, it develops a method for non-invasively genotyping organisms 
using eDNA, showing that eDNA contains both mitochondrial and nuclear genetic 
biodiversity. 

Overall, this thesis leverages the sensitivity, accuracy and taxonomic breadth of 
eDNA-based tools to answer key questions in invasion biology and marine 
biodiversity.  
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

1.1 Marine biodiversity 

1.1.1 What is biodiversity? 

One of the most remarkable features of life on earth is its diversity. As we stare into a 

rockpool, under an upturned stone or down the microscope we see a world characterised by 

great variation in forms. The study of biological variation has been a feature of scientific 

endeavour for millennia. In his History of Animals (Latin: Historia Animalium), published 

in the 4th Century BCE, Aristotle recorded the great variety of life. Notably, he attempted 

to delineate his observations according to characteristics, such as animals with or without 

red blood. Arguably the next great advance in our understanding of biological diversity was 

the taxonomy of Carl Linnaeus who sought to impose order on the natural world with a 

system for classifying life presented in Systema Naturae (although only plants were 

considered in this publication). This method, now known as Linnaean taxonomy, provided 

a framework for subsequent research, and enabled early naturalists to communicate their 

discoveries and descriptions of life.  

 

Although our understanding of the variety and volume of life increased rapidly over recent 

centuries the term Biological Diversity is new. The earliest recognised (Magurran 2013) use 

of the term can be found in Gerbilskii and Petrunkevitch (1955). The word Biodiversity is 

attributed to Walter G. Rosen (Wilson 1988) (then written as BioDiversity) at the 

eponymous ‘National Forum of BioDiversity’ held in Washington DC (USA) in 1986. Use 

of the term subsequently increased, both in academic discourse and in the minds, and 

legislation, of policy makers. Indeed, the most commonly used definition of biodiversity 

comes from the landmark United Nations Convention on Biological Diversity (1992); 

 

‘ "Biological diversity" means the variability among living organisms from all sources 
including, inter alia, terrestrial, marine and other aquatic ecosystems and the ecological 
complexes of which they are part; this includes diversity within species, between species 
and of ecosystems. ’                                Pg. 3 Convention on Biological Diversity (1992) 
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This definition makes reference to genetic (within-species), species (between-species) and 

ecosystem (across groups of species) diversity, which are related and interconnected through 

ecology and evolution. In this thesis we are principally concerned with species diversity, 

and genetic and ecosystem diversity to a lesser extent. Subsequent use of the term 

biodiversity refers to the variability among different species. 

 

 

Figure 1 Ascidian biodiversity as shown in Plate #85 of Ernst Haeckel’s Art Forms in Nature 
(Originally Kunstformen der Natur) (Haeckel 1904). Public Domain    

 

There have been many recent attempts to estimate the number, or richness of species across 

the globe (Pimm et al. 2014). The richness of terrestrial (non-bacterial) species has been 

estimated to be between five and eleven million (Chapman 2009, Costello et al. 2013), with 

marine estimates somewhat lower at between 0.7-1.0 million (Appeltans et al. 2012). By 

contrast the richness of global bacterial species, estimated using an extrapolation of species 

abundance curves, are well over one trillion (Locey and Lennon 2016). This estimate has 
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been criticised (Willis 2016) and subsequent work suggests we should be sceptical 

concerning reports of trillions of undiscovered prokaryotic species (Schloss et al. 2016). 

Nonetheless, we can be certain that a vast number of species exist on earth and a large 

number remain undescribed.  

 

1.1.2 Biogeographic regions & ecosystem services 

A second remarkable feature of life on earth is its geographic distribution. The identity of 

biological forms changes through space, with greater differences between groups of 

organisms as geographic or environment distance increases (Buckley and Jetz 2008). One of 

the first dedicated analyses of this pattern was the delineation of ‘Zoological Regions’ 

(Wallace 1876), defining six major regions (hereafter realms) still recognised today (see Fig. 

2 below). These terrestrial realms are composed of areas of the earth’s surface containing 

broadly similar taxa. Further classifications of realms have involved taxonomic (Proches and 

Ramdhani 2012) and phylogenetic (Holt et al. 2013) data and divided Wallace’s original 

classification into 11 smaller realms. 

 

 

Figure 2 Global map indicating the Zoological Regions from The Geographic Distribution of 
Animals (Wallace 1876). Public Domain. 
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The delineation of biogeographic realms in marine systems has historically received 

comparatively less attention [but see Ekman (1953)]. However recent work has designated 

both broad-scale realms (Costello et al. 2017) and ecoregions: a more localised 

biogeographic region, smaller than a realm (Spalding et al. 2007). These designations find 

divergence between the different ocean basins, but also uncover variation within basins and 

proximate to coastlines (see Fig. 3 below). 

 

 

Figure 3 Biogeographic realms identified in Costello et al. (2017) . Adapted from Figure 2a of 
Costello et al. (2017). 

 

Some key determinants of these global biogeographic boundaries are temperature (both 

mean and heterogeneity) and tectonic movements or barriers, and both these sets of drivers 

are important in terrestrial (Ficetola et al. 2017) and marine systems (Costello et al. 2017, 

Kocsis et al. 2018).   

 

Across geographic space, organisms can occupy many unique functions in the ecosystems 

they inhabit. Historically, biodiversity research has focussed on numerical changes in species 

metrics over time (Magurran 2013). However, research has identified that individual species 

have effects on the physical formation of ecosystems, play fundamental roles in 

biogeochemical cycling, and occupy key positions in the productivity of biological 

communities [see Coleman and Williams (2002) for examples]. Together these 

observations have prompted substantial research into the link between biodiversity and the 
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cumulative function of all species in an ecosystem (ecosystem function) (Gamfeldt et al. 

2015, van der Plas 2019). There is now broad consensus across study systems of a non-linear, 

positive saturating relationship between species richness and ecosystem function (Cardinale 

et al. 2012, Gamfeldt et al. 2015, van der Plas 2019). Understanding this relationship is 

important because ecosystem function directly contributes to the ecosystem services 

required by humanity [marine examples include fisheries, flood prevention and carbon 

sequestration (Barbier 2017)]. Thus, continued provision of ecosystem function, goods and 

services relies on understanding, maintaining and protecting biodiversity. 

 

1.1.3 Threats to biodiversity  

Biodiversity is in constant flux. Fossil evidence has shown that the richness of animals and 

plants has dramatically changed through geological time. The trend since the origin of life is 

an increase in species diversity (Signor 1994), punctuated by a number of major extinction 

events and subsequent diversification (McElwain and Punyasena 2007, Harnik et al. 2012). 

A recent analysis of marine microfossils has shown that the bulk of geological time is 

characterised by relatively stable biological community composition, interspersed by pulses 

of community change to novel states (Pandolfi et al. 2020). Importantly, shifts to novel 

community states were correlated with increased local extinction rates, providing some 

clues from geological timescales into possible outcomes of the current biodiversity crisis.  

It is now widely accepted that the Anthropocene is characterised by complex changes in 

biodiversity. Analyses of species richness trends have shown precipitous global declines over 

recent decades (Ceballos et al. 2017, Wagner 2020). Conversely, local species richness 

appears to be increasing through time (Dornelas et al. 2014, Elahi et al. 2015, Vellend et al. 

2017) and analyses have not yet found a complete explanation to this apparent discrepancy 

(McGill et al. 2015, Gonzalez et al. 2016). However, there is greater universal support for 

elevated extinction and colonisation rates (Dornelas et al. 2019a), compositional turnover 

(Blowes et al. 2019) and homogenisation of biological communities (Dornelas et al. 2014, 

Capinha et al. 2015) across Anthropocene ecosystems.  
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The principal anthropogenic drivers of these observed changes in biodiversity, outlined in 

the Millennium Ecosystem Assessment (2005), can be categorised into five impact groups 

that affect marine ecosystems shown in bold below.  

 

It is now widely accepted that contemporary climate change has resulted in an increase in 

a global sea temperatures (Barnett et al. 2001). This change in temperature is linked to a 

number of other physical changes in the ocean such as ice cover, ocean circulation, thermal 

stratification and the persistence of upwelling systems (Worm and Lotze 2021). 

Cumulatively these changes have a direct effect on species, with warm-adapted species 

replacing cold-adapted ones in biological assemblages [known as topicalization (Vergés et 

al. 2014)]. This pattern is particularly apparent in marine ecosystems, where species occupy 

a greater proportion of their possible range extent (Sunday et al. 2012). Indirect effects of 

climate change, such as trophic changes or the introduction of diseases, have also been 

shown to have a serious and significant effect on marine biodiversity (Harvell et al. 1999, 

Worm and Lotze 2021).  

 

Humans also affect marine biodiversity directly through overexploitation of marine 

resources, which has persisted for centuries (Duarte et al. 2020). However, industrialised 

fishing has had the greatest impact on ecosystems in the last 50 years (Duarte et al. 2020). 

Coastal fishing has a dramatic effect on food webs (Jackson et al. 2001) and trawling has 

been shown to reduce benthic diversity and alter community structure (Clark et al. 2016).  

 

Fishing and coastal development are linked, and associated habitat loss / change is another 

group of significant anthropogenic activities. Increased construction of urban coastal 

infrastructure directly competes with natural systems (Bugnot et al. 2021). In particular, 

seagrass meadows and mangrove forests have been dramatically affected (Waycott et al. 

2009, Polidoro et al. 2010), this is important as these ecosystem engineers create habitat for 

other marine species (Coleman and Williams 2002).  

 

Alongside the direct effects on ecosystems, coastal urbanisation results in increased 

pollution. In coastal systems, organic enrichment and eutrophication particularly impact on 

biodiversity (Brauko et al. 2020) and sedimentation has been to shown to have a negative 
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effect on the diversity of phototrophic species, soft-bottom and coral reef communities 

(Magris and Ban 2019). Finally, the introduction of invasive species also has a dramatic 

effect on biodiversity and is covered in detail below in Section 1.2.  

 

Many of these anthropogenic impacts co-occur in space and time [for example, marine 

infrastructure construction promotes the invasion of marine species (Airoldi et al. 2015)], 

and research has identified that these co-occurring threats can be described as a number of 

spatially separated threat complexes (Bowler et al. 2020). However, the bulk of empirical 

research into the effects of anthropogenic effects on biodiversity has focussed on single 

threats, and there is an absence of research into synergistic or interactive effects of multiple 

drivers of biodiversity loss (Mazor et al. 2018). A meta-analysis of multiple stressors on 

marine systems consistently found interactive effects across trophic levels (Crain et al. 

2008), reinforcing the importance of considering how multiple drivers interact to alter 

marine biodiversity. Therefore, it is hardly surprising that not a single Aichi biodiversity 

target from the United Nations 2010-2020 decade of biodiversity was fully achieved 

(Secretariat_of_the_Convention_on_Biological_Diversity 2020). While there are many 

reasons for this failure, a comprehensive overview is outside the scope of this thesis. 

However an important issue in the marine realm is biological monitoring, which poses a 

consistent problem across different impact types. We rapidly need to improve global 

coverage and sensitivity of marine biodiversity monitoring tools to detect impacts, monitor 

management responses and measure the restoration of degraded ecosystems (Scholes et al. 

2008, Dornelas et al. 2019b). 

 

1.2 Invasive species 

1.2.1 Defining the invader 

Scientists have long been interested in anthropogenic movement of animals and plants 

across the globe. However, terminology and definitions to describe these species have been, 

and continue to be, subject to intense scientific debate (Richardson et al. 2000, Colautti and 

MacIsaac 2004, Py!ek et al. 2004, Essl et al. 2018). For example Colautti and MacIsaac 

(2004) list over thirty different common English terms describing these species, and show 
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that the definitions for each of the terms have distinct scientific meanings in invasion 

ecology. Here, we define alien, non-native or non-indigenous species as those that have 

moved from their natural range into a novel region or locality, either directly or indirectly 

as a result of human action. A subset of the total pool of non-native species develop self-

sustaining populations and have a harmful effect on natural ecosystems, human health or 

local and global economies. This group of non-native species can be classified as invasive 

species, although more narrow definitions can be applied. For example, the European 

Union defines an invasive species in regulation 1143/2014 as a species found to threaten or 

adversely impact on biodiversity and related ecosystem services (EU 2014), making no 

direct reference to economic impacts. The complexity in defining these organisms is not 

driven simply by a lack of standardization, there are other complexities that make it hard to 

provide a universal designation.  

 

One problem lies in the lack of a complete taxonomic description for all organisms, as only 

a minority of species have been described by science (Appeltans et al. 2012, Costello et al. 

2013). Additionally, a large number of described species have been subsequently identified 

as cryptic; morphologically indistinguishable separate species (Darling and Carlton 2018, 

Jarić et al. 2019). This leads to uncertainty concerning the native range of species that are 

only just being described, or in the case of species being reclassified after the discovery of a 

genetic cryptic linage (Darling and Carlton 2018). Anthropogenic redistribution has 

resulted in discrepancies between the current and native range of these organisms, and 

genetic analyses have not been able to resolve the problem because of the reshuffling of 

linages (Pineda et al. 2011). This makes the reconstruction of the native range for a newly 

described species difficult, and if a native range cannot be determined, a species cannot be 

designed alien or native in a given location. 

 

Even for organisms whose taxonomy is resolved, there are complexities. A key issue is the 

attribution of human influence. Research has documented climate driven range shifts in 

plants and animals (Walther et al. 2009, Pecl et al. 2017), but some definitions do not 

consider these species to be non-native (EU 2014) and difficulty arises with examples of 

organisms responding to human driven climate change with only marginal range shifts (<10 
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km) per year (Sunday et al. 2012). There is good evidence these species are moving in 

response to human activity, but they are not routinely designated as non-natives.  

 

Another example can be found in species that have dispersed, adhered to, or associated with 

rafts such as vegetation or floating natural debris. Marine plastic pollution breaks down 

more slowly than natural debris, providing a human derived pathway for range expansions 

across continents (Barnes 2002, Carlton et al. 2017). However, the extent to which these 

species can be defined as non-native remains unclear, with some authors suggesting these 

species should be described as neonatives (Essl et al. 2019).   

1.2.2 Invasion process 

In an effort to understand species invasions, researchers have developed a series of 

frameworks to categorise species according to the process of a hypothetical invasion. Such 

an invasion is shown in Fig. 4 below with the stages coloured according to Blackburn et al. 

(2011).  

 

 

Figure 4 Stylised invasion process showing the advance of an invasive species and the associated 
invasion stages (Blackburn et al. 2011). The solid line indicates the expansion of range 
over time with the dashed lines indicating possible outcomes . Adapted from Bourne et 
al. (2018). 
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The hypothetical invasion comprises an initial transport stage followed by the introduction 

into the non-native range. The species may or may not survive the conditions found in the 

new range. If it does survive and reproduce it enters the establishment stage where it may 

remain at low abundance for some time. Following the establishment phase some invaders 

may increase further in abundance and spread to new locations. A number of these 

frameworks have been proposed (Williamson and Fitter 1996, Richardson et al. 2000, 

Colautti and MacIsaac 2004, Py!ek and Richardson 2010), with some focussing on barriers 

between different stages and others prioritising the stages themselves. The unified 

framework presented in Blackburn et al. (2011) has established a robust set of definitions for 

each of the stages allowing greater understanding among researchers and between academia 

and management. 

 

1.2.3 Marine vectors 

Central to understanding species invasions is an understanding of the mechanism through 

which they spread. These pathways, known as vectors, have been the subject of intense 

study and an overview of terrestrial and freshwater vectors can be found in Hulme et al. 

(2008). Non-native species in marine ecosystems are predominantly spread as a result of 

shipping (Williams et al. 2013, Ruiz et al. 2015). Large vessels require ballast to adjust trim 

and stability, typically vessels pump seawater between onboard ballast tanks and the 

surrounding environment, which can result in the transfer marine organisms (Bailey 2015). 

Additionally, sessile organisms can adhere and grow on seawater exposed surfaces of vessels. 

This process, known as biofouling, has also been shown to be responsible for a large 

proportion of the total non-native species (Molnar et al. 2008, Williams et al. 2013). While 

commercial shipping represents the largest biofouling vector by number of vessels and 

available surface (Williams et al. 2013, Moser et al. 2017), biofouling via recreational vessels 

have also been shown to contribute to species invasions (Davidson et al. 2010, Ashton et al. 

2014). After shipping, the release of species associated with aquaculture is the next largest 

vector by number of non-native species (Molnar et al. 2008, Williams et al. 2013). In these 

cases adult organisms can be released unintentionally [for example the escape of Atlantic 

Salmon as a result of a storm (Jensen et al. 2010)] or gametes, planktonic or juvenile 

organisms may be unintentionally released into the natural environment (Diederich et al. 
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2005). Additionally, the movement of aquaculture species during their lifecycle, such as 

transport from the hatchery to the ocean, represents a vector as fouling species are often 

found adhered to shellfish (Grosholz et al. 2015). The opening of canals is a major vector for 

the spread of non-native marine organisms and in some regions contributes a greater 

proportion of non-native species than aquaculture as shown in Fig. 5 below (Katsanevakis 

et al. 2013). Finally, there are several vectors that contribute a small number of non-native 

species such as the live seafood and bait trades (Weigle et al. 2005), the release of 

ornamental organisms (Padilla and Williams 2004) and the release of live animals for 

religious reasons (Magellan 2019).    

 

 

Figure 5 Stacked bar chart showing vector associated with non-native species introductions. Data 
sourced from A Katsanevakis et al. (2013) B Molnar et al. (2008) C Williams et al. 
(2013). 

 

1.2.4 Marine impacts  

Studies estimate that around 10% of known non-native species have a negative effect on the 

ecosystem into which they are introduced (Ricciardi and Kipp 2008, Anton et al. 2019). In 

many cases there is a lag between the initial introduction and the detection of increases in 

population density or range (Azzurro et al. 2016). Despite a large proportion of non-native 
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species that have no detectable impact, there is substantial evidence that those that do have 

significant and wide-ranging effects on both biological and human systems. 

 

The economic costs of invasive species are estimated to be billions of USD per year per 

country (Marbuah et al. 2014, Diagne et al. 2021). These costs can be direct, such as those 

associated with removing fouling species which affect the efficiency of vessels during transit 

(Fernandes et al. 2016). Alternatively, these costs can reduce the value of existing resources 

such as fisheries, for example the European Green Crab (Carcinus spp.) has impacted clam 

fisheries in both Tasmania (Walton et al. 2002) and Maine (McClenachan et al. 2015), and 

there is evidence it has a negative effect on other fisheries across their invaded range 

(Leignel et al. 2014). These estimated costs rarely cover the negative impacts on ecosystem 

services (Vilà and Hulme 2017) as the effect of invasion can be hard to assess in financial 

terms, even when the monetary value of marine ecosystem services is known (Costanza et 

al. 1997).  

 

A number of meta-analyses have evaluated the effect of invasive species on native species, 

communities and ecosystems (Thomsen et al. 2014, Gallardo et al. 2016, Anton et al. 2019). 

All studies found large variation in the size of the impact of invasive species across trophic 

levels and impact type, demonstrating that the outcome of an introduction is context 

specific. Furthermore, invader trophic level has been shown to be an important factor, with 

predators having a strong negative effect on biodiversity and ecosystem properties, with 

mixed effects at lower trophic levels (Gallardo et al. 2016, Anton et al. 2019). While a 

global examination of the effects of all invasive species necessarily ignores the context of the 

individual invasions, in general species invasions were associated with a modest but 

significant decrease in ecological variables (such as water turbidity or sedimentation rate) 

(Gallardo et al. 2016, Anton et al. 2019).  

 

Synthesising multiple species invasions to produce generalities across trophic levels is 

difficult, although there is evidence that many invasive species have negative effects on 

ecological systems (Simberloff et al. 2013). Furthermore, a global analysis recently identified 

that pre-existing anthropogenic impact may have a positive interactive effect on ecological 
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changes due to species introductions (Geraldi et al. 2020), further complicating the 

measurement of impact.  

 

1.2.5 Current issues & opportunities 

There are a number of pertinent issues concerning non-native species in marine systems. 

First, transoceanic shipping is projected rise across the century, increasing the global 

invasion rate 3-20 fold (Sardain et al. 2019). Additionally, there are a large number of 

planned shipping infrastructure improvements, such as the expansion of the Suez (Galil et 

al. 2015) and Panama canals (Muirhead et al. 2015), which will increase invasion potential. 

Moreover, large international development programs, such as the People’s Republic of 

China’s Belt and Road Initiative plan to create transport super-corridors across the globe, 

will break down biogeographic boundaries promoting species invasions (Liu et al. 2019).   

Contemporary climate change has also had an effect on the global expansion of 

international shipping with new routes in the Arctic region now possible due to the loss of 

sea ice (Miller and Ruiz 2014). There have been a growing number of non-native species 

introductions into the Arctic in recent decades, with most of the introductions attributed to 

shipping (Chan et al. 2019). These findings indicate that the relatively pristine Arctic region 

is likely to be impacted by an increasing number of invasive species in the near future, and 

sets a precedent for other remote polar regions such as Antarctica (McCarthy et al. 2019).  

Another concern is the impact of microbial species invasions. A great deal of research has 

identified that pathogenic microorganisms can cause substantial shifts in ecosystems across 

marine trophic levels (Bourne et al. 2009, Hewson et al. 2014). Comparatively little is 

known about global patterns of marine microorganismal biogeography, with wide-scale 

studies limited to sample sizes capable of picking up only granular biogeographic patterns 

(Sunagawa et al. 2015, Richter et al. 2019). We therefore have a limited understanding of 

what constitutes a native or non-native range for these species and have even less data 

concerning the frequency and severity of micro-invasions.    

 

Meeting these challenges in the coming decades will require new approaches and tools that 

enable worldwide detection of marine invaders at a fraction of current costs. The use of 

citizen science in biodiversity research has expanded our ability to monitor ecosystems 
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(Theobald et al. 2015) and examples of marine invasive species being monitored using 

citizen science programs are becoming more common (Scyphers et al. 2015, Giovos et al. 

2019). While data quality may in some cases be lower than that collected by professional 

scientists, the reduction in costs, increase in spatial extent and number of records that can be 

generated make it a useful tool for marine invasions. Most pertinent to this work is the use 

of genetic methods for the early detection of marine non-native species across the tree of 

life. 

1.3 Environmental DNA 

1.3.1 What is eDNA? 

Environmental DNA (or eDNA) is genetic material lost by an organism into the 

environment in which it lives, and subsequently isolated from environmental samples such 

as water or sediment. It is typically a mixture containing many different types of 

biologically derived particles all of which contain polynucleotide molecules (Fig. 6).  

 

 

Figure 6 Conceptual diagram of the sources of eDNA showing a the overlapping size distribution 
of extra-organismal and organismal DNA, and examples of various eDNA 
components. b the size distribution captured by various tools typically used in eDNA 
studies. Figure from Rodriguez-Ezpeleta et al. (2021).  
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While it has been known for some time that DNA isolated from the environment can 

reflect the biodiversity of the region from which the sample originated, the first use of 

eDNA to study contemporary metazoans using water samples was Ficetola et al. (2008) [but 

see Martellini et al. (2005)]. This study prompted a rapid expansions of eDNA research (see 

Fig. 7 below), the publication of a textbook (Taberlet et al. 2018), an eDNA specific journal 

(Bernatchez 2019) and the formation of an academic society (Minamoto et al. 2020). Many 

commercial providers and natural resources agencies across the globe have also begun to 

integrate genetic data into their biodiversity assessments.  

 

 

Figure 7 Number of publications with the term ‘eDNA’ found in the title or abstract per year in 
the NCBI Entrez database as of 01/02/2021. Data not collected for 2021.   
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a positive result? The study, or ecology, of eDNA (sensu Barnes and Turner) aims to 

describe the processes that results in eDNA being detectable in a given environment; the 

origin of eDNA, the persistence or state of the particles, the ways in which eDNA is 

transported actively or passively through differing environments and the ultimate fate of 

eDNA. Through understanding each of these processes we learn to interpret the presence, 

or absence, of eDNA in our environment of interest, and how this links to the biodiversity 

of the ecosystem. The following sections overview research into these four ‘Ecology of 

eDNA’ processes. 

 

1.3.2.1 Origin 

There is evidence that the majority of eDNA comes from life processes such as egestion and 

excretion, either directly into the environment or via eDNA transport (Wotton and 

Malmqvist 2001, Caldwell et al. 2011, Williams et al. 2015). Beyond these processes there is 

likely vast interspecific variation in the origin of eDNA from other sources. Some 

organisms (for example, teleost fish or molluscs) produce mucus that performs a variety of 

functions from immunity to physiological homeostasis (Shephard 1994, Davies and 

Hawkins 1998). Studies have shown that this mucus contains quantities of DNA sufficient 

for genetic analysis (Henley et al. 2006, Le Vin et al. 2011, Taslima et al. 2016), suggesting 

mucus as a source of eDNA for these organisms. By contrast, many marine organisms rely 

on a hard exoskeleton which might precent continuous loss of DNA from the outer surface 

of these organisms. DNA has, however, been isolated from exoskeleton remains after 

moulting (Bista et al. 2017) so this might be a source of eDNA in these cases. A number of 

studies have isolated eDNA attributed to spawning events (Bayer et al. 2019, Ratcliffe et al. 

2021), though it remains unclear if these observations represent cellular debris, gametes or 

entire larvae captured during filtration. Finally, there is mixed evidence for the 

contribution of carcasses to eDNA in water bodies, with studies finding that fish carcasses 

produce detectable levels of eDNA (Merkes et al. 2014, Kamoroff and Goldberg 2018) 

while no detectable eDNA was found to be produced by crayfish carcasses (Curtis and 

Larson 2020). 
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The quantity of eDNA produced in metazoans is affected by a range of abiotic and biotic 

factors, reviewed in Stewart (2019). The rate of eDNA shedding has been shown to increase 

with water temperature in most fish species (Lacoursière-Roussel et al. 2016, Robson et al. 

2016, Jo et al. 2019b), but evidence suggests that this effect is not universal (Klymus et al. 

2015). Mesocosm experiments show that greater organismal biomass results in a larger 

concentrations of eDNA (Takahara et al. 2012, Maruyama et al. 2014, Jo et al. 2019b) and 

that for a given biomass juvenile individuals produce more eDNA per biomass than adults 

(Maruyama et al. 2014). Additionally, eDNA shedding may be higher during behaviours 

such as feeding (Klymus et al. 2015, Ghosal et al. 2018) or fighting (Dunn et al. 2017) but a 

full manipulative experiment separating out the effects of each behaviour, intraspecific 

competition and the movement associated with the behaviour has not yet been attempted. 

Thus, growing evidence indicates that the production of eDNA varies both within and 

between species.  

 

Depending on the isolated environmental substrate, eDNA may additionally contain whole 

live organisms such as planktonic juveniles or microscopic meiofauna. Researchers typically 

make no distinction between DNA from these sources, likely because it would be 

impossible to do so. Yet, some researchers consider bulk DNA sample collection a different 

approach in which live organisms are collected or trapped and processed for DNA 

extraction together [reviewed in van der Loos and Nijland (2020)]. These bulk DNA 

samples are still eDNA in that they are bulk DNA extracted from the environment, but the 

as the whole organism has been collected the statistical assumptions are different 

(Rodriguez-Ezpeleta et al. 2020). Examples of bulk organismal DNA collection methods 

include plankton nets, terrestrial pitfall traps and settlement plates.  

 

Once shed, eDNA has been isolated from different substrates including water (Deiner et al. 

2016), sediment (Koziol et al. 2019), sand (Naviaux et al. 2005), honey (Utzeri et al. 2018), 

faeces (Carroll et al. 2018), flowers (Thomsen and Sigsgaard 2019) and blood (Schnell et al. 

2018). However the majority of work in metazoans has focussed on either water or 

sediment (Jarman et al. 2018).  
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1.3.2.2 State 

The state of eDNA in different substrates is important, as different types of eDNA particle 

degrade at variable rates. Understanding eDNA state is also useful to target particles of 

interest such as identifying freshly produced eDNA to detect a rare species or ancient 

eDNA for palaeoecological studies. Experiments passing aqueous eDNA through columns 

packed with different substrates have shown that eDNA is polydisperse (contains a number 

of different sized particles) and heterogenous (has a variable concentration even when 

mixed) (Shogren et al. 2016). Further studies performing sequential filtration on aqueous 

eDNA have shown that eDNA in fish is predominantly between 1-10 µm in size (Turner et 

al. 2014, Wilcox et al. 2015, Jo et al. 2019a), while some evidence suggests that eDNA in 

invertebrates may be much smaller (<1 µm) (Moushomi et al. 2019).  

 

In sediment, studies have shown that individual DNA molecules can bind directly to clay 

(Pietramellara et al. 2007) or sand particles (Lorenz and Wackernagel 1987). This can 

protect the DNA from degradation until it is released from particles through DNA 

extraction (Naviaux et al. 2005, Pedersen et al. 2016).   

 

1.3.2.3 Transport 

Once eDNA is present in the environment transport mechanisms can be categorised into 

two broad groups: horizontal and vertical. Horizontal eDNA transport refers to 

mechanisms that move eDNA across the land or seascape. Evidence shows that eDNA in 

lotic systems can be transported many kilometres from the source (Deiner and Altermatt 

2014), but evidence in non-flowing systems suggests that eDNA may remain closer to its 

source (Li et al. 2019, Murakami et al. 2019). Vertical transport refers to the processes that 

result in eDNA becoming fixed in freshwater sediments or marine benthos (Wotton and 

Malmqvist 2001, Turner et al. 2015). For example, eDNA from vertebrates species settling 

in pond sediment (Buxton et al. 2018). Vertical transport can also resuspend eDNA 

previously stored in sediments (Shogren et al. 2017), potentially resulting in detections after 

an organism is no longer present in the environment. These processes demonstrate the need 

for an understanding of the hydrology of the ecosystem of study in eDNA surveys.  
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It is possible to take advantage of known eDNA transport mechanisms in biodiversity 

surveys, for example in the concentration of eDNA from a number of upstream 

environments (Deiner et al. 2016), or the accumulation of eDNA in lake sediments from 

terrestrial organisms living in the catchment (Ficetola et al. 2018). While a number of 

studies have taken advantage of this ‘conveyor belt’ effect, we lack a comprehensive 

understanding of the interactions between environmental substrates and eDNA and have 

limited knowledge about the drivers of eDNA transport. 

 

Trials using experimental river systems have shown little effect of riverbed substrate type 

on eDNA transport (Jerde et al. 2016), with most variation in eDNA detection remaining 

unexplained. Further experiments have shown that eDNA substrate type and stream 

steepness can affect the resuspension of eDNA from the substrate over time (Shogren et al. 

2017, Fremier et al. 2019). These studies aside, we still have limited knowledge of the rate 

of eDNA transfer between different substrates (for example, water to sediment), though 

work has begun to explore the differences in eDNA concentration and decay between 

different substrates (Turner et al. 2015, Sakata et al. 2020). Yet despite our limited 

knowledge of vertical eDNA transport, researchers have found that eDNA from substrates 

in which organisms live (such as seawater) predominantly reflects contemporary species 

presence (Bohmann et al. 2014, Deiner et al. 2017).  

 

Substrates that act as sinks for eDNA (such as sediment or ice) can contain information 

about both contemporary and past biodiversity (Pedersen et al. 2015). Due to eDNA being 

preserved in stratified layers in some sedimentary environments the interpretation of eDNA 

from sediment cores requires an established chronology and evidence that the eDNA has 

not moved between the layers (Haile et al. 2007). This ensures vertical transport has been 

consistent and ancient eDNA isolated from each strata reflects the biodiversity associated 

with the period in which the layer formed.  

 

1.3.2.4 Fate 

Once cellular material is lost to the environment eukaryotic cell death proceeds either 

through the initiation of apoptosis or by necrosis, both of which lead to the breakdown of 
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organelles and release of genetic material (Hotchkiss et al. 2009). DNA no longer contained 

within a cell can be broken down by DNases associated with microorganisms in the 

environment and incorporated into the carbon, nitrogen or phosphorus cycles (Paul et al. 

1987, Pietramellara et al. 2009). DNA also spontaneously degrades in the absence of 

enzymes (Lindahl 1993); both heat and UV can cause the structure of DNA to change 

through a number of chemical pathways (Sancar and Sancar 1988). Biological (enzyme 

driven) degradation of DNA has been shown to occur in a matter of hours (Salter 2018), 

while spontaneous DNA degradation has a half-life between tens and thousands of years, 

depending on the chemical pathway and temperature (Schroeder and Wolfenden 2007). 

Therefore, the most relevant pathway for degradation of eDNA, and of a measurable 

eDNA signal, is biological. Experiments have consistently shown that UV light has little 

effect on eDNA detection (Andruszkiewicz et al. 2017, Mächler et al. 2018). However, no 

study has systematically determined the relative effects of biological or chemical 

degradation pathways, and research into the effects of bacteria on eDNA decay have shown 

mixed results (Tsuji et al. 2017, Salter 2018, Zulkefli et al. 2019). Further work is required 

to definitively determine the comparative importance of different mechanisms of DNA 

degradation.   

 

A growing number of studies have investigated the effects of various physical, chemical and 

biotic factors on the decay of detectable eDNA in aquatic systems (Andruszkiewicz et al. 

2017, Jo et al. 2019b). They demonstrate that some variables, such as pH or temperature, 

appear to have a strong effect on eDNA decay (Eichmiller et al. 2016, Tsuji et al. 2017, 

Seymour et al. 2018, Jo et al. 2019b). As many of these factors vary seasonally, we might 

expect seasonality to effect eDNA decay, but data in temperate ecosystems has yet to 

demonstrate a consistent pattern (Collins et al. 2018). Understanding the relationship 

between these factors and decay is important to ensure appropriate metadata is collected 

and to avoid false-negative errors. Most marine studies show that eDNA in seawater 

becomes undetectable after two to five days (Sassoubre et al. 2016, Andruszkiewicz et al. 

2017, Minamoto et al. 2017, Collins et al. 2018, Cowart et al. 2018, Jo et al. 2019b, Holman 

et al. 2021a). However, in some cases positive detections become inconsistent after only 48 

hours (Forsström and Vasemägi 2016, Sassoubre et al. 2016). This research reasserts the 

importance of understanding the eDNA decay rate for each species in a given 
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spatiotemporal environment to provide inference into the relationship between 

contemporaneous eDNA and species presence. 

 

1.3.2.5 Limitations of the ecology of eDNA  

Our understanding of eDNA has advanced since the ‘Ecology of eDNA’ framework was 

introduced in Barnes and Turner (2016). There are, however, some problems that continue 

to arise in eDNA research. Firstly, a large proportion of the eDNA work is conducted in 

fish (Jarman et al. 2018). This may be due to their commercial importance, their availability 

for experimental studies, their ecological importance in ecosystems or more simply because 

there are a large number of researchers working on fish species across ecosystems. 

Regardless of the reason, this is problematic because studies have identified that eDNA 

dynamics (such as shedding rate or decay) vary across taxa (Collins et al. 2018, Stewart 

2019), and some initial evidence suggests that even the particle size distribution of eDNA 

may vary across species (Moushomi et al. 2019). It is therefore essential, that basic research is 

conducted into the properties of eDNA for a range of taxa and that findings from different 

organisms are not generalised across species. 

 

Secondly, it remains unclear to what extent results in tank trials apply in natural systems. A 

large number of studies are conducted in laboratory aquariums (Sassoubre et al. 2016, 

Collins et al. 2018, Jo et al. 2019a, Jo et al. 2019b, Moushomi et al. 2019), with a smaller 

number in outdoor experimental pools or streams more closely resembling field conditions 

(Seymour et al. 2018, Li et al. 2019). Evidence reviewed above shows that conditions and 

animal behaviour can affect patterns of eDNA production and decay (Klymus et al. 2015, 

Dunn et al. 2017, Stewart 2019). Furthermore, we have yet to describe any consistent 

functional relationship between the ecology of eDNA and bacterial abundance or diversity. 

Some studies have linked bacterial processes to various components of eDNA ecology 

(Tsuji et al. 2017, Salter 2018, Zulkefli et al. 2019), but bacterial diversity is rarely listed 

among required metadata for eDNA studies (Goldberg et al. 2016). If bacteria have a strong 

effect on the ecology of eDNA, for example through absorbing or digesting free DNA,  

then the uncontrolled microbial differences between tank trials and unobserved microbial 
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variance in field studies might be an essential unrecorded parameter driving experimental 

outcomes.  

 

1.3.3 eDNA detection methods 

Once extracted from a sample environmental DNA can be stored and assayed as any DNA 

sample. Two broad groups of analytical approaches have become common in eDNA 

experiments. One group (single-species approaches) targets a single DNA region in the 

extracted DNA pool. Providing information about the incidence, and in some cases 

quantity, of DNA molecules originating from a particular single species. A second group 

(multi-species approaches) target the DNA molecules from multiple species to determine 

incidence, and less commonly quantity, in parallel either by targeting a homologous gene 

fragment or by examining all DNA molecules found in the DNA mixture. An overview of 

the technologies used in each of the methods is presented below.  

 

1.3.3.1 Single-species targeted detection 

Analytical approaches detecting a single species from eDNA samples, sometimes called 

targeted eDNA analysis, have taken advantage of pre-existing resources, such as DNA 

barcodes and previously validated primers, to develop assays that enable a researcher to 

confirm the incidence of a DNA template in an eDNA sample. The bulk of eDNA research 

to date has been conducted using quantitative polymerase chain reaction (qPCR) (Tsuji et 

al. 2019, Thalinger et al. 2021) wherein the product of a PCR is quantified over many cycles 

to determine the quantity of the DNA template in original sample. A large number of 

studies have confirmed that, with appropriate quality control and validation (Goldberg et 

al. 2016), the quantified concentration of eDNA from qPCR reflects that in both the DNA 

extract and in some cases organismal biomass (Plough et al. 2018, Yates et al. 2019). While 

most studies rely on qPCR instruments, others have shown that visualising PCR products 

using gel electrophoresis can also provide sensitive detection (Clusa et al. 2017, Blackman et 

al. 2020). Recent studies have begun to implement digital droplet PCR (ddPCR) in eDNA 

surveys (Baker et al. 2018, Uthicke et al. 2018). In this method PCR reactions are 

miniaturised and assayed individually to produce many thousands, or hundreds of 
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thousands, of replicate PCR reactions that provide a binary detection result. The original 

DNA template concentration correlates with the proportion of binary PCR positives to 

give an accurate and sensitive quantification of DNA template. Studies have shown this 

technique to provide more sensitive detection, while being less sensitive to PCR inhibition, 

albeit at an increased cost per assay, compared to qPCR (Doi et al. 2015, Mauvisseau et al. 

2019). The initial design of a qPCR assay is relatively simple, but validation and 

optimisation can be expensive and difficult. A recent effort, building on previous work 

(Goldberg et al. 2016), aims to classify eDNA assays based on their level of validation and 

provides a roadmap for those aiming to produce a reliable eDNA assay for PCR, qPCR or 

ddPCR platforms (Thalinger et al. 2021). Additionally, some eDNA studies have developed 

methods optimised for portability and have demonstrated proof of concepts for on-site 

eDNA detection of species using PCR-based lateral flow assays (Doyle and Uthicke 2020) 

and loop-mediated isothermal amplification (Williams et al. 2017). These platforms require 

either a thermo-cycler or rigorous optimisation. An exciting new development that 

overcomes these challenges is the use of the CAS12a enzyme for nucleic acid detection 

(Chen et al. 2018, Gootenberg et al. 2018). CAS12a is an enzyme associated with the 

CRIPSR/Cas system (clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeats/CRISPR 

associated nucleases) predominantly used in gene editing. A limited number of studies have 

demonstrated this technology on eDNA samples (Williams et al. 2019) showing excellent 

sensitivity and potential for simple and portable eDNA detection of single species in the 

near future.   

 

1.3.3.2 Multi-species passive detection 

The second group of approaches (passive eDNA analysis) rely on the use of high-

throughput sequencing technologies. Broadly, these technologies enable researchers to 

sequence many millions of DNA molecules in parallel [see Goodwin et al. (2016) for a 

comprehensive technology review] and have been instrumental in many recent discoveries 

across biodiversity and invasion ecology (Bourne et al. 2018, Taberlet et al. 2018). 

Metabarcoding is the most common type of multi-species method employed in eDNA 

surveys (Deiner et al. 2017, Jarman et al. 2018). This method uses primers that target a 

homologous short DNA fragment (typically 100-400bp in length) in a PCR that anneals 
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oligonucleotides onto the biologically derived DNA for sequencing. These primers are 

sometimes called ‘universal’ or ‘degenerate’ indicating that they have binding affinities for a 

range of different DNA templates. This is usually achieved with primers incorporating one 

or more degenerate bases (for example, W or M in the International Union of Pure and 

Applied Chemistry degenerate base symbols table) which is synthesised as a mixture of 

different oligonucleotide molecules. Alternatively, an deoxyinosine base can be used which 

can bind to all four bases of the genetic code (Rossolini et al. 1994). Successful 

metabarcoding relies on sufficient reference data to guide primer design to ensure 

maximum amplification across the target group, a region being amplified that contains 

enough genetic variation to delineate different species and minimal cross- amplification 

with non-target groups (for example, bacteria or protists for a set of primers targeting fish). 

No commonly used primers satisfy all these conditions perfectly (Leray et al. 2013), but 

there is minimal cross amplification when the target taxonomic group is relatively restricted 

(Miya et al. 2020). It is therefore necessary to have an understanding in advance of the 

primer binding affinity to a given DNA template for correct interpretation of positive and 

negative detections (Kelly et al. 2019).  

 

A less common technique for eDNA surveys is shotgun-metagenomics. Here a DNA 

template isolated from an environmental sample is used to build a DNA sequencing library 

without any specific amplification of any genomic region. While this technique is common 

in the study of microorganisms (Quince et al. 2017) most metagenomic eDNA studies in 

larger organisms have been conducted using sedimentary ancient environmental DNA 

(Pedersen et al. 2013, Pedersen et al. 2015, Pedersen et al. 2016) and very few studies have 

used it for eDNA biomonitoring (Stat et al. 2017). Stat et al. (2017) showed that shotgun-

metagenomics identified a much smaller fraction of the metazoan biodiversity compared to 

multiple metabarcoding primer sets. It should be noted however that current metazoan 

metagenomics workflows are less well developed compared to metabarcoding and 

appropriate quality control metrics, such as number of reads per sample, are not well 

understood.  

 

One metagenomic technique that has great potential is hybridisation-based approaches. It is 

possible to use oligonucleotides designed using a reference library containing target species 
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to enrich a DNA sample by hybridising environmental DNA to the synthetic references 

(Wilcox et al. 2018). Once enriched, the DNA can then be shotgun sequenced. Early 

studies have shown this approach detects a greater number of species compared to 

metabarcoding (Giebner et al. 2020) or shotgun-metagenomics alone (Murchie et al. 2020). 

However, this technique is comparatively expensive, requires complete DNA reference 

sequences for detection and requires large DNA input under some protocols (Wilcox et al. 

2018, Giebner et al. 2020).  

 

1.3.4 eDNA in the oceans 

Despite their scale and global importance, a relatively minor proportion of eDNA 

biodiversity studies have been conducted in marine systems [see Fig. 2 from (Beng and 

Corlett 2020)]. We are only beginning to appreciate how eDNA surveys can contribute to 

marine science. 

 

Observational ecological datasets covering a large number of oceanic basins and ecosystems 

have begun to describe the structure and function of biological communities (Sunagawa et 

al. 2015, Richter et al. 2019) revealing complex patterns driven by abiotic variables and 

species interactions (Djurhuus et al. 2020) across the tree of life (Holman et al. 2021b). 

Additionally, eDNA has been used in field manipulation studies (Nascimento et al. 2019) 

allowing researchers to describe treatments with greater accuracy and resolution compared 

to existing biodiversity survey tools. 

 

Beyond fundamental ocean science, eDNA also has a use in conservation. Studies have 

shown that eDNA can accurately detect rare, mobile species of conservation concern, such 

as sharks (Boussarie et al. 2018) or marine mammals (Djurhuus et al. 2020). It is also possible 

to establish seasonal residency of marine organisms with a view to advising conservation 

efforts (Stoeckle et al. 2017, Postaire et al. 2020). Beyond single species assessments, eDNA 

is expected to contribute to all stages of marine spatial planning [See Bani et al. (2020) for a 

review] from initial surveys, in the determination of ecosystem status (Stat et al. 2017) and 

to evaluating the health of marine protected areas (Gold et al. 2021) and fisheries post-

designation (Salter et al. 2019). 
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A number of studies have explored the utility of eDNA in marine fisheries science with 

experiments comparing eDNA to acoustic (Yamamoto et al. 2016), visual (Sigsgaard et al. 

2017) and trawling data (Knudsen et al. 2019, Salter et al. 2019). They indicate that eDNA 

is a suitable tool for fisheries management, but standardisation is required for specific 

fisheries to ensure comparability with existing methods (Jerde 2019, Salter et al. 2019). 

Aquaculture has also begun to incorporate methods based on the collection and analysis of 

eDNA. Studies have shown that sediment eDNA collected from around open aquaculture 

pens in marine systems can be analysed to assess the impact of production on the 

environment (Pawlowski et al. 2014, He et al. 2019, Frühe et al. 2020). eDNA can also be 

used to detect bacteria or parasites associated with fish disease in aquaculture facilities 

(Peters et al. 2018, Fossøy et al. 2020), enabling treatment or early harvest to prevent 

financial losses. Finally, recent work has identified that non-invasive sampling of valuable 

adult breeding organisms can be achieved with eDNA (Espinoza et al. 2017, Holman et al. 

2019b) avoiding mortality and handling stress associated with DNA biopsies. 

 

The use of eDNA in marine invasion ecology has increased in recent years (Duarte et al. 

2021) with studies demonstrating the advantages of molecular approaches across the stages 

of invasion. Experiments have shown that non-native species can be detected during 

transport using eDNA, for example in ballast water (Gerhard and Gunsch 2019, Rey et al. 

2019). Work has also shown that species recently introduced into harbours and marinas can 

be detected using eDNA metabarcoding (Deiner et al. 2018, Grey et al. 2018, Holman et al. 

2019a, Westfall et al. 2020) at lower cost than existing methods (Borrell et al. 2017). Studies 

have demonstrated that a management response is more likely to be successful and can cost 

less during the early stages of an invasion (Leung et al. 2002, Beric and MacIsaac 2015) 

showing the importance of eDNA detection in the transport and introduction stages of 

invasion. However, some studies have produced false negative detections of non-native 

species using qPCR of water eDNA samples (Forsström and Vasemägi 2016, Wood et al. 

2018) emphasising the importance of understanding eDNA transport and assay sensitivity 

for novel species. As invasions proceed into the ‘establishment’ and ‘spread’ phases, eDNA 

can be used to detect further range expansions (Dufresnes et al. 2019, Carim et al. 2020), 

ensure eradication efforts have been successful and in future monitoring to check for 
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reinvasion (Dunker et al. 2016, Miralles et al. 2016, Davison et al. 2017). Finally, recent 

work has identified that ancient sedimentary eDNA can be used to reconstruct pre-invasion 

community biodiversity information (Ficetola et al. 2018, Nelson-Chorney et al. 2019). In 

summary eDNA-based methods revolutionise our ability to understand our oceans, reveal 

changes in marine community composition in response to anthropogenic and natural 

drivers, and enable a methodological step-change in several avenues of applied sciences such 

as fisheries and invasion ecology. 

 

1.4 Thesis aims & overview 

This thesis asks: how can eDNA contribute to our knowledge of marine biodiversity and 

biological invasions? Each chapter is presented in the form of a publication and, where 

appropriate, the peer-reviewed publisher typeset article is presented along with 

supplementary information. 

 

Chapter Two asks if eDNA metabarcoding can be used to detect novel and previously 

reported marine species invasions, and how methodological choices affect the results. 

Replicate water and sediment samples from four recreational marinas across the United 

Kingdom were collected. These samples were subjected to eDNA metabarcoding of a 

cytochrome c oxidase subunit I (COI) and nuclear small subunit ribosomal DNA (18S) 

gene fragments. The resultant dataset was compared to biodiversity survey data collected by 

taxonomic experts, and the overlap of detected species was detailed.  

 

Chapter Three asks if it is possible to use the developed tools and eDNA methods detailed 

in the previous chapter to profile biodiversity in Anthropocene oceans in a standardised 

way. To do this water samples from 18 varied sites were collected to represent the full range 

of ecoregions across the South African coastline, cumulatively stretching over 2000km. 

Environmental DNA was extracted from these samples and subjected to multi-marker 

metabarcoding targeting organisms spanning many orders of magnitude in organismal size 

across the tree of life, from bacteria to metazoans. First, broad-scale biogeographic patterns 

for each taxonomic group were analysed. Environmental variables were then used to 
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explain the observed community dissimilarity. Finally, evidence for homogenisation of 

communities across taxonomic groups was evaluated .  

 

In Chapter Four examines the ability for eDNA to detect changes in the invaded range of 

four sessile non-native marine organisms over a period of eight years, evaluates changes in 

genetic diversity across this period, and explores possibilities for eDNA to be used for 

population genetics. Biodiversity survey data from 2009 was compared to newly collected 

rapid assessment and eDNA metabarcoding biodiversity survey data on the abundance and 

distribution of four non-native ascidian species (Class Ascidiacea) across the coastline of 

South Africa. Tissue samples were collected for the same four species and a region of the 

cytochrome c oxidase subunit I gene (COI) was sequenced for each sample.  

 

Chapter Five is a study conducted as a part of a CASE studentship (Collaborative Awards 

in Science and Engineering) with commercial partners Xelect Ltd. In this chapter a non-

invasive genotyping technique using eDNA is developed with an aquaculture application. 

The method demonstrates the collection of a DNA sample from small or valuable 

organisms for which tissue sampling is not possible or preferable, as in many marine 

biodiversity or invasion biology studies. The method was developed for a bivalve mollusk 

and relied on the release of eDNA by the organisms into a small volume (500ml) of salt 

water. The released eDNA along with a tissue sample for each animal was then extracted 

and 16 single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNP) where genotyped.  

 

Finally, Chapter 6 provides a summary and synthesis of the findings of the empirical work. 

The broad applicability of how eDNA methods can be used to study species invasions and 

marine biodiversity are outlined along with further directions for study.  
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Detection of introduced and 
resident marine species using 
environmental DNA metabarcoding 
of sediment and water
Luke E. Holman  ͷ, Mark de Bruyn  ǡ, Simon Creer  , Gary Carvalho, Julie Robidartͺ & 
Marc Rius  ͷǡͻ

Environmental DNA (eDNA) surveys are increasingly being used for biodiversity monitoring, principally 
because they are sensitive and can provide high resolution community composition data. Despite 
�������������������������������������ǡ������������������������������ơ���������������������������
�����������ơ�������������������������������������Ǥ�����������������������������������������������������
important for providing best practice guidance on early detection and subsequent mitigation of 
non-indigenous species. Here we used eDNA metabarcoding of COI (cytochrome c oxidase subunit I) 
����ͷ;��ȋ�����������������������������������Ȍ������������������������������������������������
����������������������������������Ƥ��������������������������������������������Ǥ����Ƥ�������������
�����������ơ��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������
�����������������������������������Ǥ��������������������������������������������������������������
����������������������������������������������������������������������������������ơ�������������
techniques. Finally, our eDNA surveys detected many non-indigenous species, including several newly 
introduced species, highlighting the utility of eDNA metabarcoding for both early detection and 
���������Ȁ��������������������������Ǧ������������������Ǥ�������������������������������������������
environmental sample type is needed when conducting eDNA surveys, especially for studies assessing 
community change.

Anthropogenic activities have widespread impacts on global biodiversity1,2 and can negatively a!ect ecosystem 
services and function3. Cumulatively these actions create an urgent need to develop monitoring tools that rapidly 
and accurately detect community composition in ecosystems. Existing biodiversity survey techniques have been 
criticised for their methodological limitations (e.g. observer bias or taxonomic resolution)4,5 and are typically 
standardised by a survey time limit or through reaching asymptote of a species discovery curve6,7. Such surveys 
o"en focus on the detection of a speci#c taxonomic group that are being targeted, with no ability to retrospec-
tively separate mis-identi#ed species in light of new species discoveries. $is is of critical importance for biodi-
versity monitoring as an increasing number of studies are revealing the widespread presence of molecular cryptic 
species (i.e. morphologically similar but genetically distinct species8). For example, between 9,000–35,000 marine 
species (2.7% of the total number of known marine species) are considered molecular cryptic, and genetic studies 
o"en reveal widespread marine species containing multiple cryptic lineages9,10. $is highlights the need to inte-
grate morphological and genetic approaches to accurately detect community composition.

One approach that has the potential to overcome some of the above limitations is the use of DNA found in 
environmental samples, such as water, soil or sediment, to infer presence or absence of organisms in the ecosys-
tem11. $is genetic material, known as environmental DNA (eDNA), is a poly disperse mixture of tissue, cells, 
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subcellular fragments and extracellular DNA lost to the environment through the normal life and death of organ-
isms12,13. Environmental DNA surveys have been used in targeted detection (i.e. single species) studies with qPCR 
assays14–17, and in community (i.e. multi-species) studies using metabarcoding18–20. !ese surveys are highly sen-
sitive and once the methodology is optimised are amenable to automation21,22. However, validity and replica-
bility rely on appropriate experimental design and an understanding of the e"ects of methodological choices 
during sampling, sequencing library preparation and bioinformatic analysis23,24. Although it is well-established 
that eDNA surveys are highly informative and can complement other biodiversity monitoring methods25, eDNA 
studies assessing how di"erent sampling techniques a"ect species detectability remain rare26.

An area where accurate monitoring tools are critical is the detection of non-indigenous species (NIS). NIS 
are those that have been transported through human action from their native range into a novel geographic 
location. Only a subset of the total number of NIS have a net negative e"ect27 but these pose a severe threat to 
anthropogenic activities, human health and indigenous biodiversity28–32. Most marine NIS have spread globally 
via vectors such as transoceanic shipping or canals connecting large water bodies32,33. At smaller (tens of km) 
geographical scales, other vectors such as intraregional boating signi#cantly enhance the spread of NIS34. In 
coastal areas, studies have highlighted the importance of monitoring marinas and harbours6, as these are hotspots 
of NIS and together with marine infrastructure (e.g. breakwaters, arti#cial reefs) promote the spread of NIS35. In 
these habitats, NIS o$en outcompete native resident species and dominate arti#cial hard substrata36,37. Marinas 
and harbours have distinct ecological and physico-chemical conditions compared to the surrounding marine 
environment38,39. Consequently, speci#c sampling and surveying protocols are needed to study marine organisms 
in these environments, with eDNA surveys o"ering huge potential for early detection and management of NIS.

Recent work has identi#ed a vast range of protocols for the collection and extraction of eDNA from di"er-
ent environmental sample types (e.g. water, sediment)40–42. Despite this progress, we are only just beginning to 
understand how the choice of environmental sample type a"ects species detectability26,43. For example, we would 
not expect to detect nektonic in addition to benthic organisms in an analysis of a sediment core using micros-
copy, but several eDNA studies have detected both of these groups in eDNA isolated from marine sediment26,44. 
Understanding which proportion of the total community is detected using eDNA isolated from di"erent sample 
types is essential to place eDNA surveys in the context of existing methods, especially when studying NIS.

Here we used eDNA metabarcoding of COI (cytochrome c oxidase subunit I) and 18S (nuclear small subunit 
ribosomal DNA) genes to compare alpha and beta diversity between sediment and water samples collected in 
marine urban environments. We then compared the eDNA metabarcoding results with previously published bio-
diversity data to identify if NIS detection was comparable between methods. We subsequently parsed our eDNA 
metabarcoding dataset to identify NIS in the study region. We then outlined the strengths and weaknesses of 
eDNA metabarcoding for the detection of NIS and more broadly community composition. Finally, we discussed 
how this technique can help conservation e"orts for both assessing indigenous biodiversity and mitigating the 
deleterious e"ects of NIS.

Results
Raw sequencing results and taxonomic annotation. Sequencing produced a total of 17.8 mil-
lion paired end reads, with 15.2 million sequences remaining a$er paired end read merging and quality #lter-
ing. !e average number of sequences per sample a$er #ltering (excluding those from control samples) was 
200,185 ± 64,019 (s.d.). Negative control samples contained an average of 811 ± 3,402 (s.d.) sequences. One neg-
ative control sample contained ~15,000 sequences that mapped to an operational taxonomic unit (OTU) that 
had 100% identity to a sequence of a terrestrial fungi (Genbank Accession number: FJ804151.1). Excluding this 
OTU from the entire analysis resulted in an average of 51 ± 94 (s.d.) sequences per no-template control sample. 
Denoising produced 8,069 OTUs for COI and 2,433 for 18S with 6,435 and 1,679 remaining respectively a$er 
OTU curation with LULU. Taxonomic annotation identi#ed 622 OTUs from the 18S rRNA dataset and 481 OTUs 
from the COI dataset. Taxonomic data from World Register of Marine Species45 could be retrieved for 200 of the 
annotated COI OTUs and 190 of the 18S OTUs.

������������������������������������Ǥ� !e e"ects of preservation techniques for water eDNA samples 
di"ered between the target amplicons. !e 18S rRNA amplicon produced signi#cantly more OTUs (Wilcoxon 
signed-rank test, p < 0.05) in samples preserved by freezing compared to Longmire’s preservation method, while 
no signi#cant di"erences (Wilcoxon signed-rank test, p = 0.55) were observed between preservation treatments 
for the COI amplicon (see Supplementary Information%2 for details). As a conservative approach all subsequent 
analyses used sample data from the frozen samples. !e minimum number of reads per sample was 137,624 and 
117,915 for the COI and 18S datasets, respectively, and so samples were rare#ed to these numbers of reads. A con-
sistently greater number of OTUs were detected in the sediment samples compared to the water samples across all 
sites and both markers as shown in Fig.%1b,c. In all cases, unique OTUs were detected in both water and sediment 
samples, but the mean proportion of unique OTUs across 18S and COI detected in water was lower (49.2%) than 
in sediment (73.8%). A two-way ANOVA testing the e"ects of sample type, site and their interaction on the num-
ber of OTUs indicated a signi#cant e"ect of the site-sample type interaction (p < 0.001) for both 18S and COI (see 
Supplementary Information%3 for full model output). Ordination plots based on the Bray-Curtis dissimilarities 
(Fig.%1d,e) showed that OTUs found in sediment and water eDNA di"ered in community structure as much as 
among sites. Additionally, the PERMANOVA model indicated signi#cant di"erences (p < 0.001) among sites and 
eDNA sample types in both the 18S and COI datasets (see Supplementary Information%4 for full model output). 
Accordingly, eDNA sample type in the PERMANOVA model explained 23.2% and 32.5% of the variation in the 
18S and COI data respectively, while site explained 34.2% and 30.5% in the 18S and COI data. Species detections 
binned at Phylum level showed variable detection sample type within Phylum (Fig.%2). However, an exact bino-
mial goodness of #t test showed non-random detection proportions in Nematoda and Platyhelminthes (p < 0.001 
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and p = 0.038 respectively, see Supplementary Information!5 for full details), with species detections mostly in 
sediment in both cases.

Detection of non-indigenous species. As the 18S region lacks the appropriate resolution for taxonomic 
assignments at species level46,47 only the taxonomic assignments from the COI were considered for the identi"ca-
tion of NIS. In total 18 NIS to the study region and 24 species documented as NIS in other regions were detected 
across the four sites (see Supplementary Table!2 for full list). Out of the detected NIS, eight were present in the 

Figure 1. (a) Map of the United Kingdom indicating the geographic position of the sampled sites, a legend 
indicates the four sites (PQ, TB, TQ and HH) and colours for water and sediment eDNA samples for each site. 
Barplots detailing number of OTUs (operational taxonomic units) detected across sampling sites and eDNA 
sample type for (b) COI and (c) 18S rRNA metabarcoding of UK marinas, the break in bars indicates the 
number of shared OTUs between sediment and water eDNA samples. Non-metric multidimensional scaling 
ordination plots based on Bray-Curtis dissimilarities of: (d) COI and (e) 18S rRNA metabarcoding of marina 
sediment and water eDNA samples.
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Figure 2. Horizontal stacked barchart detailing proportion of operational taxonomic units detected in 
eDNA from sediment, water or both sediment and water across the 14 Phyla for pooled 18S rRNA and COI 
metabarcoding data from the sampled marinas.
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list of 21 NIS previously detected in rapid assessment (RA) surveys at the sampling sites48–50. As shown in Fig.!3, 
the results of the eDNA surveys closely matched those of the RA surveys. Four detections di"ered from the RA 
surveys, a single eDNA detection not seen in RA and three RA detections not seen in eDNA surveys (Fig.!3). 
Remapping of raw reads from sites with incongruent detections to respective COI regions (Genbank Accessions: 
Austrominius modestus KY607884; Bugula neritina KY235450; Ficopomatus enigmatus KX840011) found hits for 
the bryozoan B. neritina only (#ve reads from a single replicate). $ese reads were lost during data #ltering and so 
did not feature in the #nal dataset. $ree species detections in site TQ represented recent introductions: the detec-
tion of Arcuatula senhousia (Asian date mussel), the nemertean Cephalothrix simula and the oligochaete Paranais 
frici. Targeted visual surveys on tidal mud%ats within two kilometres of Marina TQ con#rmed the presence of 
live A. senhousia individuals. Furthermore, we generated COI sequences from tissue samples of these individuals 
(Genbank Accession: MH924820 and MH924821) and these provided full length, high identity matches to both 
known A. senhousia DNA sequences and our eDNA derived OTU sequence (see Supplementary Information!6 
for details of DNA barcoding).

Discussion
We demonstrated that the type of environmental sample in eDNA metabarcoding studies a"ects the measured 
community composition, indicating that the most comprehensive assessment of biodiversity in a given com-
munity comes from the collection of multiple environmental sample types. In addition, we found concordance 
between our eDNA metabarcoding data and previous biodiversity surveys, demonstrating complementarity of 
di"erent biodiversity assessment methods. Furthermore, we detected recently introduced NIS, providing sup-
port for eDNA metabarcoding as an e"ective tool for early detection of NIS. $is is key as early detection of NIS 
greatly increases the likelihood of successful control and eventual eradication of NIS. Overall, we demonstrate 
that type of environmental sample can a"ect the detection of both whole community composition and particular 
species of concern.

Our study showed that taxonomic assignments at the level of Phylum did not predict if a species was detected 
in water, sediment or both environmental sample types (except in Nematodes and Platyhelminthes, whose mem-
bers are predominantly benthic inhabitants). However, all sampled sites showed higher OTU richness in sediment 
compared to water. $e magnitude of this di"erence was not #xed across sites, with a signi#cant interaction 
term in our two-way ANOVA (Supplementary Information!3) indicating that the detected OTU richness di"er-
ences between sediment and water vary spatially. $e majority of research using eDNA to detect aquatic mac-
rofauna has focused on the collection of water samples, while sediment samples have received comparatively 
less attention (see Fig.!S1 from Koziol, et al.26). $is is surprising considering that sediment samples typically 

Botrylloides violaceus

Bugula neritina

Watersipora subatra

Ammothea hilgendorfi

Crepidula fornicata

Hydroides ezoensis

eDNA survey RA survey

PQ TB HHTQ

Ficopomatus enigmaticus

Austrominius modestus

Figure 3. Incidence diagram for eight non-indigenous species across the four sampling sites (PQ,TB,TQ and 
HH). For each species-location the le& semi-circle indicates the detection during our eDNA metabarcoding 
surveys of 18S rRNA and COI fragments, and the right semi-circle indicates the detection from rapid assessment 
(RA) surveys. Blue indicates a positive detection for that species-location and red indicates no detection.
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contain three orders of magnitude more eDNA than water51. Despite our observations that sediment provided 
a greater number of OTU richness than water samples, we do not advocate for a particular sample type, as this 
decision should be driven by the target organisms for a given study. For example, a researcher hoping to use 
eDNA metabarcoding to measure Nematode diversity, based on our results, should sample marine sediment. 
Regarding NIS, both water and sediment served as excellent sample types for NIS detection. Consequently, our 
results suggest that no speci!c sample type o"ers a better detection of NIS, likely because NIS are not found in 
a single phylogenetic clade’ for clarity. We argue that at a lower taxonomic level, the species-speci!c ecology of 
eDNA (sensu Barnes and Turner52) may lead to convergent eDNA occupancy in di"erent environmental sample 
types. Further work is needed to clarify how eDNA partitions into adjacent environmental samples across the tree 
of life. A key unknown is the underlying explanation for eDNA metabarcoding data from sediment samples gen-
erating more OTUs in comparison to water. One hypothesis is that eDNA from sediment includes extracellular 
‘free’ DNA that is not retained by the !lters used to process water for eDNA samples. Studies focussing on eDNA 
surveys have found little evidence identifying what proportion of total eDNA is extracellular DNA. However, 
using qPCR Turner and colleagues12 identi!ed that eDNA particles with a size of less than 0.2µm, well below the 
size of intra-organellular DNA, are less than 10% of the total eDNA pool for a teleost !sh species. If this pattern 
is observed in other metazoans then extracellular eDNA may have little e"ect on the di"erences of OTU richness 
detected here. An alternative hypothesis is that due to eDNA settlement and persistence dynamics in sediment, it 
contains a greater diversity of eDNA fragments (both extra and intracellular).

Current eDNA metabarcoding research has identi!ed large variation in the detected marine biodiversity 
across small spatial scales (hundreds of metres) in both sediment53 and water54,55. Additionally, fractionation 
of environmental samples (i.e. sorting samples by particle size class) can produce signi!cant di"erences in the 
metabarcoding results between fractions56,57 indicating signi!cant variation within sites. We found similar pat-
terns, with PERMANOVA modelling showing approximately equivalent variation in OTU dissimilarity between 
site and environmental sample type. Future research should explore how di"erent sample types and eDNA extrac-
tion methods a"ect the detection of marine species, especially as eDNA metabarcoding moves from an experi-
mental technique to a routine monitoring tool58,59.

A key gap in our understanding is the rate at which eDNA degrades in sediment and how this a"ects our 
observations. In lake sediments, eDNA can be preserved for thousands of years60,61, with eDNA being preserved 
along with deposited sediments so each core represents a timeline through which past biological communities 
can be examined62. Here we chose to process only the uppermost section of the sampled cores, with the aim of 
pro!ling contemporary species composition. Studies are needed to advance our understanding of how eDNA 
deposits and degrades in marine sediments in order to temporally contextualise sediment samples.

We found that eDNA metabarcoding accurately detected many NIS, as seen in previous studies18–20. By com-
paring our eDNA data to those collected using existing methods we found close congruence in NIS incidence. 
#e false-negative eDNA detection of B. neritina was found to be a result of setting speci!c bioinformatic param-
eters, showing that choices made during sequence processing can have a signi!cant e"ect on the detectability of 
species in eDNA samples. Indeed, this has previously been shown in metabarcoding of bulk tissue samples63 and 
work is urgently needed to determine the e"ects of bioinformatic parameters, variable primer binding sites and 
the choice of reference databases on the detection of NIS from eDNA samples. #e remaining incongruent detec-
tions may be a result of community turnover among the survey dates or phenological changes a"ecting species 
distributions. Indeed, marine coastal communities have been shown to shi$ in community composition across 
seasons and reproductive cycles64,65. #erefore, our data suggest that in order to enhance existing monitoring 
programmes, replicated eDNA metabarcoding surveys over time should be performed.

In our study we identi!ed several recently introduced NIS in the United Kingdom and con!rmed the eDNA 
detection with targeted local surveys for one NIS. #e case of A. senhousia is particularly relevant as it is spreading 
globally66 and has the potential to dramatically alter benthic biodiversity when invasive67,68. #is species produces 
a cocoon of byssus thread that at high densities (>1,500 individuals/m2) interlinks between individuals to form a 
continuous byssal mat which displaces local eelgrass and native bivalves69,70. Recent !eld surveys along the south 
coast of the United Kingdom have independently con!rmed the presence of both A. senhousia71 and C. simula72. 
#ese results con!rm the accuracy of eDNA surveys presented here and highlight the bene!ts of implementing 
molecular technologies for routine monitoring programmes.

As the cost of sequencing continues to decrease and methods improve across the metabarcoding work%ow73 
natural resource managers and researchers will have access to much greater resolution data at a fraction of the 
cost and time of current monitoring surveys. However, NIS can be missed in surveys based solely on eDNA (e.g. 
Wood, et al.74) and eDNA studies can detect rare species that are o$en missed using other methods75. Detection 
of NIS could be further facilitated through autonomous sampling and eDNA surveys21 to provide live species 
incidence data in introduction hotspots, such as ports or marinas. Additionally combining these techniques with 
eDNA biobanking76 could provide an eDNA reference database for speci!c geographical regions of high biosecu-
rity risk, providing an invaluable resource for both biodiversity managers and researchers to examine the process 
of biological invasion through time. Taken together, our study shows eDNA metabarcoding to be an e"ective tool 
for the detection and identi!cation of both resident and recently introduced species from di"erent environmental 
samples.

Methods
Study sites. Four marinas were selected from around the United Kingdom (Fig.&1a) to represent variation 
in modelled invasion potential77, presence of NIS78 and benthic habitat type79. All chosen marinas have been 
surveyed previously, so there is a good understanding of the species found in these sites48–50. Marina access 
was contingent on anonymity and so marina names and exact locations are not provided, with Fig.&1a showing 
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approximate locations only. Marina TQ is an open marina subject to tides and varying salinity, marina PQ is a 
loch marina open during high tide, and marinas TB and HH are permanently open to the North Sea and Celtic 
Sea respectively.

Environmental DNA sampling. Surveys were conducted during May 2017 (see Supplementary Table!1 
for site details) and 24 sampling points were randomly selected within each site. At each sampling point 50 ml 
of water was collected from 10 cm below the surface using a sterile 60 ml Luer lock syringe and "ltered through 
a 0.22 µm polyethersulfone Sterivex "lter (Merck Millipore, Massachusetts USA). A#er collecting seawater from 
eight sampling points (400 ml total volume) the "lter was changed, resulting in a total of three "lters per site. 
Pooling of water samples was performed to provide three "lter replicates per site that represented the heteroge-
neity of eDNA in the marina. In order to test the e$ect of di$erent sample preservation methods, water samples 
were collected in duplicate in each sampling point. One set of three "lters had ~1.5 ml sterile Longmire’s solution 
(100 mM Tris,10 mM EDTA, 10 mM NaCl, 0.5% SDS) applied in the inlet valve80. %e second set of three "lters 
was kept on ice for no longer than eight hours before being frozen at !20 °C. In addition to the water samples, a 
subtidal sediment sample was collected at the "rst water sampling point and then a#er every three water samples, 
accounting for a total of nine sediment samples per site. A UWITEC Corer (UWITEC, Mondsee, Austria) was 
used to collect a sediment core of 600 mm high and 60 mm diameter. A sterile disposable spatula was used to 
collect a subsample of 10–20 g of sediment from the top 2 cm of the core, avoiding sediment collection from the 
sides of the core. %e subsamples were stored in sterile plastic bags and kept on ice for no longer than eight hours 
before being frozen at !80 °C. Due to a malfunction of the corer, no sediment sample was collected in Site HH. 
Disposable gloves were changed a#er collection of each sample. All reused equipment was soaked in 10% bleach 
and rinsed in DNase-free sterile water between sites.

eDNA extraction. DNA extractions were performed in a PCR-free clean room, separate from main lab-
oratory facilities. No high copy templates, cultures or amplicons were permitted in this clean laboratory. DNA 
extractions from water samples followed the SXCAPSULE method in Spens, et al.41. Brie&y, preservative solution 
was removed from the outlet and "lters were dried at room temperature for two hours. 720 µl Qiagen bu$er 
ATL (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany) and 80 µl Proteinase K (20 mg/ml) was added to the "lter and all samples were 
digested overnight at 56 °C. A#er digestion, samples were processed using the Qiagen DNeasy Blood and Tissue 
Kit as per manufacturer instructions, with a "nal elution of 200 µl PCR grade water.

Sediment extractions were conducted using the Qiagen DNeasy Powermax Soil Kit following the manufactur-
er’s protocol. %e nine samples collected in each site were randomly mixed to form three pooled samples; 10 g of 
pooled sample was processed for the extraction. A total of ten samples were processed, three from each site with 
a single extraction control.

Inhibition testing. To ensure extracted DNA was free of PCR inhibitors, a Primer Design Real-Time PCR 
Internal Control Kit (PrimerDesign, Southampton, United Kingdom) was used. qPCR reactions were performed 
for each sample following the manufacturer’s protocol with 12.5 µl reaction volumes containing 2 µl of extracted 
eDNA sample. A positive detection of inhibition due to co-puri"ed compounds from DNA extraction protocols 
would produce an increase in cycle threshold number (>1.0) in comparison to no template controls. All samples 
were successfully processed and no samples showed indication of PCR inhibition.

Primer selection and library preparation. Two sets of primers were chosen for metabarcoding the envi-
ronmental samples: a 313 bp section of the standard DNA barcoding region of the cytochrome c oxidase subunit 
I gene using primers described in Leray, et al.81; and a variable length target of the hypervariable V4 region of the 
nuclear small subunit ribosomal DNA using primers from Zhan, et al.82. %ese two primer sets allow for broad 
characterisation of marine metazoan diversity. Sequencing libraries were prepared using a 2-step PCR approach as 
detailed in Bista, et al.83. Brie&y, this method "rst ampli"es the target region in PCR 1 annealing universal adapt-
ers, and then sample speci"c indices and sequencing primers are annealed in PCR 2. In contrast to Bista, et al.83 
we used unique dual-matched indexes for PCR 2 to avoid index crosstalk associated with combinatorial index-
ing84. PCR 1 was prepared in a PCR–free room separate from main laboratory facilities. PCR 1 reactions were 
conducted in 20 µl volumes containing 10 µl Amplitaq Gold 360 2X Mastermix (Applied Biosystems, California, 
USA), 0.8 µl (5 nmol ml!1) of each forward and reverse primer and 2 µl of undiluted environmental DNA extract. 
%e reaction conditions for PCR were an initial denaturation step at 95 °C for 10 minutes followed by 20 cycles of 
95 °C for 0:30, variable annealing temp (46 °C for COI and 50 °C for 18S) for 0:30, and extension at 72 °C for 1:00. 
A "nal extension at 72 °C was performed for 10 minutes. %e PCR product was cleaned using AMPure XP beads 
(Beckman Coulter, California, USA) at a 0.8 beads:sample ratio following manufacturer’s instructions. PCR 2 
reactions were conducted in 20 µl volumes containing 10 µl Amplitaq GOLD 360 2X Mastermix, 0.5 µl (10 nmol 
ml!1) of both forward and reverse primers and 5 µl of undiluted cleaned PCR1 product. PCR conditions were an 
initial denaturation step at 95 °C for 10 minutes followed by 15 cycles of 95 °C for 0:30, annealing at 55 °C for 0:30, 
and extension at 72 °C for 1:00. A "nal extension at 72 °C was performed for 10 minutes. PCR 2 products were 
cleaned using AMpure XP beads as above and normalised according to their &uorescence using the Qubit HS 
Assay Kit (%ermo"sher Scienti"c, Massachusetts, USA). %ese normalised samples were pooled at an equimolar 
concentration and then quanti"ed as per manufacturer’s instructions using the NEBNext Library Quant qPCR kit 
(New England Biolabs, Massachusetts, USA).

Blank "lters, DNA extraction kits and positive controls were collected, extracted and sequenced identically 
to non-control samples (detailed in Supplementary Information!1). Negative controls cannot be meaningfully 
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normalized and thus they were added to the pooled libraries without dilution. !e "nal library was sequenced 
using an Illumina MiSeq instrument (Illumina, San Diego, USA) with a V3 2 ! 300 bp kit.

Bioinformatic analyses. Samples were demultiplexed using the Illumina MiSeq control so#ware (v.2.6.2.1). 
!e demultiplexed data was analysed using a custom pipeline written in the R programming language85 (hosted 
at https://github.com/leholman/metabarTOAD). !e steps are as follows. Forward and reverse paired end reads 
were merged using the -fastq_mergepairs option of USEARCH v.10.0.24086 with maximum di$erence of 15, 
percent identity of 80% and quality "lter set at maximum expected errors of 1. Both the forward and reverse 
primer sequences were matched using Cutadapt v.1.1687 and only sequences containing both primer regions were 
retained. Sequences were discarded if they were outside of a de"ned length boundary (303–323 bp for COI, 375–
450 bp for 18S) using Cutadapt. Sequences were then pooled, singletons were discarded and sequences were qual-
ity "ltered with a maximum expected error of 1 using the -fastq_"lter option of VSEARCH v.2.4.388. Sequences 
were then denoised and chimeras "ltered using the unoise3 algorithm implemented in USEARCH. !e resultant 
operational taxonomic units (OTUs) were curated using the LULU package v.0.1.089. An OTU by sample table 
was produced by mapping the merged and trimmed reads against the curated OTUs using USEARCH, with the 
raw query read assigned to the OTU with the best match (highest bit score) within 97% identity. !e OTU by 
sample table was "ltered in R (v.3.5.0) as follows. To minimise the chance of spurious OTUs being included in 
the "nal dataset any record with less than 3 raw reads were changed to zero and any OTU that did not appear in 
more than one sample was removed from the analysis. OTUs found in negative controls were removed from the 
analysis.

Taxonomic assignment. Assigning correct taxonomy to an unknown set of DNA sequences can be chal-
lenging as reference databases are incomplete, contain errors and the taxonomy of some marine groups is uncer-
tain. With such limitations in mind, we assigned taxonomy using a BLAST v.2.6.0+ search90 returning the single 
best hit (largest bit score) from databases within 97% of the query using a custom R script to parse the raw blast 
results. In the case of multiple sequences attaining equal bit scores for a given OTU an assignment was only made 
if all reference sequences belonged to the same species. !e MIDORI database (UNIQUE_20180221)91 was used 
for the COI data and the SILVA database (SSU r132, subset to contain only Eukaryotes)92 was used for the 18S 
rRNA data. !e match taxa tool from the World Register of Marine Species45 was used to "lter the data to include 
only marine species and check the taxonomic classi"cation. !e World Register of Introduced Marine Species93 
contains a range of peer-reviewed and technical reports on the global introduced status of a large number of 
species, we used the online match taxa tool to determine the non-indigenous status of annotations that could be 
assigned taxonomy from the World Register of Marine Species.

Statistical analyses. All statistical analyses were conducted in R v.3.5.0. !e Vegan R package 94 was used 
to rarefy samples to the minimum sample read depth for each amplicon. !e number of OTUs per site/condi-
tion was calculated as the number of OTUs with a non-zero number of normalized reads a#er summing the 
reads across all three site level replicates. To test if there was a signi"cant di$erence between the number of 
OTUs generated by sediment and water eDNA, individual non-summed replicate sample data was used to build 
a two-way ANOVA model with the formula number_of_OTUs~sedimentorwater*site implemented in R using the 
function aov. Non-metric multidimensional scaling ordination plots were generated from Bray-Curtis dissimilar-
ity values derived using vegan. A Permutation Analysis of Variance (PERMANOVA)95 was performed using the 
Bray-Curtis dissimilarity following the model dissimilarity_matrix~sedimentorwater*site implemented in R using 
the function adonis from the vegan package. OTUs with taxonomic assignment were separated into those found 
in sediment, water or both media and the OTUs were then collapsed at the Phylum level to explore taxonomic 
patterns of detection in water or sediment. Phyla with less than eight OTUs were combined and represented 
under category named “other”. To test for non-random counts of species detection between water and sediment 
within taxa an exact binomial test was performed between counts of species detected in water and sediment. !e 
number of species detected in both water and sediment were halved and the value added to the counts for each 
sample type with non-integer values conservatively rounded down to the nearest whole number. A correction for 
multiple comparisons96 was applied across the p values from the exact binomial tests generated by the R function 
binom.test. Records from rapid assessment surveys previously conducted for non-native invertebrates at the sam-
ple sites48–50 were compared with the detected species from metabarcoding data.

Data Availability
Raw Illumina sequencing data is available from the European Nucleotide Archive under under study accession 
number PRJEB33619. Associated metadata, R scripts and intermediate "les are available online via Zenodo with 
the following https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.1453958.
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2.3 Supplementary Information 

2.3.1 Supplementary Information 1 

Description of control samples used in experimental procedures. 

 

The following control samples were used. Two sealed filter controls were taken during all 

field sampling and subject to identical treatment as samples taken during each sampling trip, 

one contained Longmire’s solution (100 mM Tris, 100 mM EDTA, 10 mM NaCl, 0.5 % 

SDS), the second was kept cool during sampling. A filter was opened during DNA 

extraction to act as an equipment blank for all filters. Ultrapure water (400ml) was left 

open in the post-PCR lab for 3 weeks then filtered, this control checked for contaminating 

amplicons in aerosols in the lab. A blank extraction was used for the DNeasy kit following 

the same protocol but with no template added. PCR no-template controls were run during 

PCR1 and PCR2. A positive control sample of 200ml was filtered from a marine tropical 

aquarium in the reception of the National Oceanography Centre, Southampton, United 

Kingdom (latitude 50.891380, longitude -1.3939209). The tank contained a variety of hard 

and soft corals, molluscs and tropical fish. A 400ml sample of seawater was filtered adjacent 

to the National Oceanography Centre Southampton and 5μl of 1:100 diluted extracted 

genomic DNA from a species not currently known to United Kingdom waters; 

Microcosmus squamiger (Class Ascidiacea, Phylum Chordata) was added to the filter 

before DNA extraction to act as an inhibition control. This control was used to test if target 

DNA could be detected after DNA extraction in the presence of inhibitors found in 

marinas and harbours. 
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2.3.2 Supplementary Information 2  

Details of analyses used to compare different methods for environmental DNA sample 

preservation. 

 

Raw data was rarefied by the lowest number of reads per sample, this was 117,915 in the 18S 

dataset and 52,740 in the COI dataset. Detection of an OTU was positive if a non-zero 

number of normalised reads mapped to an OTU. As shown in Figure S1 below the average 

number of OTUs detected was always higher in the frozen sample compared to the 

Longmire’s preserved sample in the 18S data, there was no consistent difference between 

conditions in the COI dataset. The data was tested for statistical significance using a 

Wilcoxon signed-rank test. This test showed more OTUs are detected in water samples 

preserved by freezing in comparison to Longmire’s solution using a 18S amplicon (V=10, 

p=0.025).  No significant difference was found in OTU detection between sample 

preservation methods using a COI amplicon (V=38, p=0.969).  

 
Supplementary Information 2 Figure 1 Boxplots detailing number of OTUs generated 
using eDNA metabarcoding of seawater in marina sites with samples preserved with either 
Longmire’s solution (Yellow) or by Freezing (Blue).  
 

In order to examine if the effect between preservation methods is driven by low abundance 

OTUs the analysis was rerun with OTU detection being positive at an increasing threshold 

of normalised reads from 1 to 200. The results of the Wilcoxon signed-rank test for a 
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significant difference between Longmire’s and frozen OTU detection are shown in Figure 

S2 below. The results indicate that the significant effect is driven by low abundance OTUs 

in the 18S dataset. After applying the Bonferroni correction for multiple comparison no 

significant difference remained between the conditions. 

 
Supplementary Information 2 Figure 2 Line chart detailing Wilcoxon signed-rank test P value for 
a difference between the number of OTUs detected across pairs of samples preserved using 
Longmire’ solution or by freezing as a function of number of normalised reads at truncation. The 
coloured solid lines indicate the values for a 18S and COI amplicon. The dashed red line marks a 
value of 0.05 and the coloured points indicate significance at the P<0.05 level.  
 

Taken together, these results indicate that there is a difference in the number of OTUs 

generated in an eDNA metabarcoding experiment between Longmire's and temperature 

preservation when using a 18S amplicon. This difference is driven by low abundance OTUs 

which may represent unfiltered false-positive detections or rare sequences.  
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2.3.3 Supplementary Information 3 

Table containing model output for linear model with formula 

number_of_OTUs~sedimentorwater*site for both 18S and COI metabarcoding of UK 

marinas 

 

COI 
     

 
Df Sum Sq Mean Sq F Value Pr(>F) 

cond 1 4285616 4285616 171.254 1.83E-08 

site 2 229337 114668 4.582 0.0332 

cond:site 2 1322855 661428 26.431 4.01E-05 

Residuals 12 300299 25025 
  

      
18S 

     

 
Df Sum Sq Mean Sq F Value Pr(>F) 

cond 1 393089 393089 98.29 3.93E-07 

site 2 89435 44717 11.18 0.001813 

Cond:site 2 118605 59303 14.83 0.000571 

Residuals 12 47989 3999 
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2.3.4 Supplementary Information 4:  

Table containing model output for PERMANOVA model with formula 

dissimilarity_matrix~sedimentorwater*site for both 18S and COI metabarcoding of UK 

Marinas  

 

COI 
      

 Df SumsOfS MeanSqs F.Model R2 Pr(>F) 

treatment 1 2.0771 2.07708 33.96 3.25E-01 0.001 

sites 2 1.9477 0.97385 15.922 0.30508 0.001 

treatment:sites 2 1.6254 0.81271 13.288 0.2546 0.001 

Residuals 12 0.734 0.06116 0.11496 
  

Total 17 6.3842 1 
   

 
      

18S 
      

 Df SumsOfSqs MeanSqs F.Model R2 Pr(>F) 

treatment 1 1.5626 1.5626 16.6369 0.23213 0.001 

sites 2 2.2988 1.14941 12.2377 0.3415 0.001 

Treatment:sites 2 1.7431 0.87155 9.2793 0.25894 0.001 

Residuals 12 1.1271 0.09392 0.16743 
  

Total 17 6.7316 1 
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2.3.5 Supplementary Information 5 

Protocol for DNA isolation and sequencing of Asian date mussels (Arcuatula senhousia). 

 

Tissue was sampled and processed in duplicate from the mantle from two A. senhousia 

individuals and immediately subject to DNA extraction using the Qiagen DNeasy Blood 

and Tissue Kit as manufacturer’s instructions. Each sample was amplified using a set of 

primers targeting the COI gene (Folmer et al., 1994) conducted in 20μl volumes containing 

10μl Amplitaq GOLD 360 2X Mastermix, 0.8μl (5 nmol ml-1) of each forward and reverse 

primer and 2μl of undiluted DNA extract. The reaction conditions for PCR were an initial 

denaturation step at 95°C for 10 minutes followed by 35 cycles of 95°C for 30 seconds, 

50°C for 30 seconds, and 72°C for 1 minute, a final extension at 72°C was performed for 10 

minutes. Samples were cleaned using ExoSAP-IT Express (Applied Biosystems, California, 

USA) as manufacturer’s instructions. Successful PCR amplicons were Sanger sequenced 

with both primers at Eurofins Genomics (Ebersberg, Germany). The resulting sequences 

were quality trimmed and aligned. Only one primer provided good quality sequencing 

results (LCO1490). Both concatenated sequences provided full length (>90% query cover) 

excellent match quality (>97% identity) BLAST hits to multiple (>20) sequences 

corresponding to A. senhousia on the NCBI nt database corresponding with many 

independent studies (Genbank Accessions:AB498016.1, AY570034.1, HG005372.1, 

HQ891034.1).  
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2.3.6 Supplementary Information 6 

Overview of method used to select sampling location within sites. 

 

Sampling location within sites was selected as shown in the below diagram. Random points 

in 2 dimensional space were selected using the R function sample(). These points were the 

overlaid on a map of the selected marina. The closest pontoon to each randomly selected 

point was then selected as a sampling point and this final map used as a guide in the field. 

 

Supplementary Information 6 Figure 1 Process of identifying locations within a marina for eDNA 
sample collection. (From left to right) Random XY co-ordinates are generated; a satellite map for 
the site is downloaded; random XY points are overlayed on the satellite image; the nearest possible 
sampling point to each random XY point is identified and used for sample collection.     
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Chapter 3 Animals, protists and bacteria share 

marine biogeographic patterns 

3.1 Citation 

Here I present an author’s accepted manuscript, this is a post-peer-review version of an 

article published in Nature Ecology & Evolution. The final authenticated 

version is available online at: http://dx.doi.org/10.1038/s41559-021-01439-7, the full 

citation is below.  

 

Holman LE, de Bruyn M, Creer S, Carvalho G, Robidart, J, Rius M (2021) Animals, 

protists and bacteria share marine biogeographic patterns. Nature Ecology & Evolution. 5 

(6), 738–746. DOI:10.1038/s41598-019-47899-7	
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3.2 Abstract 

Over millennia, ecological and evolutionary mechanisms have shaped macroecological 

patterns across the tree of life. Research describing these patterns at both regional and global 

scales has traditionally focussed on the study of metazoan species. Consequently, there is a 

limited understanding of cross-phyla biogeographic structuring, and an escalating need to 

understand the macroecology of both microscopic and macroscopic organisms. Here we 

used environmental DNA (eDNA) metabarcoding to explore the biodiversity of marine 

metazoans, protists and bacteria along an extensive and highly heterogeneous coastline. Our 

results showed remarkably consistent biogeographic structure across the kingdoms of life 

despite billions of years of evolution. Analyses investigating the drivers of these patterns for 

each taxonomic kingdom found that environmental conditions, such as temperature, and to 

a lesser extent, anthropogenic stressors such as fishing pressure and pollution, explained 

some of the observed variation. Additionally, metazoans displayed biographic patterns that 

suggested regional biotic homogenisation. Against the backdrop of global pervasive 

anthropogenic environmental change, our work highlights the importance of considering 

multiple domains of life to understand the maintenance and drivers of marine biodiversity 

patterns across broad taxonomic, ecological and geographical scales. 
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3.3 Introduction 

Researchers have long recognised the importance of grouping biota into distinct, 

geographically separated regions. Delineating these biogeographic areas is important to 

understand the factors shaping the range limits of species (Spalding et al. 2007), to designate 

key geographic areas for biodiversity conservation (Awad et al. 2002) and to predict 

biological responses to environmental change (Sunday et al. 2012, Pecl et al. 2017). One of 

the first efforts to define geographic regions of terrestrial biota were Alfred Russel 

Wallace’s so-called ‘Zoological Regions’ (Wallace 1876), which included six major regions 

(hereafter realms) that are still recognised today (Holt et al. 2013). The drivers responsible 

for these geographic classifications are predominantly environmental conditions or physical 

barriers. Biogeographic studies have shown that deep divergence in the geographic 

arrangement of terrestrial biota arose as a result of plate tectonics, while shallow divergence 

has been most frequently attributed to climatic conditions (Ficetola et al. 2017). In aquatic 

ecosystems, the relative importance of biogeographic drivers is less understood, although 

both climatic (e.g. temperature) (Kocsis et al. 2018) and tectonic forces (Zaffosa et al. 2017) 

have been identified as key determinants of marine biogeographic patterns. Recent studies 

have partitioned the oceans into distinct ecoregions (i.e. a geographically defined area, 

smaller than a realm, that contains characteristic species assemblages) (Spalding et al. 2007, 

Costello et al. 2017), but the description of marine ecoregions has mostly considered 

conspicuous or well-described species. Similarly, most marine biogeographic research has 

focussed on readily identifiable eukaryotic species, principally metazoans (Beck et al. 2012), 

although considerable progress has been made in understanding global patterns of marine 

microbes (Sunagawa et al. 2015). In line with recent studies demonstrating strong cross-

phyla interdependence (Shade et al. 2018), there is an increasing need to include prokaryotic 

species in our assessment of biogeographic patterns. The language of macroecology and 

microbial ecology is similar, both examining the incidence of species across different spatial 

scales, but these fields have long progressed independently. As a result, relatively few studies 

have explored biogeographic patterns simultaneously for both microscopic and macroscopic 

life, with examples of consistent and inconsistent patterns across different taxa (Shade et al. 

2018, Richter et al. 2019, Djurhuus et al. 2020). Work is thus needed to explore the 

consistency of biogeographic breaks across different kingdoms of life. 
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Human driven habitat destruction, pollution and the introduction of non-native species are 

key drivers of recent global biodiversity change (Pecl et al. 2017) and therefore have the 

potential to alter geographic patterns of biota across multiple spatial scales. Cumulatively, 

anthropogenic stressors not only threaten vulnerable native species but also whole-

community structure and function (Naeem et al. 2012, Tilman et al. 2014, Pecl et al. 2017). 

The magnitude and direction of human impacts are complex, with evidence for both gains 

and losses in local species richness across biomes (Dornelas et al. 2014, Blowes et al. 2019, 

Finderup Nielsen et al. 2019). However, a consistent global pattern is emerging, with a 

recent and rapid increase in species turnover (Blowes et al. 2019) and an associated increase 

in community similarity (b diversity) between two or more geographically separated sites 

(Dornelas et al. 2014). Incidences of increased community similarity are known as biotic 

homogenisation (Olden and Rooney 2006) and are driven by human activities that promote 

extinctions of native species and introductions of non-native species. In light of growing 

evidence that taxonomic, phylogenetic and functional diversity are strongly correlated 

(Stuart-Smith et al. 2013), the homogenisation of biological communities has the potential 

to negatively affect ecosystem function. It is widely accepted that even uncommon species 

within an ecological community can contribute significantly to ecosystem function 

(Mouillot et al. 2013), demonstrating the importance of studying inconspicuous species to 

preserve ecosystem health. Studies have shown evidence for biotic homogenisation around 

the globe, with examples from plants (Finderup Nielsen et al. 2019), vertebrates (Bernardo-

Madrid et al. 2019) and invertebrates (Capinha et al. 2015) demonstrating alteration of 

terrestrial biogeographic patterns. However, many studies are of limited taxonomic scope, 

focussing on highly conspicuous species for which reliable data can be easily produced 

(Capinha et al. 2015, Bernardo-Madrid et al. 2019). Thus, most work overlooks 

inconspicuous species (e.g. microbes and microscopic eukaryotes), which show vastly 

different reproductive, demographic and dispersal patterns compared to metazoans (Shade 

et al. 2018), but are known to be key actors shaping the assembly of ecological communities 

and ultimately underpin ecosystem functioning (Azam and Malfatti 2007). Taken together, 

a more comprehensive characterisation of ecological communities is clearly needed when 

testing the role of anthropogenic activities on biogeographic patterns. 
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The advent of high-throughput sequencing has revolutionised our understanding of 

microbial life, with studies examining global patterns of prokaryotic life now increasingly 

common (Sunagawa et al. 2015). Moreover, the recent and rapid development of methods 

to infer the incidence of larger organisms using genetic material isolated from 

environmental samples (known as environmental DNA or eDNA) has provided an 

unparalleled ability to identify species across the entire tree of life (Deiner et al. 2017, 

Richter et al. 2019, Djurhuus et al. 2020). Together, these methods can rapidly generate 

standardised biodiversity data for entire communities at unprecedented resolution, thereby 

minimising regional and taxonomic biases. In addition, these datasets can be analysed 

without complete taxonomic assignment and DNA samples can be repurposed to test novel 

hypotheses. A common technique is to amplify DNA barcodes from eDNA and use high-

throughput sequencing to produce high-resolution biodiversity data. This method (eDNA 

metabarcoding) has been shown to reliably detect organisms across many different 

ecosystems (Deiner et al. 2017), but has infrequently been applied to understand spatial 

patterns of biodiversity across different kingdoms of life (Sunagawa et al. 2015, Richter et al. 

2019). 

 

A unique geographic setting for testing biogeographic hypotheses is the South African 

coastline, where two large water masses (the Atlantic and Indian Oceans) meet, and a wide 

variety of abiotic and biotic conditions are found in a single region. This coastline has three 

well-defined coastal ecoregions bounded by the cold western boundary Benguela Current 

and the warm oligotrophic eastern boundary Agulhas Current. These ecoregions have been 

established on the basis of studies over several decades involving a number of conspicuous 

metazoan taxa (Emanuel et al. 1992, Awad et al. 2002). Additionally, there is evidence for 

human exploitation of marine resources in the region spanning thousands of years (Griffiths 

et al. 2004, Griffiths et al. 2010) and some areas of the coastline have been subject to heavy 

maritime activity for centuries (Kaluza et al. 2010). Other human activities also prevail such 

as the establishment of aquaculture facilities or the construction of harbours and 

breakwaters (Griffiths et al. 2004, Griffiths et al. 2010). Thus, the South African coastline is 

an ideal study system to explore the mechanisms shaping biogeographic patterns. 
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Here we compared the biogeography of multiple marine kingdoms of life along the diverse 

coastline of South Africa. We first investigated the consistency of biogeographic boundaries 

across metazoans, protists and bacteria using eDNA metabarcoding. We then tested to what 

extent these patterns could be explained by anthropogenic and natural environmental 

factors. We finally evaluated if there was evidence for homogenisation of ecological 

communities along a coastline that has been affected by human activities for centuries. 

3.4 Results 

3.4.1 DNA sequencing 

A total of 66.25 million sequences were produced across the three sequencing runs targeting 

sections of the standard DNA barcoding region of cytochrome c oxidase subunit I 

(hereafter COI), the V4 region of the eukaryotic nuclear small subunit ribosomal DNA 

(hereafter 18S) and the V3-V4 hypervariable region of prokaryotic small subunit ribosomal 

DNA (hereafter 16S). The number of unfiltered raw reads per experimental sample ranged 

from 61,958 to 859,580, with an average per sample across all three markers of 347,536 ± 

109,665 (s.d.) (see Supplementary Table 1 for further details). Negative control samples 

exhibited very low levels of cross-contamination (Supplementary Note 1).   

 

3.4.2 Taxonomic assignments & alpha diversity  

After performing taxonomic assignment of sequences to metazoans, protists and bacteria, 

taxonomically grouped datasets with largest number of observations within each marker 

were used in subsequent analyses (COI for metazoans, 18S for protists & 16S for bacteria). 

Analyses for the remaining subsets are shown in Supplementary Note 2 and were consistent 

with the results presented hereafter. After taxonomic assignment to phyla 1,054, 1,433 and 

2,826 ASVs (amplicon sequence variants) were retained for metazoans, protist and bacteria 

datasets respectively. Across all taxonomically grouped datasets the majority of detected 

ASVs came from a small number (<5) of phyla or supergroups (Figure 1b). This pattern was 

consistent across sampling sites and no major changes in the identity of ASVs at phyla or 

supergroup level across the study region were observed (Figure 1b).   
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Across all markers the greatest mean ASV richness was found along the southern coast (Fig. 

1). However, a one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) showed a significant difference 

(F2,15=7.18, p=0.007) between coastlines only in the bacterial dataset with no difference 

found in both the metazoan (F2,15=1.941, p=0.178) and the protist datasets (F2,15=1.416, 

p=0.273). A post-hoc Tukey test of the bacterial data (Supplementary Table 2) showed that 

the east and west coasts had significantly fewer ASVs compared to the south coast, but that 

they were not significantly different to one another in overall ASV richness.  
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Figure 1. a Map of South Africa indicating the sampling sites and the site types (red crosses are 
artificial sites and blue circles natural sites), the east, south and west coastal regions are 
denoted by orange, green and blue respectively. Site codes as in Supplementary Table 
9. Landmasses were plotted using the map function from the maps package in R 
(v3.6.1) (R_Core_Team 2019); b Proportion of ASVs per phyla across each site for i 
metazoans, ii protists and iii bacteria. Each bar represents a site indicated by the site 
code as in Supplementary Table 9; c Amplicon sequence variant (ASV) richness per 
site separated by coast (point colour matches section a) and taxonomic group, black 
line indicates mean ASV richness.  
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3.4.3 Beta diversity  

Across all three taxonomic groups, non-metric multidimensional ordinations showed 

clustering of sites consistent with coastal ecoregions previously described in conspicuous 

metazoan species (Fig. 2). Furthermore, permutational multivariate analysis of variance 

(PERMANOVA) models showed a significant (p<0.001) effect of coastline in all cases (see 

Supplementary Table 3 for model output), with pairwise significant differences (p<0.01) 

between all pairs of coastlines in all taxa (Supplementary Table 4). There was evidence for 

heterogeneity of multivariate dispersion in the bacterial dataset (ANOVA on betadispr 

F2,15=4.09, p=0.038, Supplementary Table 5). A Tukey test revealed a significant (p=0.031) 

pairwise difference between the east and west coast only, in line with the observations of 

Fig. 2., indicating that for bacteria, sites on the west coast were more variable in community 

composition than the more homogenous communities found at sites on the east coast. 

When the datasets were split by phyla, they demonstrated significant differences between 

ecoregions across all tested phyla (p<0.05 in all cases, see Supplementary Note 2 for full 

model output and visualisation). A power analysis (Supplementary Note 3) indicated that 

the number of ASVs allocated to each phylum was sufficient to detect a significant 

difference given the study design. 

 

Corrected Mantel tests indicated that in the metazoan and bacterial datasets, sea surface 

temperature (SST) and human impact (measured by an index covering multiple 

anthropogenic stressors) were significantly correlated with the observed ASV dissimilarities 

after geographic distance between sites was accounted for (SST p<0.05 in all cases; human 

impact p<0.01 in all cases; full model outputs shown in Supplementary Table 6). In the 

protist dataset chlorophyll a concentration and the human impact index remained 

significant (p<0.05 in both cases). In contrast, across all datasets sea surface salinity (SSS) 

showed no correlation (p>0.05 in all cases) with observed ASV dissimilarities. These results 

indicated that both geographic and environmental distance have some effect on the 

observed community structure and also confirmed the appropriate variables to retain for 

analysis in each dataset. In all cases, partial Mantel tests gave similar R statistics and p values 

(see Supplementary Table 6).    
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A distanced-based redundancy analysis (dbRDA) showed a significant effect of both 

environmental variables (p<0.001 for SST and chlorophyll a in all cases) and human impact 

(p<0.05 in all cases) on the site similarity in metazoans, protists and bacteria (full model 

outputs are presented in Supplementary Table 7). Variance partitioning of the dbRDA 

models showed that human impact had a relatively smaller contribution to the observed 

dissimilarities compared to the chlorophyll a concentration or SSS (as shown in Fig. 2). 

Across taxonomic groups there was negligible overlap in the variance explained by human 

impact and other variables. Generalised additive models with a 2D smoothed function 

showed significant terms (p>0.001, see individual full model outputs shown in 

Supplementary Table 8), indicating how each variable separately explained variation in the 

eDNA data in each of the taxonomic groups. SST and chlorophyll a concentration showed 

surfaces across nMDS plots for all markers (Fig. 2) that were simple, with gradients that 

were consistent across ecoregions. In contrast, human impact scores showed more complex 

surfaces with multiple peaks across ecoregions.  
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Figure 2. Observed patterns of β-diversity from environmental DNA metabarcoding of: a 
metazoans, b protists and c bacteria; based on Jaccard dissimilarities between amplicon 
sequence variants along the coast of South Africa. The first column of plots shows non-
metric multidimensional scaling (nMDS) ordinations. Coloured hulls show the spread 
of the data and lines indicate the spread around the centroid grouped by coast with the 
east, south and west coasts denoted by orange, green and blue respectively. Site name 
abbreviations as in Supplementary Table 9, natural sites are denoted with triangles and 
artificial sites with filled circles. The second column of plots shows the same nMDS 
ordinations as the first column including the output of a generalised additive model 
with a 2D smoothed function for each of the significant environmental / impact 
variables overlaid; temperature – mean sea surface temperature (°C); Chlorophyll a – 
chlorophyll a concentration (mg m-3); impact – human marine impact score (unitless 
measurement, see details in text) against the two nMDS axes. The Venn diagrams 
indicate the percentage total of the variance in the community dissimilarity explained 
by each significant variable, derived using variance partitioning of a distance-based 
redundancy analysis.   
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3.4.4 Distance-decay 

Distance-decay slopes for all observations showed an exponential decrease in compositional 

similarity as the distance between sites increased (Fig. 3a). Regression models of log10 

transformed compositional similarity indicating that this slope was statistically significant in 

all cases (p<0.001 for all taxonomic groups, full model output in Supplementary Note 4). 

Comparisons between artificial sites (e.g. recreational marinas, harbours) and natural sites 

(e.g. relatively unaltered rocky shore and natural harbours) in the metazoan dataset showed 

a significant difference in the slope between artificial and natural site comparisons 

(F3,76=47.73, p < 0.001). No statistically significant differences were found between site 

types in the protist or bacteria data, and the same pattern was observed within taxonomic 

groups for the metazoan and protist datasets across both the COI and 18S data 

(Supplementary Note 4). 
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Figure 3. Plots showing distance between sites and community similarity measured using 
environmental DNA metabarcoding across South Africa. Logarithmically (base 10) 
transformed compositional similarity against distance is shown in a, which includes all 
datasets. Comparisons between artificial (coloured in red) and natural (coloured blue) 
sites are shown for b metazoans, c protists and d bacteria. 95% confidence intervals 
from the regression models are shown as light shaded areas around each regression 
slope.  
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3.5 Discussion 

Here, we showed that metazoans, protists and bacteria have similar biogeographic patterns 

along an extensive and heterogenous coastline. We found that these remarkably consistent 

patterns could be partially explained by measured environmental conditions (chlorophyll a 

and temperature), and to a lesser extent, cumulative human impacts. Additionally, we 

found evidence for anthropogenically driven homogenisation of communities, but this 

effect was restricted to metazoans. Collectively, we provide evidence of congruent 

biogeographic boundaries across vastly different forms of life, and demonstrate that 

underlying processes, such as anthropogenic alterations, affect biogeographic patterns 

differentially across taxa. 

 

Prokaryotes and eukaryotes diverged billions of years ago and have since evolved to inhabit 

a vast range of ecological niches. Previous studies have shown both similar (Astorga et al. 

2012, Rapacciuolo et al. 2019) and dissimilar (Wang et al. 2012) patterns of b diversity 

between macro- and microscopic species across environmental and geographic gradients. 

Recent work has explored biogeographic regionalisation in marine plankton across 

kingdoms (Richter et al. 2019), showing that smaller planktonic organisms such as bacteria 

may have greater biogeographic structuring compared to larger metazoans or protists 

(Richter et al. 2019). Together this evidence suggests that different ecological processes 

drive a number of taxon-specific responses to produce patterns that are not universal across 

ecosystems at different spatial scales (Shade et al. 2018). Here we observed similar 

biogeographic patterns across life’s kingdoms (Fig. 2), providing clear evidence of cross-

phyla biogeographical congruence. 

 

Our analyses suggest that environmental variables such as temperature or chlorophyll a 

concentration influenced the structure of marine communities across the study region (Fig. 

2). Global studies of biogeographic patterns have shown a central role of temperature in the 

structuring of both microbial (Sunagawa et al. 2015) and larger planktonic life (Tittensor et 

al. 2010, Richter et al. 2019) across the oceans. There is growing evidence that the range 

boundaries of marine organisms closely track their thermal limits (Sunday et al. 2012). 

Therefore, a general expectation was that species would remain within their thermal niche 
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resulting in temperature-structured communities as observed here. In contrast to 

temperature, salinity had a minor role in structuring the studied communities (Fig. 2), an 

observation previously reported in a global marine analysis (Sunagawa et al. 2015), with 

exceptions found in microbial (Herlemann et al. 2011) and meiofaunal (Broman et al. 2019) 

life in regions with unusually strong salinity gradients (e.g. Baltic Sea). The SSS range across 

our study system was very narrow (35.0 - 35.4ppt) and so the negligible observed effect was 

unsurprising. In the case of protists, biogeographic patterns showed a stronger association 

with primary productivity (measured here as chlorophyll a concentration). Previous 

research has shown little or no role of productivity in driving coastal and oceanic scale 

biodiversity patterns (Tittensor et al. 2010, Richter et al. 2019). However, these studies 

explored the global role of various environmental variables; the significance of more 

localised oceanographic systems such as upwelling (as along the western coast of southern 

Africa) might not be as apparent in global analyses. 

 

Anthropogenic activities are known to alter both the physico-chemical properties of the 

marine environment and the trophic and ecological properties of ecosystems (Shochat et al. 

2006). In our study system, human impact provided some explanatory power to understand 

the observed community structure, but to a much lesser extent compared to environmental 

variables (Fig. 2). The human impact index used here (Halpern et al. 2019) covered a large 

number of different types of impact (e.g. pollution, shipping intensity) but even this 

aggregated approach adequately explained a small proportion of the total variation in ASVs 

observed among sampling sites. Previous work on marine metazoans has shown a strong 

effect of proximate urbanisation (Kelly et al. 2016) and the ecological drivers produced 

through anthropogenic activities are well documented (Shochat et al. 2006). Interestingly, 

the pervasive and conspicuous urbanisation of the marine environment in the study area 

showed a much weaker effect on biogeographic patterns than other explanatory variables 

(Fig. 2). Anthropogenic pressures have become a major ecological driver only relatively 

recently in evolutionary time, with the most dramatic changes in biodiversity occurring 

within the 21st century (Pecl et al. 2017). It is clear that human activities are altering 

evolutionary trajectories (Shochat et al. 2006), either through extinction, range expansions 

or contractions. However, our data suggests that centuries of human impacts in our study 
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system have not yet demonstrably altered the main observed biogeographic boundaries 

across taxa. 

 

Previous work on biotic homogenisation has shown a dramatic effect on whole 

communities at both regional (Blouin et al. 2019, Finderup Nielsen et al. 2019) and global 

scales (Capinha et al. 2015, Bernardo-Madrid et al. 2019). Here, we found support for biotic 

homogenisation along the South African coastline only in metazoan species, with a 

difference in the slope of a distance-decay relationship between artificial and natural sites. 

This pattern was consistent for metazoans across the gene regions considered 

(Supplementary Note 4). Pervasive vessel activity in the region (Kaluza et al. 2010), along 

with evidence that artificial environments are hotspots for biological invasions (Holman et 

al. 2019), suggest that introduced metazoans are contributing to homogenisation of coastal 

communities. Further work should incorporate time series data to explore biotic 

homogenisation, given the significant but minor role of human impact in structuring 

ecological communities across the region.  

 

Both environmental parameters and species interactions have a clear-cut effect on marine 

community structure across kingdoms of life (Lima-Mendez et al. 2015), but the 

comparative role of deterministic (environmental filtering, niche processes, etc.) and 

stochastic processes (ecological drift, random dispersal, etc.) in explaining the observed 

patterns remains uncertain. The classical deterministic theory of microbial biogeography 

(Baas Becking hypothesis (Baas-Becking 1934), often summarised as ‘everything is 

everywhere but the environment selects’) postulates that due to vast population sizes and 

dispersal, microbes are found in all environments and the variation in abiotic conditions 

selects for those that make up the vast majority of species in each region. This theory 

ignores neutral processes which have been shown to have a critical role in structuring 

microbial biogeography across biomes (Hanson et al. 2012). In line with previous efforts 

studying deterministic and stochastic processes across taxonomic kingdoms (Farjalla et al. 

2012, Wu et al. 2018), we found that the majority of the observed variation could not be 

fully explained for both prokaryotic and eukaryotic species (Fig. 2). Indeed, recent 

biogeographic research in the oceans has provided both theoretical (Hellweger et al. 2014) 

and empirical (Richter et al. 2019) evidence of strong biogeographic patterns driven by both 
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stochastic and deterministic forces, but much of the observed variation between 

communities remains unexplained. Understanding the comparative roles of different 

community structuring processes requires a more comprehensive examination of the 

observed variance between communities, species interactions, and the broader role of the 

environmental conditions where they live. 

  

Several recent innovations will provide valuable data to help uncover the unexplained 

variation in community structure. For example, the extraction and analysis of sedimentary 

ancient DNA allows the reconstruction of high-resolution biodiversity change over time 

(Balint et al. 2018), providing evidence to evaluate the role of deterministic processes 

relative to temporal changes in environmental conditions. In addition, the analysis of co-

occurrence networks from molecular data can provide species interaction hypotheses (e.g. 

Djurhuus et al. (2020)) that could be used to explore how ecological interactions structure 

biogeographic patterns. Finally, we expect that very high-resolution multi-spectral remote 

sensing data (e.g. WorldView-3, <100m2) will provide unparalleled insights into the role of 

environmental forces structuring the distribution of ecological communities (He et al. 

2015).  
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3.6 Methods 

3.6.1 Field sampling 

We sampled a range of sites along 2,000 km of coastline (Fig. 1) between October and 

November of 2017 (see details in Supplementary Table 9), covering the three major marine 

coastal ecoregions of South Africa. In order to assess the effects of anthropogenic impacts, 

we compared human altered ‘artificial’ sites (e.g. recreational marinas, harbours) and 

‘natural’ sites (relatively unaltered rocky shore and natural harbour sites) (see 

Supplementary Table 9). The artificial sites were previously surveyed for marine 

invertebrate biodiversity by Rius et al. (2014), and six adjacent natural sites were selected for 

this study. The natural sites were the nearest non-developed sites with matching aspect and 

exposure (Fig. 1) to each of the artificial sampling sites. Three 400 ml seawater samples were 

filtered with 0.22 μm polyethersulfone membrane Sterivex filters (Merck Millipore, MA, 

USA) following the sampling scheme of Holman et al. (2019) at each sampling site. 

Consequently, we sampled a total of 1,200 ml of seawater per site, a volume that has been 

shown to differentiate fine scale (<1 km2) community structure in marine systems (Kelly et 

al. 2016, Holman et al. 2019). Filters were immediately preserved at ambient temperature 

with the addition of 1.5 ml of Longmire’s Solution for preservation until DNA extraction. 

Field control filters and equipment cleaning blanks were taken, transported, stored and 

sequenced as the rest of the field samples. 

 

3.6.2 Environmental DNA extraction 

We used a PCR-free laboratory separated from the main molecular biology laboratory 

facilities. No post-PCR or high concentration DNA samples were permitted in the 

laboratory. All surfaces and lab equipment were cleaned thoroughly before use with 1.25% 

sodium hypochlorite solution (3:1 dilution of household bleach). DNA extraction followed 

the SXCAPSULE method from Spens et al. (2017). Briefly, filters were first externally cleaned 

with sterile water and Longmire’s Solution was removed from the filter outlet using a 

sterile syringe, 720 μl Buffer ATL (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany) and 80 μl Proteinase K 

(20mg/ml) was added and filters were incubated overnight at 56°C. The lysate was then 
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removed from the filter inlet and subjected to DNA extraction using the Qiagen DNeasy 

Blood and Tissue Kit under the manufacturers recommended protocol. DNA was eluted 

using 200 µl Qiagen Buffer AE and re-eluted once to increase DNA yield. All DNA 

samples were checked for PCR inhibition using the Primer Design Internal Positive 

Control qPCR Kit (Primer Design, Southampton, UK) with 10 μl reactions under the 

manufacturer recommended protocol. Inhibition was detected by an increase of >1.0 Ct in 

reactions containing eDNA compared to reactions with extraction controls. As inhibition 

was detected in a minority of samples, all samples were treated using the Zymo OneStep 

PCR Inhibition Removal Kit (Zymo Research, California, USA) following the 

manufacturer recommended protocol. Inhibited samples showed no evidence for inhibition 

post cleaning. 

 

3.6.3 High throughput eDNA amplicon sequencing  

Different sets of primers were used to generate three separate eDNA metabarcoding 

libraries for all samples. Two gene regions were selected to target broad 

metazoan/eukaryotic diversity: a 313bp region of COI (Leray et al. 2013) and a variable 

length region of 18S (Zhan et al. 2013). A 16S gene region of variable length was used to 

target the prokaryotes (Takahashi et al. 2014). Illumina unique double-indexed 

metabarcoding amplicon libraries were constructed with a two-step PCR protocol as 

detailed in Holman et al. (2019). The first PCR setup was performed in a PCR-free 

laboratory. The three eDNA samples per site were pooled and three independent technical 

replicates were sequenced per pool. The process per sequenced pool was as follows. The first 

PCR reaction was conducted in triplicate in a total reaction volume of 20 μl. Each reaction 

contained 10 μl Amplitaq GOLD 360 2X Mastermix (Applied Biosystems, California, 

USA), 0.8 μl (5 nmol ml!1) of each forward and reverse primers and 2 μl of undiluted 

environmental DNA template. The reaction conditions for PCR were an initial 

denaturation step at 95°C for 10 minutes followed by 20 cycles of 95°C for 30 seconds, 

variable annealing temp (46°C for COI, 50°C for 18S and 55°C for 16S) for 30 seconds, 

and extension at 72°C for 1 minute. A final extension at 72°C was performed for 10 

minutes. The triplicate first PCR replicates were then pooled and cleaned using AMPure 

XP beads (Beckman Coulter, California, USA) at 0.8 beads:sample volume ratio following 
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manufacturer’s instructions. The second PCR reaction was conducted in a total volume of 

20 μl containing 10 μl Amplitaq GOLD 360 2X Mastermix, 0.5 μl (10 nmol ml!1) of both 

forward and reverse primers and 5 μl of undiluted cleaned PCR product from the first 

reaction. PCR conditions were an initial denaturation step at 95°C for 10 minutes followed 

by 15 cycles of 95°C for 30 seconds, annealing at 55°C for 30 seconds, and extension at 

72°C for 1 minute. A final extension at 72°C was performed for 10 minutes. PCR 2 

products were cleaned using AMPure XP beads as above. Negative control samples for the 

filters, extraction kit, PCR1 and 2 were included in library building and sequenced 

alongside experimental samples. Products were quantified following the manufacturer’s 

instructions using the NEBNext Library Quant qPCR kit (New England Biolabs, 

Massachusetts, USA) and then normalised and pooled at an equimolar concentration for 

each marker. Each gene region was sequenced independently using a V3 paired-end 300bp 

reagent kit on the Illumina MiSeq Instrument with 5% PhiX genomic library added to 

increase sequence diversity. 

 

3.6.4 Bioinformatics 

Raw sequences were de-multiplexed using the GenerateFastQ (v2.0.0.9) module on the 

MiSeq control software (v3.0.0.105). Cutadapt (v2.3) (Martin 2011) was used to filter 

sequences to include only those that contained both the forward and reverse primer 

sequence across both read pairs for each gene fragment, remaining sequences then had the 

primer region removed for each gene fragment using the default settings. Sequences were 

denoised using the DADA2 pipeline (v1.12) (Callahan et al. 2016) in R (v3.6.1) 

(R_Core_Team 2019) with the default parameters unless noted as follows. Sequences were 

filtered to retain only pairs of reads with an expected error of 1 or fewer per read. Read 

trimming was performed after manual examination of the read quality profile, the forward 

reads were trimmed to 250bp (COI), 240bp (18S) and 240 bp (16S) and the reverse reads 

were trimmed to 230bp (COI), 220bp (18S) and 220 bp (16S). As each marker was 

sequenced separately, the differences in read trimming length reflect typical variation in 

sequencing runs rather than any biological difference. The error rates per run were 

estimated and used to perform the denoising using the DADA2 algorithm. The denoised 

sequence pairs were then merged and resulting sequences were truncated if they were 
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outside of the expected gene fragment range (303-323bp for COI, 400-450bp for 18S and 

390-450bp for 16S). Chimeras were identified and removed before assembling a sample by 

ASV table for analysis. The denoised ASVs were then curated using the default settings of 

the LULU algorithm (Frøslev et al. 2017) which merges sequences based on sequence 

similarity and co-occurrence. Assigning taxonomy to a set of unknown sequences is a 

difficult task, particularly considering many marine species lack DNA barcodes, are 

undescribed, or have erroneous barcodes in online public databases. We therefore focused 

our analysis at a higher taxonomic level than species, assigning taxonomy to sequences from 

the COI and 18S data as follows. The RDP classifier (v2.13) (Wang et al. 2007) was used to 

assign taxonomy for COI using a previously published COI database (Porter and 

Hajibabaei 2018) (v4.0) and a modified version of the SILVA database (Quast et al. 2013) 

(v3.2 from https://github.com/terrimporter/18SClassifier). As species level assignments 

have been shown to be accurate for COI data (Holman et al. 2019) an unconstrained (no 

limits on sequence similarity or match length) BLAST search (v2.6.0+) was performed for 

each sequence against the entire National Centre for Biotechnology Information nt 

database (downloaded on 16th May 2019), 200 hits per sequence were retained (-

num_alignments). These sequences were then parsed using an R script to exclude hits 

below 65% coverage, remaining assignments with percent identity above 97% for COI were 

used to collapse reads for ASVs assigned to the same species. Recent analyses have suggested 

that only exact (100% identity) matching of sequences to reference data is appropriate for 

species assignment for the prokaryotic 16S region (Edgar 2018). The 16S sequences were 

matched to the SILVA database (release 132) (Quast et al. 2013) using the default settings of 

the assignTaxonomy function from the DADA2 package to assign taxonomy at genus level 

or above. The incidence of NUMTs (nuclear mitochondrial DNA) and chimeras in the 

final ASV list was evaluated following Supplementary Note 5. 

 

The following quality control filters were applied to the ASV by sample table produced by 

DADA2. First, the minimum number of reads per observation was set at three. Any ASVs 

not represented in at least one other sample were discarded. ASVs were then filtered to 

retain only those found in all three technical replicates. For any ASV found in the negative 

control samples, the largest value among the read count across all negative control samples 

was used as the zero value for all other samples (i.e. any smaller values found in non-control 
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samples were set to zero). The COI and 18S datasets were then subset by the RDP classifier 

taxonomic assignments to produce datasets for the protists and metazoans as follows. 

Phylum level assignments above a threshold of 30, a value well above that shown to 

accurately assign phylum level taxonomy (Porter and Hajibabaei 2018), were parsed to 

include phyla that contained only metazoan or protist members for each group respectively, 

other assignments or unknown assignments were discarded. This resulted in a protist and 

metazoan dataset for each marker, which were subsequently used for separate analyses using 

these groupings. The 16S data was parsed to include only bacterial ASVs. Within each 

taxonomic dataset samples were then rarefied to the smallest number of reads (see 

Supplementary Table 1). Technical replicates were then collapsed to produce a dataset 

containing the mean value of rarefied reads per ASV. Finally, ASVs assigned using BLAST 

(with no cases of multiple matches of equal quality) to the same species in the COI dataset 

were combined by summing reads per site. The taxonomic assignment method used for the 

16S data assigns to genus, and species level assignments are not possible for all taxa using the 

selected 18S region, so no ASVs from these datasets were collapsed. In order to explore 

broad scale patterns of taxonomic diversity, the number of ASVs per phyla and number of 

rarefied reads per phyla were collapsed to produce per site assessments of taxonomic 

composition. As phylum level phylogeny is not resolved for all protist species, the protist 

dataset was grouped by supergroup designations according to Burki et al. (2020). For plots, 

phyla represented by less than 2% of ASV counts were concatenated in an ‘other’ category. 

 

3.6.5 Environmental, human impact and geographic data 

In situ environmental data reflects a snapshot of the total conditions experienced across the 

lifetime of the species that make up marine communities. Therefore, abiotic variables for 

the sites covering an ecologically relevant timescale were sourced as follows. High 

resolution (1 km2) remote sensing average daily sea surface temperature data derived from 

multiple satellite deployments, combined with in situ data (JPL_OurOceanProject 2010) 

was parsed in R to find the nearest datapoint to each site. For each point, a mean from two 

years of data from November 2017 was calculated. Interpolated average (2005-2017) sea 

surface salinity data (0.25° grid resolution) generated using gliders, oceanographic casts etc. 

from the 2018 World Ocean Atlas (Zweng 2019) was parsed to include only surface data 
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for the sites. Monthly global ocean colour data (4 km2) derived from multiple satellite 

deployments (European_Space_Agency 2020) was parsed to calculate an average value for 

chlorophyll a density per site across two years from November 2017. Finally, a previously 

described (Halpern et al. 2019) 1 km2 global resolution cumulative index for anthropogenic 

impact on marine ecosystems, comprising fishing pressure, climate change, shipping and 

land-based pollution, was parsed to produce a value for each site cumulatively across the 

entire period for which data were available (2003-2013). These global datasets have 

excellent temporal resolution, but are only appropriate for testing large-scale patterns as 

they have limited ability to discriminate highly localised observations.  

 

3.6.6 Ecological statistics 

Analyses were conducted in R (v3.6.1) unless otherwise stated. Differences in the mean 

number of ASVs per coastline were assessed using an ANOVA after testing for normally 

distributed residuals using a Shapiro-Wilk test and equal variance between coasts using a 

Bartlett test. A Tukey’s Honest Significant difference test was used to evaluate significant 

ANOVA results. Differences in community similarity were assessed using a 

PERMANOVA (Anderson 2014) implemented with the function adonis from the package 

vegan (v2.5-6) (Oksanen et al. 2011) to assess differences in multivariate centroids and 

dispersion between coastlines. The PERMANOVA was conducted on a matrix of Jaccard 

dissimilarities as this ecological index has been shown to be appropriate for biogeographical 

studies (Kreft and Jetz 2010). Significant pairwise differences were assessed using the 

function adonis.pair from the EcolUtils package (v0.1) (Salazar 2018). To analyse if groups 

of samples have a difference in intra-group community variation, also known as 

heterogeneity of multivariate dispersion, the PERMDISP2 procedure(Anderson 2006) was 

used, implemented in the function betadisper from the vegan package. The pairwise group 

differences in heterogeneity of multivariate dispersion in the case of a global significant 

result from betadisper were analysed using a Tukey’s Honest Significant difference test. 

Non-metric multidimensional scaling ordinations (nMDS) were calculated using Jaccard 

dissimilarities and the function metaMDS from the vegan package. 
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The influence of the abiotic and human impact data on the observed patterns of beta 

diversity were evaluated as follows. It has previously been common to use a partial Mantel 

test to evaluate the effect of a distance matrix (frequently environmental variables) on a 

second distance matrix (species composition) while ‘cancelling out’ the effect of a third 

matrix (geographic distance). However, this approach has been shown to be sensitive to 

spatial autocorrelation common in ecological datasets (Crabot et al. 2019). A recently 

developed method (Crabot et al. 2019), which corrects spurious inflations of the parameter 

estimate for Mantel tests, was implemented. Across each taxonomic group Mantel tests 

were conducted comparing Jaccard dissimilarity against Euclidean distance for each 

environmental variable. For each test Moran spectral randomisation was performed 

including the geographic distance data with 10,000 permutations to assess statistical 

significance using the msr function from the adespatial package (v0.3-8). Partial Mantel 

tests were conducted with 10,000 permutations using the mantel.partial function from the 

vegan package for comparison.   

 

Explanatory variables which had some correlation with the community dissimilarity after 

adjusting for geographic distance were then evaluated as follows. First, a distance-based 

redundancy analysis (dbRDA) (McArdle and Anderson 2001), regressing site Jaccard 

dissimilarities against all remaining variables, was performed using the function dbrda from 

the vegan package. The significance of terms was assessed with 10,000 permutations. The 

dbRDA ordination allows us to examine linear changes in the beta diversity in response to a 

number of predictor variables in tandem, and also to explore their relative impact. The 

function varpart from the vegan package was then used to partition the variance in the 

community dissimilarity by the environmental variables. We then used a generalised 

additive model to visualise the variation of each significant variable across the nMDS space 

via a restricted maximum likelihood 2D smoother, implemented in the function ordisurf 

from the vegan package. 

 

Distance-decay relationships were explored by first measuring compositional similarity (1- 

Jaccard index) for each pair of sites, and then calculating distances between pairs of sites by 

drawing a continuous transect 1 km offshore parallel to the high-water mark using Google 

Earth Pro (v7.3.2.5776), taking the distance along the transect to measure distance between 
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sites. We then used these data in least-square regression models using the function lm with 

an interaction function between distance and site type (artificial or natural) terms against 

compositional similarity as a response term. The compositional similarity values were log10 

transformed to linearise the response, untransformed values of zero (no overlap of species) 

were omitted to avoid infinite response variable values. 
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3.8 Supplementary Information 

3.8.1 Supplementary Figure 1 

Bar charts indicating the proportion of reads assigned per phyla (metazoans/bacteria) or 

supergroup (protists) from environmental DNA metabarcoding of seawater collected from 

sites across South Africa. The three rows correspond with data from metazoans (top), 

protists (middle) and bacteria (bottom). Site name abbreviations as in Supplementary Table 

9. 
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3.8.2 Supplementary Figure 2 

Observed patterns of β-diversity from environmental DNA metabarcoding of: a metazoans 

from the 18S dataset and b protists from the COI dataset; based on Jaccard dissimilarities 

between amplicon sequence variants along the coast of South Africa. The first column of 

plots shows non-metric multidimensional scaling (nMDS) ordinations. Coloured hulls 

show the spread of the data and lines indicate the spread around the centroid grouped by 

coast with the east, south and west coasts denoted by orange, green and blue respectively. 

Site name abbreviations as in Supplementary Table 9. Natural sites are denoted with 

triangles and artificial sites with filled circles. The second column of plots shows the same 

nMDS ordinations as the first column including the output of a generalised additive model 

with a 2D smoothed function for each of the significant environmental / impact variables 

overlaid; temperature – mean sea surface temperature (°C); impact – human marine impact 

score (unitless measurement, see details in main text) against the two nMDS axes. The 

Venn diagram charts indicate the percentage total of variance in community dissimilarity 

explained by each significant variable, derived using variance partitioning of a distance-

based redundancy analysis.   
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3.8.3 Supplementary Table 1 

Descriptive statistics of bioinformatic parameters from environmental DNA metabarcoding 

data of natural and artificial sites along the coast of South Africa. Each column indicates A 

the gene fragment used in the metabarcoding experiment; COI – cytochrome c oxidase 

subunit I; 18S –nuclear small subunit ribosomal DNA, 16S – prokaryotic small subunit 

ribosomal DNA B the dataset subset into metazoan (COI), protist (18S) and bacterial (16S) 

datasets. The first two rows indicate the number of reads and standard deviation per sample. 

The third indicates the lowest number of reads per sample used to rarefy the data for 

analyses. The fourth and fifth rows indicate the number of Amplicon Sequence Variants 

(ASVs) from the dataset and the number that did not have a (70% percentage identity) 

match in the NCBI nt database. The final row indicates the number of ASVs with high 

quality taxonomic assignment; a full length hit above 97% identity for COI and 99% for 

18S; and a genus level assignment using the default settings of the ‘assignTaxonomy’ 

function from the DADA2 R package.     

 

A 

 

 COI 18S 16S 
Raw mean reads per sample 207,675.8 361,868.6 473,062.8 
Standard Deviation 112,122.6 110,399.3 106,473.1 
Nreads Rarefaction 61,958 147,307 115,960 
ASVs in analysis 4,867 2,364 2,826 
ASVs with no taxonomic 
assignment 

2,824 131 8 

ASVs with high quality 
BLAST nt assignment 

150 265 1,660 

 

B 

 

 Metazoa Protists Bacteria 
Nreads Rarefaction 8,682 12,161 115,959 
ASVs in analysis 1,054 1,433 2,826 
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3.8.4 Supplementary Table 2  

Analysis of variance (ANOVA) testing differences in amplicon sequence variant richness 

between coasts for datasets by A taxa and B marker, a Tukey post-hoc test for bacteria is 

shown. 

Significant p-values at a=0.05 level are indicated in bold. 

 

A 

ANOVA Df SumofSquares MeanSquare F P value 

Metazoa 
     

Coast 2 4054 2027 1.941 0.178 

Residuals 15 15664 1044 
  

Protists 
     

Coast 2 7819 3910 1.416 0.273 

Residuals 15 41404 2760 
  

Bacteria 
     

Coast 2 79844 39922 7.178 0.007 

Residuals 15 83422 5561 
  

      
TukeyPostHoc 

    

 
Bacteria 

    

  
diff lwr upr P value 

 
South-East 146.167 34.330 258.004 0.012 

 
West-East 10.333 -101.504 122.170 0.969 

 
West-South -135.833 -247.670 -23.996 0.017 

 

 

B 

ANOVA Df SumofSquares MeanSquare F P value 

COI 
     

Coast 2 0.115 0.05763 3.64 0.051 

Residuals 15 0.237 0.01583 
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18S 
     

Coast 2 28434 14217 1.824 0.195 

Residuals 15 116945 7796 
  

16S 
     

Coast 2 79844 39922 7.178 0.007 

Residuals 15 83422 5561 
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3.8.5 Supplementary Table 3 

Permutational analysis of variance (PERMANOVA) model outputs based on a Jaccard 

index of amplicon sequence variants from environmental DNA metabarcoding of sites 

across South Africa. Models are presented for A three taxonomic groups: metazoa, protists 

and bacteria. B three genes: COI – cytochrome c oxidase subunit I; 18S – nuclear small 

subunit ribosomal DNA; 16S – prokaryotic small subunit ribosomal DNA. Significant p-

values at a=0.05 level are indicated in bold. 

A 

 
Df SumsOfSqs MeanSqs Pseudo F R2 P value 

Metazoa 
      

Coast 2 1.511 0.755 1.981 0.209 0.001 

Residuals 15 5.721 0.381 
 

0.791 
 

Total 17 7.232 
    

Protists 
      

Coast 2 1.601 0.800 2.656 0.262 0.001 

Residuals 15 4.520 0.302 
 

0.738 
 

Total 17 6.121 
    

Bacteria 
      

Coast 2 1.737 0.867 3.229 0.301 0.001 

Residuals 15 4.035 0.269 
 

0.699  
 

Total 17 5.773 
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B 

 
Df SumsOfSqs MeanSqs Pseudo F R2 P value 

COI 
      

Coast 2 1.632 0.816 2.083 0.217 0.001 

Residuals 15 5.879 0.392 
 

0.784 
 

Total 17 7.510 
    

18S 
      

Coast 2 1.192 0.596 1.358 0.153 0.001 

Residuals 15 6.580 0.439 
 

0.845 
 

Total 17 7.772 
    

16S 
      

Coast 2 1.670 0.835 2.712 0.267 0.001 

Residuals 15 4.618 0.308 
 

0.734 
 

Total 17 6.287 
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3.8.6 Supplementary Table 4 

PERMANOVA model pairwise comparison outputs based on a Jaccard index of amplicon 

sequence variants from eDNA metabarcoding of sites across South Africa. Models are 

presented for A three taxonomic groups: metazoa, protists and bacteria. B three genes: COI 

– cytochrome c oxidase subunit I; 18S – nuclear small subunit ribosomal DNA; 16S – 

prokaryotic small subunit ribosomal DNA. Significant p-values at a=0.05 level are 

indicated in bold. 

 

A 

 
Df SumsOfSqs F.Model R2 p.value p.adjusted 

Metazoa  
      

East vs South 1 0.671 1.853 0.156 0.002 0.005 

East vs West 1 0.859 2.222 0.182 0.005 0.005 

South vs West 1 0.737 1.861 0.157 0.005 0.005 

Protists 
      

East vs South 1 0.800 2.843 0.221 0.004 0.004 

East vs West 1 0.885 2.887 0.224 0.004 0.004 

South vs West 1 0.717 2.266 0.185 0.003 0.004 

Bacteria 
      

East vs South 1 0.738 3.135 0.239 0.001 0.003 

East vs West 1 1.093 3.993 0.285 0.003 0.003 

South vs West 1 0.775 2.602 0.206 0.003 0.003 
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B 

 
Df SumsOfSqs F.Model R2 p.value p.adjusted 

COI 
      

East vs South 1 0.705 1.723 0.147 0.002 0.006 

East vs West 1 0.899 2.232 0.182 0.003 0.009 

South vs West 1 0.844 2.322 0.188 0.001 0.003 

18S 
      

East vs South 1 0.612 1.411 0.124 0.016 0.048 

East vs West 1 0.615 1.374 0.121 0.002 0.006 

South vs West 1 0.560 1.290 0.114 0.006 0.018 

16S 
      

East vs South 1 0.732 2.180 0.179 0.007 0.021 

East vs West 1 1.081 3.411 0.254 0.004 0.012 

South vs West 1 0.691 2.553 0.203 0.002 0.006 
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3.8.7 Supplementary Table 5 

Analysis of variance model output for tests of multivariate homogeneity of group dispersion 

(betadisp R function) based on a Jaccard index of amplicon sequence variants from eDNA 

metabarcoding of sites across South Africa. Models are presented for A three taxonomic 

groups: metazoa, protists and bacteria. B three genes: COI – cytochrome c oxidase subunit 

I; 18S – nuclear small subunit ribosomal DNA; 16S – prokaryotic small subunit ribosomal 

DNA. Significant p-values at a=0.05 level are indicated in bold. 

A 

  Df SumsOfSqs MeanSq F.Value P 

Metazoa           

Groups 2 0.008469 0.0042347 1.9485 0.177 

Residuals 15 0.032599 0.0021733     

Protists           

Groups 2 0.012200 0.0061001 1.4672 0.262 

Residuals 15 0.062364 0.0041576     

Bacteria           

Groups 2 0.038883 0.0194414 4.0874 0.038 

Residuals 15 0.071346 0.0047564 
  

 
     

TukeyPostHoc 

(Bacteria) Comparison diff lwr upr P.adj 

 
South vs West 0.04778014 -0.0556455 0.1512058 0.471 

 
East vs West 0.11338036 0.00995475 0.216806 0.031 

 
East vs South 0.06560021 -0.0378254 0.1690258 0.257 
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B 

  Df SumsOfSqs MeanSq F.Value P 

COI           

Groups 2 0.016455 0.0082276 2.3376 0.1307 

Residuals 15 0.052731 0.0035154     

18S           

Groups 2 0.0014773 0.00073863 0.5964 0.5633 

Residuals 15 0.0185756 0.00123837     

16S           

Groups 2 0.037211 0.0186056 3.9383 0.0422 

Residuals 15 0.070864 0.0047243 
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3.8.8 Supplementary Table 6 

Mantel test summary output for both partial Mantel and corrected Mantel tests. Parameters 

are as follows, SST – mean sea surface temperature (°C); SSS – mean sea surface salinity 

(parts per thousand); Chl a – chlorophyll a concentration (mg m-3); impact – human 

marine impact score (unitless measurement, see details in main text). Models are presented 

for A three taxonomic groups: metazoa, protists and bacteria. B three genes three genes: 

COI – cytochrome c oxidase subunit I; 18S – nuclear small subunit ribosomal DNA; 16S – 

prokaryotic small subunit ribosomal DNA. Significant p-values at a=0.05 level are 

indicated in bold. 

 

A 

 

 
SST   SSS   ChlA   Impact   

 

R 

statistic p value 

R 

statistic p value 

R 

statistic p value 

R 

statistic p value 

Metazoans partial 0.264 0.013 -0.148 0.881 0.066 0.272 0.432 0.001 

Metazoans corrected 0.175 0.015 -0.031 0.65 0.071 0.235 0.308 0.002 

Protists partial 0.135 0.073 0.026 0.388 0.214 0.012 0.317 0.001 

Protists corrected 0.129 0.066 0.04 0.352 0.165 0.04 0.249 0.01 

Bacteria partial 0.304 0.008 -0.133 0.843 0.021 0.403 0.492 0.001 

Bacteria corrected 0.207 0.007 -0.001 0.536 0.062 0.294 0.326 0.002 
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B 

 
SST 

 
SSS   ChlA   Impact   

 

R 

statistic p value 

R 

statistic p value 

R 

statistic p value 

R 

statistic p value 

Partial Mantel COI 0.323 0.002 0.002 0.484 0.077 0.195 0.357 0.003 

Corrected Mantel COI 0.157 0.022 0.005 0.531 0.057 0.277 0.234 0.007 

Partial Mantel 18S 0.143 0.059 -0.024 0.602 0.139 0.076 0.394 0.001 

Corrected Mantel 18S 0.162 0.03 0.041 0.355 0.134 0.087 0.297 0.003 

Partial Mantel 16S 0.304 0.008 -0.133 0.842 0.021 0.407 0.492 0.001 

Corrected Mantel 16S 0.207 0.007 0 0.531 0.062 0.302 0.326 0.002 
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3.8.9 Supplementary Table 7 

Distance based redundancy analysis model outputs for models with Jaccard dissimilarities 

from environmental DNA metabarcoding data from South Africa as the response variable. 

Explanatory variables are as follows, SST – mean sea surface temperature (°C); Chl a – 

chlorophyll a concentration (mg m-3); impact – human marine impact score (unitless 

measurement, see details in main text). Models are presented for datasets composed of 

metazoa, protists and bacteria in the COI, 18S and 16S datasets respectively. Additional 

model outputs are shown for the metazoan portion of the 18S dataset and the protist 

portion of the COI dataset.  Significant p-values at a=0.05 level are indicated in bold. 

 

 
Df SumOfSqs. F Value P Value 

Metazoa     

SST 1 0.8328 2.1424 1.00E-04 

Impact 1 0.5165 1.3286 0.0277 

Residual 15 5.8308 
  

  
Adj.R2 0.086 

 
Protists     

Chl a 1 0.7888 2.4641 1.00E-04 

Impact 1 0.5301 1.656 0.009299 

Residual 15 4.802 
  

  
Adj.R2 0.111 

 
Bacteria     

 
Df SumOfSqs F Pr(>F) 

SST 1 1.0178 3.655 1.00E-04 

Impact 1 0.5194 1.8652 0.009299 

Residual 15 4.1769 
  

  
 

Adj.R2 0.18 
 

Metazoa (18S)    

 
Df SumOfSqs F Pr(>F) 

SST 1 0.823 2.2557 1.00E-04 

Impact 1 0.6059 1.6607 0.0021 

Residual 15 5.4728 
  

  
 

Adj.R2 0.111 
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Protists (COI) 

   

 
Df SumOfSqs F Pr(>F) 

SST 1 1.2049 3.9839 1.00E-04 

Impact 1 0.5637 1.8638 0.0171 

Residual 15 4.5366 
  

  
 

Adj.R2 0.192 
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3.8.10 Supplementary Table 8 

Generalised additive model with a restricted maximum likelihood (REML) 2D smoother 

summary, each row represents an individually fitted model. Parameters are as follows, SST 

– mean sea surface temperature (°C); SSS – mean sea surface salinity (parts per thousand); 

Chl a – chlorophyll a concentration (mg m-3); impact – human marine impact score 

(unitless measurement, see details in main text). Models are presented for A three 

taxonomic groups: metazoa, protists and bacteria. B three genes: COI – cytochrome c 

oxidase subunit I; 18S – nuclear small subunit ribosomal DNA; 16S – prokaryotic small 

subunit ribosomal DNA. Significant p-values at a=0.05 level are indicated in bold. 

 

A 

 
Parametric Coef. 

  
Smoother 

  

 
Estimate Std.Error T Value P Value Df F P Value Adj.R2 

Metazoa 
        

Impact 3.2348 0.1593 20.31 2.08E-10 9 3.563 0.00297 0.654 

SST 18.56054 0.09681 191.7 <2e-16 9 100.2 <2e-16 0.982 

         
Protists 

        
impact 3.2348 0.1779 18.18 5.8E-10 9 2.481 0.0126 0.568 

chl a 1.8003 0.05603 32.13 1.89E-14 9 16.15 2.63E-13 0.895 

         

Bacteria 
        

impact 3.2348 0.1482 21.83 2.45E-10 9 4.409 0.00207 0.700 

SST 18.56054 0.09753 190.3 <2e-16 9 98.73 <2e-16 0.981 
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B 

 
Parametric Coef. 

  
Smoother 

  

 
Estimate Std.Error T Value P Value Df F P Value Adj.R2 

COI                 

SSS 35.225667 0.006731 5233 <2e-16 9 27.48 3.79E-13 0.936 

impact 3.2348 0.1753 18.45 1.51E-10 9 2.608 0.0044 0.58 

chl a 1.8003 0.05529 32.56 3.04E-13 9 16.63 3.47E-12 0.898 

SST 18.56054 0.09966 186.2 <2e-16 9 94.47 <2e-16 0.98 

         
18S                 

SSS 35.225667 0.008706 4046 <2e-16 9 15.67 5.68E-09 0.892 

impact 3.2348 0.1477 21.9 9.75E-11 9 4.45 0.00117 0.702 

chl a 1.8003 0.04337 41.51 3.86E-16 9 28.21 <2e-16 0.937 

SST 18.5605 0.1531 121.2 <2e-16 9 38.93 <2e-16 0.954 

         
16S                 

SSS 35.225667 0.007869 4476 <2e-16 9 19.6 1.00E-10 0.912 

impact 3.2348 0.1545 20.94 2.93E-10 9 3.907 0.00311 0.674 

chl a 1.8003 0.07156 25.16 3.76E-12 9 9.17 1.47E-07 0.829 

SST 18.56054 0.09916 187.2 <2e-16 9 95.44 <2e-16 0.981 
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3.8.11 Supplementary Table 9 

Details of the sampling sites including site code, geographic locations [West (W), South (S) 

and East (E)], sampling date (year 2017) and type of site (natural or artificial). Order of 

appearance of sites progresses along the sampled coast, from the northwest coast to the 

northeast coast of South Africa. 

 

Site Name Site 
Code 

Latitude 
(S) 

Longitude 
(E) 

Sampling Date Geographic 
Coastline 

Site 
Classification 

Yachtport SA, Saldanha SY -33.026701 17.960758 14-Oct  
W 

 
Artificial 

Saldanha Natural Site SN -33.071672 18.038446 15-Oct  
W 

 
Natural 

Club Mykonos Marina SM -33.046315 18.04028 15-Oct  
W 

 
Artificial 

V&A Waterfront Marina TB -33.909055 18.419893 18-Oct  
W 

 
Artificial 

Hout Bay Yacht Club HB -34.049767 18.348042 19-Oct  
W 

 
Artificial 

Hout Bay Natural Site HN -34.049016 18.360954 19-Oct  
W 

 
Natural 

Mossel Bay Marina MB -34.178386 22.144918 22-Oct  
S 

 
Artificial 

Mossel Bay Natural Site MN -34.299278 21.944026 22-Oct  
S 

 
Natural 

Knysna KN -34.041086 23.043592 24-Oct  
S 

 
Artificial 

Knysna Natural Site NK -34.05877 23.034025 24-Oct  
S 

 
Natural 

Cape St Francis CN -34.212257 24.837625 26-Oct  
S 

 
Natural 

Port Elizabeth Marina PE -33.96692 25.634461 27-Oct  
S 

 
Artificial 

Bushmans River (Kenton 
Marina) 

BR -33.679558 26.655841 30-Oct  
E 

 
Artificial 

Port Alfred Marina PA -33.593546 26.892084 31-Oct  
E 

 
Artificial 

East London Marina EL -33.024163 27.896269 02-Nov  
E 

 
Artificial 

Durban Marina DU -29.862663 31.021903 08-Nov  
E 

 
Artificial 

Richards Bay Marina RB -28.793908 32.079184 10-Nov  
E 

 
Artificial 

Richards Bay Natural RN -28.827437 32.035825 11-Nov  
E 

 
Natural 
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3.8.12 Supplementary Note 1 

Information concerning control samples used during field sampling and in the laboratory 

during the construction of metabarcoding libraries for high-throughput sequencing of 

eDNA extracted from water samples collected along the coast of South Africa.   

 

Each water sample was taken using a peristaltic pump, associated tubing was washed with 1 

litre of seawater from the site before conducting the field sampling. During fieldwork all 

reused field equipment (hosing and plasticware) was washed thoroughly between sites with 

5% bleach solution and rinsed with tap water. 

 

Negative controls were implemented during each DNA extraction and during each PCR 

step of library construction. Across all controls for COI a total of 6.6 ± 7.6 (s.d.) ASVs were 

found in each control sample with a summed average of 117.3 ± 155.1 reads per sample. 

Across the 18S controls 12.1 ± 9.5 (s.d.) ASVs had a summed average of 579.1 ± 517.5 reads 

per sample. The 16S data showed the largest number of average ASVs (61.7 ± 63.1) per 

sample and also more summed reads on average (16,079.9 ± 31,915.2). A single ASV, 

assigned to the genus Bradyrhizobium, contributed the bulk of these reads (mean of 

25,444.4 per control sample) and was found only in control samples used to assess 

decontamination in field. This genus of bacteria are Gram-negative soil bacteria, some of 

which have roles in N2 fixation(Stacey et al. 1995) and therefore likely represent 

contamination from the water used for cleaning apparatus between sites. However, this 

genus of bacteria has also been shown to contaminate ultra-pure water and laboratory 

reagents(Kulakov et al. 2002, Salter et al. 2014). After bioinformatically removing this ASV 

the 16S control samples contained a mean of 56.1 ± 61.9 ASVs per sample and a mean of 

3,054.9 ± 3,398.8 summed reads per sample.  

 

The proportion of contamination assigned to travel, lab and PCR controls are shown below 

in Supplementary Note 1 Figure 1. The largest proportion of contamination was from the 

travel controls, indicating that the cleaning process between sites was the largest source of 

contamination. The level of contamination shown here is typical for eDNA 

studies(Holman et al. 2019, Jeunen et al. 2019, Blackman et al. 2020) and all contamination 
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was bioinformatically filtered as detailed in the main manuscript. Therefore, we are 

confident that contamination did not affect the inference presented in the main manuscript.  

 

 

 
Supplementary Note 1 Figure 1 Proportion of contamination attributed to different sections of the 
workflow. Each column shows the proportion of either reads (COI.R, 18.R, 16.R) or ASVs (COI.S, 
18S.S, 16S.S) contributed by each of different types of control sample for all three sequenced 
markers (COI, 18S, 16S). Travel controls include sealed controls and tap water controls used to 
evaluate cleaning of equipment between sampling. Lab controls include sealed filters, DNA 
extraction kits and inhibition clean up kits. PCR controls are no template controls added before 
running the PCR.   
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3.8.13 Supplementary Note 2 

Phyla-level analysis of biogeographic patterns  

 

In order to evaluate the beta diversity patterns at lower taxonomic levels than kingdom 

each dataset was subset to include only ASVs allocated to the top five most ASV rich phyla 

per taxonomic dataset (metazoans, protists, bacteria). A non-metric multidimensional 

ordination, evaluation of multivariate heterogeneity and PERMANOVA were performed 

on each of these sub-datasets as detailed in the main manuscript methods for the complete 

datasets.  

 

 
Supplementary Note 2 Figure 1 Observed patterns of β-diversity from environmental DNA 
metabarcoding (COI metazoans) based on Jaccard dissimilarities between amplicon sequence 
variants along the coast of South Africa. Plots shows non-metric multidimensional scaling 
ordinations for each phylum. Coloured hulls show the spread of the data and lines indicate the 
spread around the centroid grouped by coast with the east, south and west coasts denoted by orange, 
green and blue respectively. Site name abbreviations as in Supplementary Table 9. The ordination 
for Chordata is the first two axes of a principle coordinate analysis due to non-convergence of an 
optimal nMDS solution representing the Chordata data. 
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Supplementary Note 2 Figure 2 Observed patterns of β-diversity from environmental DNA 
metabarcoding (18S protists) based on Jaccard dissimilarities between amplicon sequence variants 
along the coast of South Africa. Plots shows non-metric multidimensional scaling ordinations for 
each phylum. Coloured hulls show the spread of the data and lines indicate the spread around the 
centroid grouped by coast with the east, south and west coasts denoted by orange, green and blue 
respectively. Site name abbreviations as in Supplementary Table 9. 
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Supplementary Note 2 Figure 3 Observed patterns of β-diversity from environmental DNA 
metabarcoding (bacteria) based on Jaccard dissimilarities between amplicon sequence variants along 
the coast of South Africa. Plots shows non-metric multidimensional scaling ordinations for each 
phylum. Coloured hulls show the spread of the data and lines indicate the spread around the 
centroid grouped by coast with the east, south and west coasts denoted by orange, green and blue 
respectively. Site name abbreviations as in Supplementary Table 9. 
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Supplementary Note 2 Table 1 Phyla level dataset outputs showing number of ASVs per 

phyla (nASVs), the outputs (F statistic and p value) from an analysis of variance on 

multivariate distribution between ecoregions for each dataset (permdisp from vegan in R). 

F statistic and P value from a PERMANOVA model based on Jaccard dissimilarities testing 

a difference in between ecoregions. 

Significant p-values at a=0.05 level are indicated in bold. 

 
       Multivariate Dispersion PERMANOVA 

Phyla Dataset nASVs Fstat p value Fstat p value 

Arthropoda Metazoa 354 1.742 0.209 1.816 0.001 

Cnidaria Metazoa 258 0.774 0.479 2.468 0.001 

Mollusca Metazoa 106 0.377 0.692 2.07 0.001 

Chordata Metazoa 92 0.241 0.789 1.452 0.001 

Porifera Metazoa 68 2.771 0.095 2.261 0.001 

Dinoflagellata Protist 257 2.637 0.104 3.086 0.001 

Ciliophora Protist 389 0.437 0.654 2.024 0.001 

Protalveolata Protist 281 1.958 0.176 2.802 0.001 

Cercozoa Protist 218 1 0.391 2.446 0.001 

Prymnesiophyceae Protist 70 0.178 0.839 2.598 0.001 

Proteobacteria Bacteria 1340 2.489 0.117 3.208 0.001 

Bacteroidetes Bacteria 673 7.38 0.006 4.084 0.001 

Cyanobacteria Bacteria 390 2.776 0.094 2.826 0.001 

Epsilonbacteraeota Bacteria 83 2.158 0.15 1.47 0.029 

Verrucomicrobia Bacteria 84 0.45 0.646 2.748 0.001 
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3.8.14 Supplementary Note 3 

Simulations of power for detecting differences in eco-regions using PERMANOVAs. 

 

We tested how many species observations were required to detect a significant difference 

between the multivariate spread of the three ecoregions (see Methods, main text). This was 

important as the number of ASVs subsets at phyla level can be low (see Supplementary 

Note 2 Table 1). Therefore, we conducted a community simulation using data simulated 

using random distributions in R (v4.0.2) as follows. A randomly-generated dataset 

containing 1,000 simulated species was created. Three possible types of spatial distribution 

were possible for each species: 1. Panmixia (i.e. the species is present in all sites), 2. Random 

distribution (randomly distributed across sites), and 3. ecoregion-determined species (species 

found only in one of the three ecoregions). Species occurrence was coded as 1 (present) or 0 

(absent) across 18 simulated sites in three different ecoregions with a fixed proportion of 

species for each of the above types (7:2:1 ecoregion:random:panmixia) spread across the 

ecoregions (7:2:1 ecoregion:random:panmixia). These observations were then subject to 

incidence values changes (1 changed to 0 or 0 changed to 1) at varying proportions across 

the entire dataset (30% to 44% of data), these proportions produced ecoregion separation on 

nMDS plots similar to empirical ecological datasets during initial trials. The output of this 

simulation was visualised using an nMDS ordination of Jaccard dissimilarities (see 

Supplementary Note 3 Figure 1).  
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Supplementary Note 3 Figure 1 Non-metric multidimensional scaling ordinations based on Jaccard 
dissimilarities of simulated community data. Simulated communities had 18 sites equally spaced 
among three ecoregions and 1000 species were simulated. A proportion of species incidence records 
were randomised from 30% (R=0.3) to 44% (R=0.44). Sites are shown in blue and a convex hull is 
shown for each ecoregion. The p value reported in each simulation corresponds to the 
PERMANOVA result testing for significant differences in the multivariate spread of ecoregions.  
 

A PERMANOVA was used to assess the significance of differences in multivariate location 

between the three ecoregions. As an ecoregion difference was simulated in the community 

data a p-value greater than 0.05 indicates a false negative result due to stochasticity. This 

simulation was replicated 100 times for 20, 50, 100, 500, 1000 and 2000 species 

(Supplementary Note 3 Figure 2). 
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Supplementary Note 3 Figure 2 Plots showing the significance value (p value) for a 
PERMANOVA testing multivariate location between three ecoregions in simulated community 
data. Simulations were conducted for eight levels of randomness values: indicating the proportion of 
observations changes to an alternative state (present to absent or vice versa). Each plot shows 100 
simulations for each level of randomness, with different plots showing effect for an increasing 
number of simulated species observations (nSpp). The red dashed lines indicate a PERMANOVA 
p-value of 0.05 and the dark purple dashed line 0.01.  
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The ordinations between 0.32 and 0.38 showed the highest similarity to those presented in 

the main manuscript (Fig. 2). The proportion of false negative simulations was between 

0.15-0.71 for 20 species and 0-0 for 2000 species (see Supplementary Note 3 Table 1). 

Between 50 and 100 species the false negative proportion decreased from an average of 0.13 

to 0.03, representing a shift from 87% to 97% of simulations finding a significant effect of 

ecoregions. Therefore, a reasonably high (0.95) chance of seeing a true effect lies between 

50 and 100 species. 

 
Supplementary Note 3 Table 1 Proportion of false negative results (p >0.05) from a 

PERMANOVA significance test of ecoregion across 100 simulated datasets. Each dataset was 

simulated for a given randomness value (0.3-0.44 – shown on left) and number of species 

(20-2000).  

 

  Number of Species       

Randomness 20 50 100 500 1000 2000 

0.3 0.04 0 0 0 0 0 

0.32 0.15 0 0 0 0 0 

0.34 0.28 0.03 0 0 0 0 

0.36 0.53 0.21 0.02 0 0 0 

0.38 0.71 0.28 0.1 0 0 0 

0.4 0.8 0.72 0.39 0 0 0 

0.42 0.87 0.69 0.71 0.06 0 0 

0.44 0.92 0.9 0.86 0.56 0.26 0.07 
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3.8.15 Supplementary Note 4 

Distance-decay relationship analyses 

 

Analysis by taxonomic group 

Distance-decay slopes for all observations showed an exponential decrease in compositional 

similarity as the distance between sites increased (Supplementary Note 4 Figure 1, see 

below). Regression models of log10 transformed compositional similarity indicated that this 

slope was statistically significant in all cases (p <0.001 for all markers & taxonomic groups, 

full model output below). In the metazoan datasets (both COI & 18S) the model showed a 

significant difference in the slope between artificial and natural sites (COI - p = 0.0002; 18S 

- p = 0.0019, full model outputs below). No statistically significant differences were found 

between site types in the protist or bacteria datasets. 
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Supplementary Note 4 Figure 1 Plots showing distance between sites and community dissimilarity 
measured by environmental DNA metabarcoding across South Africa. Logarithmically (base 10) 
transformed compositional similarity against distance is shown for a COI metazoans, b COI 
protists, c 18S metazoans d 18S protists and e 16S data with comparisons between artificial sites 
coloured red and natural sites coloured blue. 95% confidence intervals from the least-squares linear 
regression models are shown as light shaded areas around each regression slope. f All distance decay 
data overlayed.  
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Supplementary Note 4 Table 1 Least-squares regression model for Distance-Decay 

relationships between different site types measured by eDNA metabarcoding for coastal 

sites across South Africa. Models are presented for three genes: COI – cytochrome c 

oxidase subunit I; 18S – nuclear small subunit ribosomal DNA; 16S – prokaryotic small 

subunit ribosomal DNA. 

 

COI metazoan       

F(3,76)=47.73 
    

R2 =0.6396 Estimate Std.Error t value P value 

(Intercept) -8.43E-01 4.71E-02 -17.922 <2e-16 

distance -3.76E-04 4.77E-05 -7.88 1.87E-11 

site.typeNatural 1.61E-01 1.08E-01 1.488 0.140856 

distance:site.typeNatural -4.15E-04 1.06E-04 -3.905 0.000202 

          

COI protists         

F(3,77)=94.5 
    

R2 =0.7781 
    

(Intercept) -5.38E-01 3.82E-02 -14.068 <2e-16 

distance -5.52E-04 3.79E-05 -14.534 <2e-16 

site.typeNatural 1.28E-01 8.86E-02 1.441 0.154 

distance:site.typeNatural -1.09E-04 8.67E-05 -1.261 0.211 

     

18S metazoan       

F(3,76)=37.22 
    

R2 =0.579 Estimate Std.Error t value P value 

(Intercept) -6.98E-01 5.63E-02 -12.394 <2e-16 

distance -4.40E-04 5.59E-05 -7.867 1.98E-11 

site.typeNatural 2.07E-01 1.35E-01 1.534 0.12916 

distance:site.typeNatural -4.58E-04 1.43E-04 -3.213 0.00193 
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18S protists         

F(3,77)=15.09 
    

R2 =0.3458 
    

(Intercept) -7.27E-01 2.97E-02 -24.504 <2e-16 

distance -1.63E-04 2.94E-05 -5.528 4.25E-07 

site.typeNatural 7.65E-02 6.87E-02 1.114 0.269 

distance:site.typeNatural -6.76E-05 6.72E-05 -1.006 0.318 

     

  

 
 

        

16S         

F(3,77)=25.82 
    

R2 =0.4821 
    

(Intercept) -1.52E-01 9.04E-03 -16.826 <2e-16 

distance 7.16E-05 8.97E-06 7.978 1.12E-11 

site.typeNatural 1.22E-02 2.09E-02 0.583 0.562 

distance:site.typeNatural -4.68E-06 2.05E-05 -0.229 0.82 
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Analysis by gene region 

 

We analysed the distance-decay slopes for all observations and these showed an exponential 

decrease in compositional similarity as the distance between sites increased (Supplementary 

Note 4 Figure 2 below). Regression models of log10 transformed compositional similarity 

indicated that this slope was statistically significant in all cases (P<0.005 for all markers, full 

model output below). In the COI data the model showed a significant difference in both 

the slope and intercept between artificial and natural sites (F3,77=77.92, additive p=0.018, 

interactive p=0.004, full model below). No statistically significant difference was found 

between site types in the 18S or 16S data. As shown in Fig. 3b-d, there was much greater 

variance in the residuals for the 18S and 16S data compared to the COI data and the R2 

values from the models support these observations (COI - R2=0.730, 18S - R2=0.224, 16S - 

R2=0.473).  

 

 
Supplementary Note 4 Figure 2. Plots showing distance between sites and community 
dissimilarity measured by environmental DNA metabarcoding across South Africa. a 
Untransformed data for all gene regions. Logarithmically (base 10) transformed compositional 
similarity against distance is shown for b COI, c 18S and d 16S data with comparisons between 
artificial sites coloured red and natural sites coloured blue. 95% confidence intervals from the least-
squares linear regression models are shown as light shaded areas around each regression slope.  
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Supplementary Note 4 Table 2 Least-squares regression model for Distance-Decay 

relationships between different site types measured by eDNA metabarcoding for coastal 

sites across South Africa. Models are presented for three genes: COI – cytochrome c 

oxidase subunit I; 18S – nuclear small subunit ribosomal DNA; 16S – prokaryotic small 

subunit ribosomal DNA. 

 

 

COI 
    

F(3,77)=77.92 
    

R2 =0.7295 Estimate Std.Error t value P value 

(Intercept) -9.23E-01 5.17E-02 -17.849 <2.00E-16 

distance -6.02E-04 5.13E-05 -11.726 <2.00E-16 

site.typeNatural 2.89E-01 1.20E-01 2.415 0.01812 

distance:site.typeNatural -3.48E-04 1.17E-04 -2.967 0.00401 

     
18S 

    
F(3,77)=8.679 

    
R2 =0.2236 

    
(Intercept) -1.2434844 0.0677062 -18.366 <2e-16 

distance -0.0001962 0.0000672 -2.919 0.0046 

site.typeNatural -0.0015438 0.1568279 -0.01 0.9922 

distance:site.typeNatural -0.0002571 0.0001535 -1.675 0.0979 

     
16S 

    
F(3,77)=24.94 

    
R2 =0.4731 

    
(Intercept) -6.33E-01 5.72E-02 -11.076 <2.00E-16 

distance -4.10E-04 5.68E-05 -7.219 3.19E-10 

site.typeNatural 1.58E-01 1.33E-01 1.195 0.236 

distance:site.typeNatural -1.44E-04 1.30E-04 -1.107 0.272 
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3.8.16 Supplementary Note 5 

Quality control method and results for detecting non-biological (chimeras, unknown 

primer dimers, etc.) and biological (numts, pseudogenes, non-region binding) erroneous 

amplicon sequence variants (ASVs) in metabarcoding of eDNA data from South African 

seawater.  

 

Open reading frame trial 

 

Each ASV in the raw (post DADA2 pipeline) and quality controlled (post LULU and read 

frequency filtering) COI dataset was translated at each of three reading frames under all 

possible translation tables. The smallest number of stop codons for each frame/table was 

recorded per ASV. In addition, the number of stop codons per ASV for the invertebrate 

mitochondrial codon table was recorded to evaluate the possibility that using the minimum 

value across all tables ignores true stop codons as a result of using a table with fewer stop 

codons (e.g. NCBI Table 14 – the alternative flatworm table). The number of stop codons 

per ASV and percentage of ASVs with no stop codon is shown in Supplementary Note 5 

Table 1 below.  
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Supplementary Note 5 Table 1 Number of stop codons found in ASVs from COI eDNA 

metabarcoding data. Results are shown for quality controlled (QC) and raw datasets 

following the invertebrate codon table (invert) and the codon table with the lowest number 

of stop codons (MinStop). For each dataset and codon table the percentage of ASVs with no 

stop codon are shown.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Overall, the proportion of sequences in the QC dataset with a stop codon was negligible, 

indicating that only a minute fraction of the observed sequences are non-coding. 

 

 

Manual BLAST trial 

 

A random 5% subset of ASVs (243 sequences) in the quality-controlled cytochrome c 

oxidase I (COI) dataset was extracted. These ASVs were compared to the NCBI nt/nr 

database using the megablast algorithm on the online NCBI blast tool 

(blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov, accessed online 07.04.2020). Each sequence was manually 

 
QC Dataset Raw Dataset 

Nstop Codons MinStop Invert MinStop Invert 

0 4866 4845 37242 36923 

1 1 11 72 138 

2 0 5 2 100 

3 0 5 0 85 

4 0 0 0 54 

5 0 1 0 15 

6 0 0 0 0 

7 0 0 0 1 

     
Percentage not 

stop 99.98 99.55 99.80 98.95 
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examined, the top 50 hits were visually compared, and the best match (highest E value 

above 75% coverage) was recorded. Any ASV with a less than 70% coverage by a subject 

sequence was treated as a putative chimera. The query section not matching the subject in 

these cases was extracted and used as a query in a second search. A true chimera would have 

different biological hits for each section. For ASVs where no hit was found in the above 

database, a blastx search (nucleotide -> protein search) was performed under the standard 

genetic code. Protein sequence matches were expected to be cytochrome c oxidase I (COI), 

hits with less than 97% positive ID (amino acid matches that are identical or have 

conservative substitutions) were designated a ‘low’ quality match.  

 

Out of 243 sequences, 20 (8.2%) could be assigned a high-quality hit of 97% sequence 

identity or greater. 216 (88.8%) could be assigned a poor-quality match indicating a species 

or taxa not represented in the sequence database. 2 (0.8%) sequences had no nucleotide 

match but a high-quality protein match indicating a functioning COI gene. Five sequences 

(2.0%) had no nucleotide match and no high-quality protein match, however all five 

sequences received protein matches to a COI subject indicating biological rather than 

technical origin. No sequences had a partial (<70%) match indicative of a chimeric 

sequence. Overall, this evidence suggests that the bioinformatic parameters and filtering 

steps used to produce the quality-controlled dataset resulted in minimal retained sequences 

that correspond with technical errors and non-target biological regions.  
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4.2 Abstract 

The use of molecular methods to manage natural resources is increasingly common. However, 

DNA-based methods are seldom used to understand the spatial and temporal dynamics of 

species’ range shifts. This is important when managing range-shifting species such as non-

native species (NNS), which can have negative impacts on biotic communities. Here we 

investigated the range-shifting NNS Ciona robusta, Clavelina lepadiformis, Microcosmus 

squamiger and Styela plicata using a combined methodological approach. We first conducted 

non-molecular biodiversity surveys for these NSS along the South African coastline, and 

compared the results with historical surveys. We detected no consistent change in range size 

across species, with some displaying range stability and others showing range shifts. We then 

sequenced a section of cytochrome c oxidase subunit I (COI) from tissue samples and found 

genetic differences along the coastline but no change over recent times. Finally, we found that 

environmental DNA metabarcoding data showed broad congruence with both the non-

molecular biodiversity and the COI datasets, but failed to capture complete incidence of all 

NSS. Overall, we demonstrated how a combined methodological approach can effectively 

detect spatial and temporal variation in genetic composition and range size, which is key for 

managing biodiversity changes of both threatened and NSS. 
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4.3 Introduction 

Biodiversity is undergoing a global redistribution as a result of human influence, with species 

increasingly found in environments outside their previously reported geographic range (Pecl 

et al. 2017). Contemporary climate change is causing species to shift their ranges to 

accommodate novel environmental conditions (Sunday et al. 2012, Sunday et al. 2015), and 

human-mediated species introductions dramatically increase the range of non-native species 

(NNS) (Bax et al. 2003, Molnar et al. 2008, Seebens et al. 2021). This exposes species to abiotic 

conditions and biotic interactions that are different to those experienced in native habitats. 

Such changes in distribution can result in a dramatic increase or decrease in population size, or 

may have a limited detectable immediate effect (Pecl et al. 2017, Dornelas et al. 2019). 

Understanding these responses is important to answer fundamental ecological and 

evolutionary questions about changing biotic communities, but also for natural resource 

managers when predicting changes in ecosystem services and natural capital (Vilà et al. 2010, 

Pecl et al. 2017). 

 

Global biodiversity loss has consistently been shown to reduce ecosystem function, and in turn 

affects the provision of ecosystem services (Cardinale et al. 2012, Gamfeldt et al. 2015). A key 

driver of biodiversity loss is the introduction of NNS (Mazor et al. 2018), which also imposes 

a substantial global economic cost (Diagne et al. 2021) and has a dramatic impact on public 

health (Mazza et al. 2014, Schindler et al. 2015). In the marine environment the majority of 

NNS introductions are associated with transoceanic shipping (Molnar et al. 2008, 

Katsanevakis et al. 2013, Williams et al. 2013) and therefore, major ports and harbours are 

hotspots for NNS. Once a species is introduced to these sites, secondary spread can be 

facilitated by smaller recreational vessels, marinas and marine infrastructure surrounding these 

major harbours (Glasby et al. 2007, Airoldi et al. 2015). Considering the increasing number of 

yearly NNS introductions (Seebens et al. 2017, Seebens et al. 2021), improving our 

understanding of how range shifts of NNS occur through time and space is critical in the 

design of effective management and mitigation responses. 
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Natural resource managers have finite budgets and limited information when making 

decisions simultaneously on a number of NNS with variable or unknown impact (Roy et al. 

2019, Booy et al. 2020). For each NNS, managers can attempt to eradicate a population, make 

efforts to avoid any further expansion into new areas, or acknowledge that control is not 

possible and work on mitigation strategies (Thresher and Kuris 2004, Clout and Williams 

2009). These limited options are compounded by the vast costs associated with control or 

eradication, and even when control methods may be possible, they might be politically or 

publicly unacceptable (Liordos et al. 2017, Shackleton et al. 2019). Furthermore, control 

measures can be unsuccessful because of incomplete eradication of the target species or 

ongoing species reintroductions (Pluess et al. 2012, Booy et al. 2020, Simberloff 2020). 

Consequently, managers frequently take no action to control NNS or act only when evidence 

for both presence and substantial impact has been gathered (Giakoumi et al. 2019). It is 

therefore beneficial to develop tools that provide researchers and managers with information 

to facilitate decision-making. Genetic tools can complement existing methods for assessing 

NNS range shifts by providing information that would be unfeasible or impossible to produce 

otherwise (Darling et al. 2017).  

 

Even when NNS can be unambiguously identified, it can be difficult to determine when and 

where they were first introduced into a region, (for example see Hudson et al. (2021)). Since 

eradication or control efforts are improved by early detection (Leung et al. 2002), methods 

with high sensitivity are needed to increase the likelihood of successful management 

outcomes. One such method is the isolation of DNA from environmental samples 

(environmental DNA or eDNA) such as water or sediment for the detection of organisms. 

Studies have demonstrated that the amplification of DNA barcode regions from eDNA (i.e. 

eDNA metabarcoding) can be used to detect marine NNS (Grey et al. 2018, Holman et al. 

2019a, Rey et al. 2020, Duarte et al. 2021) and that it is a sensitive and accurate method for 

biomonitoring (Deiner et al. 2017, Fediajevaite et al. 2021). However, eDNA surveys are 

rarely used in conjunction with existing methods to detect NNS range shifts, and eDNA 

metabarcoding can validate, endorse, or highlight flaws, in current biodiversity management 

strategies. 
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During a range expansion, understanding if there was a single NNS introduction event or 

multiple simultaneous introductions is valuable for managers to target possible source regions, 

and to effectively manage introduction vectors (e.g. ballast waters). As NNS spread across the 

new region, understanding if expansions are due to local spread or introductions from distant 

regions is useful to target containment efforts. Finally, after eradication efforts have been 

conducted, understanding if the reappearance of NNS is due to incomplete eradication or a 

secondary reintroduction is of value for effective management into the future. The 

sequencing of DNA isolated from NNS has previously identified the source of NNS (Brown 

and Stepien 2009, Hudson et al. 2020), provided evidence of multiple introductions (Jeffery et 

al. 2017) and tested if post eradication invasions are a result of incomplete eradiation or 

reinvasion (Russell et al. 2010). Cumulatively, these studies have demonstrated the value of 

DNA evidence for the management of NNS. Furthermore, observations from both laboratory 

(Holman et al. 2019b, Tsuji et al. 2020) and field studies (Sigsgaard et al. 2017, Adams et al. 

2019, Sigsgaard et al. 2020, Turon et al. 2020, Andres et al. 2021, Weitemier et al. 2021) have 

shown that eDNA can provide population genetics inference, but very little work has used 

this approach to study NNS (Uchii et al. 2016). 

 

Here we combined eDNA metabarcoding, mitochondrial gene sequencing, and non-

molecular biodiversity surveys to study four NNS that are directly relevant to marine natural 

resource managers. First, we evaluated if the NNS shifted their ranges over decadal time scales 

and compared each range shift to historical data. Secondly, we evaluated changes in genetic 

diversity and haplotype composition for each NNS between two sampling occasions across 

the sampled coastline. Finally, we examined how spatial genetic variation data can inform the 

management of range shifting species by comparing eDNA metabarcoding data to 

biodiversity survey and mitochondrial DNA sequence datasets. 
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4.4 Methods 

4.4.1 Fieldwork and historical biodiversity data 

The coastline of South Africa is an ideal system to study range shifting species and their 

management. South Africa has been subject to intense human impact and many species 

invasions have been documented across the three environmentally varied coastal ecoregions 

(Robinson et al. 2005, Griffiths et al. 2010, Rius et al. 2014a). Moreover, rapid assessment 

survey (a non-molecular biodiversity survey technique) (Arenas et al. 2006) data has been 

previously collected and mitochondrial sequence data have been generated for NNS along the 

entire coastline (Rius et al. 2014a). Furthermore, historical data are available for a range of 

relevant species (Michaelsen and Stephenson 1934, Millar 1962, Monniot et al. 2001) 

providing an insightful opportunity to conduct a spatial and temporal analysis of range 

expansions. Here, we selected twelve human impacted sites and conducted surveys (see details 

below) between October and November 2017. The sampled sites were the 11 sites previously 

sampled in 2007 and 2009 by Rius et al. (2014a), which included all major harbours and a 

number of marinas, and a new marina constructed post 2009 (Figure 1a with full details in 

Supplementary Table 1). Collectively, the sites encompass the main introduction points for 

marine NNS into the South African coastline. 

 

At each sampling site a rapid assessment survey was conducted following Rius et al. (2014a), 

targeting non-indigenous ascidian species (Class: Ascidiacea). Ascidians are unique species for 

studying range expansions as they are successful invaders (Zhan et al. 2015) and have a 

relatively short pelagic larval phase, meaning that long-distance dispersal can only be achieved 

through anthropogenic transport of species (Svane and Young 1989). For each site, species 

abundance was ranked as absent (0%), scarce (< 10%), common (10-50%), or dominant (> 

50%) based on observations of substrate coverage as in (Rius et al. 2014a).  

 

Rapid assessment survey data from 2007 and 2009 was sourced from Rius et al. (2014a) for the 

species of interest. Additionally, historical incidence data was extracted from several 

taxonomic publications (Michaelsen and Stephenson 1934, Millar 1955, Millar 1962, Millar 
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1964, Monniot et al. 2001). These investigations are not an exhaustive survey of the coastline, 

but they provide valuable historical species incidence data over the last century and are 

therefore of value in gaining a broad understanding of range shifts over time. 

 

4.4.2 Sample collection, DNA extraction and sequencing 

Tissue samples were collected for species for which genetic data were available from the 2009 

surveys (Ciona intestinalis, Clavelina lepadiformis, Microcosmus squamiger and Styela 

plicata). Samples were collected where sufficient numbers of individuals per species were 

present at a site to provide a reasonable estimate of genetic diversity (minimum 10 

individuals), with 30+ individuals per species being the target at each sampling site. 

Organisms were sampled by hand, with no adjacent (within 0.3m) individuals collected, and 

dissected within six hours (see details of research permit in the Acknowledgements). For each 

sampled individual, approximately 10mm2 of tissue from around the syphons was dissected 

using tools decontaminated with 10% bleach solution (3.5% chlorine), except in the case of C. 

lepadiformis for which a single zooid was removed from the tunic and stored. Tissue samples 

were preserved in 100% ethanol and stored at ambient temperature during transportation, and 

then stored at -80°C in the laboratory until later DNA extraction.   

 

DNA from ascidian tissue samples was extracted using the Qiagen (Hilden, Germany) 

DNeasy Blood and Tissue Kit (96 Well Format) following manufacturer’s recommended 

protocol with one blank control per extraction run. The final DNA elution was performed 

using 200µl of Qiagen Buffer ATL. A section of the cytochrome c oxidase subunit I gene 

(COI) was sequenced for all tissue samples aiming to cover the entire section previously 

analysed in Rius et al. (2014a). Each PCR contained 6µl of Applied Biosystems (Foster City, 

Califonia, USA) AmpliTaq GOLD 360 Mastermix, 1.8µl of oligonucleotide mix (5 µm 

concentration per primer), 1.2µl of undiluted template DNA and PCR quality water up to 

12µl total reaction volume. The reaction conditions varied by primer set and are listed in 

Supplementary Table 2a. During preliminary trials a set of primers were designed and 

validated for M. squamiger (sequence details in Supplementary Table 2b), existing primer sets 
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(Tarjuelo et al. 2001, Nydam and Harrison 2007, Steinke et al. 2016) were optimised for the 

remaining three species. Successful amplification was confirmed using gel electrophoresis and 

PCR products were cleaned using Applied Biosystems ExoSAP-IT Express following the 

manufacturer’s recommended protocol. Cleaned products were normalised to approximately 

50ng/µl and 5µl of sample was added to each of 5µl of the forward or reverse primers (5µm) 

used in the initial PCR. These samples were sent for sequencing using the Macrogen Europe 

(Amsterdam, Netherlands) EZ-Seq service. Resultant chromatogram files were analysed using 

Geneious Prime (v2020.2.4) (Biomatters Ltd, Auckland, New Zealand). For each sequence 

the forward and reverse traces were aligned and sequences with ambiguities or failed reactions 

were re-sequenced from the initial PCR once and subsequently discarded if poor results 

persisted. The 764 COI sequences from Rius et al. (2014a) were added to the analysis and 

trimmed, truncated and aligned with the experimental data as follows. For each species, 

sequences were trimmed to remove primer binding and poor-quality regions and aligned 

using the Geneious Alignment Tool. Subsequently each alignment was manually checked to 

confirm complete alignment, and short sequences that did not overlap at all polymorphic 

regions or had ambiguous base calls were discarded. 

 

4.4.3 Environmental DNA metabarcoding  

Before each rapid assessment survey, surface seawater was sampled from the top 10cm for 

eDNA metabarcoding following Holman et al. (2021b). Briefly, three replicate 400ml water 

samples were filtered on site with a 0.22 µm polyethersulfone enclosed filter. Filters were 

preserved with Longmire’s solution until DNA extraction following Spens et al. (2017). Data 

generated from these samples is presented in Holman et al. (2021b) with the aim of 

conservatively characterising whole community diversity. COI and ribosomal RNA (18S) 

data targeting metazoans (Leray et al. 2013, Zhan et al. 2013) was reanalysed as follows for 

accurate ascidian species detection. Primer regions were removed from forward and reverse 

reads using the default settings of Cutadapt (v2.3) (Martin 2011). Sequences were denoised and 

an ASV (amplicon sequence variant) by sample table generated using DADA2 (v1.12) 

(Callahan et al. 2016) in R (v3.6.1) (R_Core_Team 2021) with parameters as in Holman et al. 
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(2021b). Recent work has highlighted that different bioinformatic methods have an effect on 

the resolution of intra-specific variation of eDNA metabarcoding data (Tsuji et al. 2020, 

Turon et al. 2020, Antich et al. 2021). Therefore in addition to the sequenced tissue samples 

and DADA2 methods outlined above, we reanalysed the COI data using the unoise3 

algorithm (Edgar 2013) as follows. Raw COI paired-end fastq data from Holman et al. 

(2021b) was merged using usearch (v11.0.667) (Edgar 2013) with the following parameters -

fastq_maxdiffs 15 -fastq_pctid 80. Primer sequences were then stripped from each merged 

read using Cutadapt (v3.1) (Martin 2011) under the default parameters and reads longer than 

323 and shorter than 303 base pairs (±10 from the expected size of 313) were discarded. Reads 

from all samples were pooled, and singletons and reads with an expected error greater than 1 

were discarded using vsearch (v2.15.1) (Rognes et al. 2016). The unoise3 algorithm from 

usearch was then used to generate ASVs with -unoise_alpha set at 5 as recommended for 

resolving metazoan intraspecific variation with a COI fragment of 313 base pairs in length 

(Turon et al. 2020). Sequences were then mapped back to the ASVs using the -usearch_global 

function of vsearch with an -id parameter of 0.995 to produce an ASV by sample table. 

To provide an initial taxonomic assignment all ASVs were compared using a BLAST 

(v2.6.0+) search with no limits on sequence similarity or match length to the NCBI nt 

database (downloaded 16th May 2019). Taxonomic assignments were then parsed using a 

custom R function (ParseTaxonomy, DOI:10.5281/zenodo.4671710) with the default settings. 

The taxonomic assignments were subset to include only those with a hit to species in the class 

Ascidiacea. The following quality control steps were then applied to each dataset. The data 

was filtered to only retain ASVs that appeared in more than one replicate sample. For any 

ASVs detected in both the negative and experimental control samples, the maximum number 

of reads in the negative controls were subtracted from the experimental control samples. 

Reads were then divided by the total number of reads per sample and relative proportions 

were used in all subsequent analyses, technical replicates per site were averaged. The 

remaining ASVs were then taxonomically checked manually using the online National 

Centre for Biotechnology nucleotide BLAST search function against the nt databases (last 

accessed on 1st October 2020) under default megablast parameters. For each ASV in the COI 

dataset, taxonomy was only assigned at species level if multiple, independent sequences had a 
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match greater than 97% identity (with 100% coverage) with no other species within 97% of 

the target ASV. For the 18S dataset a 100% match (with 100% coverage) between the subject 

ASV and database sequences was required for taxonomic confirmation. Additionally, as some 

taxa within the same genera have near 100% similarity at the 18S region, taxonomy was only 

assigned to species if organisms from the same genera were in the database with at least 1 base 

pair between the query and species from the same genera. Following taxonomic annotation, 

ASVs assigned to the same species were merged for the distribution datasets. ASVs were kept 

separate for the haplotype reconstruction of the COI data.   

 

4.4.4 Data manipulation and statistical analysis 

Distances between sites along the coast were estimated by drawing a transect 1 km parallel to 

the coastline in Google Earth Pro (v7.3.2.5776) and calculating the distance between each pair 

of sites. The study area was plotted using the function map from the package maps (v3.3.0). 

Sequenced COI regions from 2009 and 2017 were aligned separately for each species using the 

Geneious aligner in Geneious Prime; alignments were truncated to include only overlapping 

regions. Sequences were manipulated using the SeqinR package in R (v4.2-5) (Charif and 

Lobry 2007). Nucleotide and haplotypic diversity were calculated using the nuc.div and 

hap.div functions from the pegas package (v0.14) (Paradis 2010). For each species an alignment 

was created between the tissue sampled COI sequences and the eDNA metabarcoding derived 

haplotypes. The region of overlap was extracted and used in subsequent analyses. Haplotype 

frequencies were calculated per site for the tissue derived sequences and the different 

bioinformatic analyses of eDNA metabarcoding data. Minimum spanning network haplotype 

maps (Bandelt et al. 1999) were created using the default settings of PopArt (v1.7) (Leigh and 

Bryant 2015). Analyses of molecular variance (AMOVA) were performed using the function 

poppr.amova from the poppr package (v2.8.6) (Kamvar et al. 2014). AMOVA models were 

structured to analyse the effect of sampling year and sites for each species. All data analyses 

were conducted in R (v4.0.3) unless otherwise stated.  
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4.5 Results 

4.5.1 Range shifts 

Rapid assessment surveys found that non-native ascidians known to be broadly restricted to 

warmer waters (M. squamiger and S. plicata) (Rius et al. 2014a) showed distributions 

principally limited to the southern and eastern coastlines (Fig.1b). In contrast C. robusta and 

C. lepadiformis were found along most of the coastline. We found no change across years in 

range extent for M. squamiger and S. plicata, a decrease in easternly range for C. robusta and 

an expansion of range both westerly and easterly for C. lepadiformis (Fig.1c). Historical total 

range extent data (Fig.1d) showed more recent increases in range for C. lepadiformis and S. 

plicata compared to C. robusta and M. squamiger. The COI and 18S eDNA metabarcoding 

data showed mixed results. There was good agreement between detections from eDNA and 

rapid assessment surveys in M. squamiger and S. plicata (see Fig.1b). However, 18S entirely 

failed to detect C. robusta or C. lepadiformis, and COI demonstrated a number of false-

negative metabarcoding detections in these species (Fig.1b). For sites sharing detections from 

eDNA metabarcoding and rapid assessment surveys, eDNA metabarcoding data and field 

density estimates showed a non-significant relationship (18S p = 0.052, COI p = 0.297) (see 

Supplementary Note 1 for details). 
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Figure 1 a Map depicting the coastline of South Africa, sampling sites are shown as blue points, full 
details in Supplementary Table 1. b Bubble plot showing incidence of four non-native 
ascidians across the sampling sites shown in the map from west to east. Blue bubbles show 
results of rapid assessment surveys and square outlines show the results of eDNA 
metabarcoding surveys conducted concurrently. Results from COI are shown with green 
squares and 18S shown with purple squares, the size of each point or square shows the 
comparative density. Site codes correspond with sites as detailed in Supplementary Table 
1. c Line plot showing range extent over the surveyed coast for 2009 (dark red) rapid 
assessment surveys from Rius et al. (2014a) and surveys conducted in 2017 presented here 
(blue). The location of each site across the coastline is shown with grey dashed lines. d 
Historical maximum range extent for each of the featured species across the coastline of 
South Africa, y axis is kilometres of extent, x axis is year, colour indicates each of the 
species indicated according to labels in b and c. 

4.5.2 Changes in genetic composition  

A total of 1,320 sequencing reactions generated 660 bi-directionally sequenced COI 

sequences. After alignment and quality control, 541 samples remained with complete 

alignment and no missing site information, 88 for C. robusta, 261 for C. lepadiformis, 90 for 

M. squamiger and 102 for S. plicata. After combining the COI sequences with previously 

sequenced samples from 2009 (Rius et al. 2014a), alignments were 626, 440, 635 and 599 base 

pairs in length for C. robusta, C. lepadiformis, M. squamiger and S. plicata respectively. 
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Observed haplotype richness across both sampling years and all sites was highest in M. 

squamiger followed by C. robusta, S. plicata and C. lepadiformis (Fig. 2). There was no 

statistically significant difference between nucleotide or haplotype diversity between sampling 

years across all species (p > 0.05 in all cases, see Supplementary Note 2 for full model output 

and details). Additionally, AMOVA models found no significant differences between 

sampling years across all species (p > 0.05 in all cases, see Supplementary Table 3 for full 

model outputs), but significant differences between sampling sites within years (p < 0.05 in all 

species, see Supplementary Table 3 for full model outputs). In all species, the greatest 

proportion of the genetic variance was found between samples, then within sampling sites, 

followed by variance between sampling sites (Supplementary Table 3). As shown in Figure 2, 

haplotype frequencies agreed with the AMOVA analyses, showing stable patterns of genetic 

variation occurring between years and variation in haplotype frequencies across the study 

system (Fig. 2). 

 

After aligning the shorter sequences derived from eDNA metabarcoding data to the 

sequenced COI region, alignments were 191, 258, 289 and 286 base pairs in length for C. 

robusta, C. lepadiformis, M. squamiger and S. plicata respectively. Regardless of bioinformatic 

method and across species, the eDNA metabarcoding data did not recover all the haplotype 

sequences derived from tissue (Figure 3).  
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Figure 2 Mitochondrial DNA COI haplotype proportions for a Ciona robusta b Clavelina 
lepadiformis c Styela plicata d Microcosmus squamiger across the South African coastline. 
Results are shown for surveys conducted in 2009 and 2017 for each species, site 
abbreviations follow supplementary Table 1. Haplotype networks based on minimum 
spanning distance are shown for each species with colours matching the bar plot within 
species, the number of cross-hatches indicates the mutation steps between haplotypes. 
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Figure 3 Haplotype proportions recovered using eDNA metabarcoding for a Ciona robusta b 
Clavelina lepadiformis c Styela plicata d Microcosmus squamiger across the South 
African coastline. Results are shown for analysis of COI eDNA metabarcoding data using 
the denoising software DADA2 and UNOISE3 for each species, site abbreviations follow 
supplementary Table 1. Haplotype networks based on minimum spanning distance are 
shown for each species with colours matching the bar plot within species, the number of 
cross-hatches indicates single nucleotide mutation steps between haplotypes. 
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4.6 Discussion 

Here we found both losses and gains in range size across sampling years for four non-native 

ascidian species, with no consistent pattern emerging when introduction dates were compared. 

For all species we found haplotype variability across the study region but no significant change 

in genetic variation for almost a decade. Finally, eDNA metabarcoding data recovered broad 

NSS incidence trends and for some species was as accurate as non-molecular surveys. Most 

dominant haplotypes from tissue samples were detected with eDNA metabarcoding but fine 

scale genetic patterns could not be resolved using the eDNA metabarcoding data. 

Cumulatively, the evidence demonstrates that a suite of tools, including DNA and non-DNA 

biodiversity surveys can be used in combination to evaluate the role of genetic variation on 

range shifts and to inform natural resource managers. 

 

Non-DNA biodiversity surveys found that C. lepadiformis expanded its range by 168.4 km 

since surveys in 2009, for an assumed rate of 21.1 km per year. This is in line with previous 

studies that found an average marine non-native spread rate of 44.3 km per year (Sorte et al. 

2010), with values of 16 km per year for tunicates, 30.0 km per year for barnacles and 20 km 

per year for a bryozoan species (Grosholz 1996). In contrast, we observed a range contraction 

for C. robusta, which was unexpected. There are limited studies showing range contraction in 

the introduced range for marine species. However, previous work has identified biotic 

resistance for invasions of several species in the genus Ciona (Dumont et al. 2011, Rius et al. 

2014b), and so it might be feasible for local species to have begun predating on Ciona robusta 

during the 80+ years it has been documented in South Africa (Fig.1d). A lack of any western 

increase in range for M. squamiger might be explained by the species inability to mature to 

reproductive age in the colder sea temperature on the western coast (Rius et al. 2014a). 

Further range expansions or contractions (eastwards for M. squamiger and east or westward 

for S. plicata) cannot be ruled out as observations of these species extended to the margins of 

the sampled area. It is important to note that the harbours and marinas in this study act as 

islands of suitable habitat, and the frequency of introductions outside these areas is relatively 

uncertain. Further surveys of surrounding hard benthic environments are required to 

understand the role of artificial environments across the coastal ecosystem. Overall, these 
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patterns demonstrate that the spread of marine non-native species is not characterised by a 

continuous expansion of range, but rather by a complex picture of expansions and 

contractions in response to dynamic abiotic and biotic conditions.  

 

A consistent pattern of genetic differentiation emerged across the studied species; significant 

differences across sampling sites and persistence of similar haplotypes across time (Fig. 2). 

Previous studies of temporal changes in genetic diversity of non-native ascidians have found 

some evidence for genetic differences over time (Pérez-Portela et al. 2012, Pineda et al. 

2016b). In contrast other work has found relatively stable genetic diversity over several years 

(Pineda et al. 2016a, Haye et al. 2021). In our study, the time between sampling occasions (i.e. 

2009 and 2017) represents between four and 24 generations depending on the species (De 

Caralt et al. 2002, Rius et al. 2009, Pineda et al. 2013). Therefore, dramatic changes in 

haplotype frequencies could only be as a result of anthropogenic transfer of haplotypes 

between sites or changes in site frequencies in response to high mortality events (for example 

extreme weather events). These types of changes have been documented in ascidian species 

elsewhere (Pérez-Portela et al. 2012, Chang et al. 2018, Caputi et al. 2019), and a large number 

of NNS introductions have been documented in South African marinas and harbours 

supporting regional transfer of these organisms (Robinson et al. 2005, Rius et al. 2014a). It is 

therefore somewhat surprising that across four different species, all of which are known to be 

transported anthropogenically, there was little evidence of shifts in haplotype composition. 

Consequently, our results demonstrated that the studied NSS are well-established and are not 

subject to high levels of mortality or genetic bottleneck that may affect population viability. It 

may be that these well-established haplotypes impede newcomers to succeed and ultimately 

change the haplotype composition of the site.  

 

We found that eDNA metabarcoding captured similar incidence data as rapid assessment 

surveys for some species, and performed poorly for others. Previous work has identified that 

NNS can be detected using eDNA metabarcoding (Holman et al. 2019a, Rey et al. 2020), but 

these surveys aimed at detecting any NNS rather than a specific set of target taxa. Several 

studies have identified that general target metabarcoding primers show lower reliability and 
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sensitivity compared to species-specific quantitative PCR assays (Harper et al. 2018, Blackman 

et al. 2020). Additionally, previous work has identified that in some cases different 

bioinformatic methods carry variable sensitivity (Scott et al. 2018), although this effect is fairly 

minimal in this dataset (see Supplementary Note 3). Managers should therefore be aware that 

general metabarcoding primers will perform well in the detection of some important NNS 

but others may be missed due to poor sensitivity. In cases when a list of priority species can be 

assembled, mixed DNA positive control samples or trials with aquaria of known composition 

(for example Holman et al. (2021a)) would provide information on which NNS might be 

overlooked by eDNA metabarcoding. Inevitably, there will be a cost-benefit trade-off 

between using imperfect broad-target metabarcoding assays for monitoring unknown 

invaders, and expending resources on the development and application of eDNA tools 

targeting specific known NNS.  

 

In some cases, resource managers might be interested in tracking invasions using haplotype 

data (Darling 2015). Here, we showed that eDNA metabarcoding with broad-target primers 

resolves broad scale patterns of haplotype diversity (Fig. 3). However, fine-scale genetic 

variation was not recovered in our study, indicating that targeted eDNA amplicon sequencing 

(Sigsgaard et al. 2017) might be more appropriate when this level of genetic data is required. 

As with biodiversity incidence data, the management objectives for a given NNS determine 

how haplotype sequencing should be implemented. If large numbers of tissue samples can be 

easily collected and there are sufficient resources, then sequencing the tissue directly might be 

more appropriate. In contrast if a broad scale analysis across a larger or difficult-to-sample area 

is preferred resolving haplotype data from eDNA metabarcoding might be preferable. 

Overall, eDNA based techniques show great potential for NNS detection but for our target 

taxa, we demonstrated that current biodiversity surveys and direct tissue sequencing are more 

reliable for the detection of NNS and genetic composition. It is important to note that there 

are several key advantages of eDNA-based methods compared to the other tools used in this 

work. Firstly, eDNA samples can be collected with minimal training and the sequenced DNA 

provides an unambiguous identification, provided reference data is available (Grey et al. 2018, 

Rey et al. 2020). Secondly, eDNA-based methods can be automated and can scale to a much 
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greater survey effort at reduced cost compared to other methods (Gold et al. 2021). Third, the 

limitations described above concerning the sensitivity of eDNA-based incidence data and lack 

of resolution of eDNA-based haplotype data can be attributed to the use of metabarcoding 

with broad-target primers. Reanalysing the samples with metabarcoding primers for more 

specific groups or using species specific qPCR assays (Harper et al. 2018) would provide 

increased sensitivity and accuracy.  

 

Overall we demonstrated how our combined methodological approach can effectively detect 

spatial and temporal trends of range shifts and genetic differentiation, but also to monitor 

biodiversity changes of both threatened and NSS. The strengths of eDNA or DNA-based 

biomonitoring demonstrated here for the detection of range shifting species make them a 

pragmatic choice for natural resources managers. These tools provide managers with greater 

sensitivity and accuracy when monitoring biodiversity in human impacted environments.  
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4.8 Supplementary Information 

4.8.1 Supplementary Table 1  

Sampling sites, latitude, longitude and date of sampling for non-native ascidian species at 

South African sites used in biodiversity and genetic surveys.  

 

Site Name Site 
Code 

Latitude (S) Longitude 
(E) 

Sampling 
Date 

Saldanha Bay SB -33.018908 17.950512 14-Oct-17 
Club Mykonos Marina SM -33.046315 18.04028 15-Oct-17 

V&A Waterfront Marina TB -33.909055 18.419893 18-Oct-17 
Hout Bay Yacht Club HB -34.049767 18.348042 19-Oct-17 

Mossel Bay Marina MB -34.178386 22.144918 22-Oct-17 
Knysna KN -34.041086 23.043592 24-Oct-17 

Port Elizabeth Marina PE -33.96692 25.634461 27-Oct-17 
Bushmans River (Kenton Marina) BR -33.679558 26.655841 30-Oct-17 

Port Alfred Marina PA -33.593546 26.892084 31-Oct-17 
East London Marina EL -33.024163 27.896269 02-Nov-17 

Durban Marina DU -29.862663 31.021903 08-Nov-17 
Richards Bay Marina RB -28.793908 32.079184 10-Nov-17 
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4.8.2 Supplementary Table 2   

a PCR conditions for each species with time shown in minutes and temperature in degrees Celsius. b Sources and sequences (5’ to 3’ orientation) 

of primers used in cytochrome c oxidase subunit I sequencing of South African non-native ascidian species, further publication details for primers 

are provided in the main manuscript references, digital object identifiers are provided in the table. 

a 

Species Denaturation Cycles 
     

Extension 
 

Temp Time Temp Time Temp Time Temp Time Cycles Temp Time 
Ciona intestinalis 95 10:00 95 0:50 48 0:30 72 1:00 37 72 7:00 

Clavelina lepidaformis 95 10:00 95 0:30 55 0:30 72 1:00 37 72 7:00 

Microcosmus Squamiger 95 10:00 95 0:30 50 0:30 72 1:00 35 72 7:00 

Styela plicata 95 10:00 95 0:30 50 0:30 72 1:00 35 72 7:00 

 

b 

 

 

Species PrimerF Forward Sequence 5’ – 3’ PrimerR Reverse Sequence 5’ – 3’ Source DOI 

Ciona intestinalis NydamHarrisF GAGTAAGAACTGGRTGRACAGTTTAYCCTCC NydamHarrisR ATTAAAACTTAATCTAGTAAAAAGAGGRRATCAATGG Nydam & Harrison, 2010 10.1007/s00227-007-0617-0 

Clavelina lepadiformis Clav2001F GTACTGAGCTTTCACAAACTGGGCAAT Clav2001R TGAAAAAGAATAGGATCTCTCCTTCC Tarjuelo et al. 2001 10.1007/s002270100587 

Microcosmus Squamiger Mc_F CCTCTGGGTGCCTAAAAAATCA Mc_R AGATGTGAATTAAGCGTTGGC This work - 

Styela plicata TunF1 TDTCAACDAATCATAARGATATTRG  TunR1 TAAACYTCAGGATGTCYAAARAAYCA  Steinke et al.  10.1007/978-1-4939-3774-5_10  
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4.8.3 Supplementary Table 3  

Analysis of molecular variance (AMOVA) partitioning variance found in COI sequences by 

sampling occasion (year) site and within samples. Model outputs are shown for all species.  

 

Ciona robusta Df SumSq Mean Sq P value % variance 
Between sampling years 1 29.40128 29.401285 0.20879121 5.879724 
Between sites within year 9 135.00643 15.000715 0.000999 27.8254 
Within samples 264 348.71228 1.32088 0.000999 66.294876 
Total 274 513.12 1.872701  100 

      
      
Clavelina lepadiformis Df SumSq Mean Sq P value % variance 
Between sampling years 1 6.30415 6.3041504 0.18481519 1.489209 
Between sites within year 17 62.33149 3.6665583 0.000999 19.434993 
Within samples 452 235.94185 0.5219953 0.000999 79.075799 
Total 470 304.57749 0.6480372  100 

      
      
Styela plicata Df SumSq Mean Sq P value % variance 

Between sampling years 1 15.92812 15.928116 0.6953047 -8.706159 
Between sites within year 7 674.5894 96.369914 0.000999 42.221948 
Within samples 219 1244.70179 5.68357 0.000999 66.484211 
Total 227 1935.2193 8.525195  100 

      
      
      
Microcosmus squamiger Df SumSq Mean Sq P value % variance 

Between sampling years 1 0.867717 0.867717 0.98201798 -1.065651 
Between sites within year 10 29.099302 2.90993 0.02697303 3.166193 
Within samples 234 413.081762 1.765307 0.04295704 97.899458 
Total 245 443.04878 1.808362  100 
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4.8.4 Supplementary Note 1  

Comparisons between rapid assessment surveys and eDNA metabarcoding derived relative 

abundance measures for ascidians across the coast of South Africa.  

 

In order to explore if there is a relationship between the abundance assessments from the 

rapid assessment surveys and the eDNA metabarcoding surveys the 18S & COI 

metabarcoding data was parsed as in the main manuscript for the nine non-native ascidians 

found across the South Africa coastline [following (Rius et al. 2014)]. These species are 

Ascidia sydneiensis, Ascidiella aspersa, Asterocarpa humilis, Botryllus schlosseri, Ciona 

robusta, Clavelina lepadiformis, Diplosoma listerianum, Microcosmus squamiger, Styela 

plicata. For the 18S data sequences could be assigned to A. aspersa, A. humulis, B. schlosseri, 

M. squamiger, S. plicata, for the COI data sequences could be assigned to all species except 

A. sydneiensis and A. humilis. All zero abundance measures were removed from the 

analysis. Linear models of log10 transformed read proportions against categorical rapid 

assessment for all species combined were used to assess the relationship between 

metabarcoding reads and rapid assessment abundance (see Supplementary Note 1 Table 1 

below). No significant relationship was found between metabarcoding reads and rapid 

assessment abundance in either the 18S or COI data (p > 0.05).   
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Supplementary Note 1 Table 1 Table detailing model outputs for ordinary least squares 

regression models between rapid assessment survey abundance and log10 eDNA 

metabarcoding relative read abundance. Data is shown for both 18S and COI. 

 

18S Estimate  Std. Error t value  p value 
(Intercept) -3.2924 0.399 -8.252 3.51E-08 
Rapid Assessment 0.4187 0.2038 2.055 0.052 

     
F value 4.221 1 and 22 Df   

     

     
COI Estimate  Std. Error t value  p value 
(Intercept) -4.7869 0.5733 -8.35 5.98E-08 
Rapid Assessment 0.2425 0.2264 1.071 0.297 

     
F value 1.147 1 and 20 Df   

 

 

 

Supplementary Note 1 Figure 1 Plots showing rapid assessment survey abundance against log10 
eDNA metabarcoding relative read abundance for 18S (left) and COI (right). Rapid assessment 
abundance is measured in categories of 1(scarce), 2(common) or 3(dominant) following the main 
text. 
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4.8.5 Supplementary Note 2  

Analyses of nucleotide and haplotype diversity for non-native ascidians across South Africa.  

 

In order to explore if there is a significant change in genetic diversity between sampling 

occasions data was subset to include only sites were genetic data was collected during both 

sampling occasions (2009 & 2017) for all species. Nucleotide and haplotypic diversity were 

calculated using the nuc.div and hap.div functions from the pegas package. Paired samples 

T-tests were then performed on the diversity estimates to evaluate if there was a significant 

difference in both haplotype and nucleotide diversity between sampling occasions across the 

different species; Ciona robusta; Clavelina lepadiformis; Microcosmus squamiger; Styela 

plicata.  

 

Supplementary Note 2 Figure 1 Nucleotide diversity for 2009 and 2017 sampling occasions from 
sequenced tissue samples. Observations form the same site are connected with dashed red lines, the 
grey boxes indicate 25% and 7% quartiles with the median value shown by a white dash. a Ciona 
robusta b Clavelina lepadiformis c Microcosmus squamiger d Styela plicata  
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Supplementary Note 2 Figure 2 Haplotype diversity for 2009 and 2017 sampling occasions from 
sequenced tissue samples. Observations from the same site are connected with dashed red lines, the 
grey boxes indicate 25% and 7% quartiles with the median value shown by a white dash. a Ciona 
robusta b Clavelina lepadiformis c Microcosmus squamiger d Styela plicata  

 

 

 

 

Supplementary Note 2 Table 1 Model output from paired sample T-test conducted on 

haplotype and nucleotide diversity between sampling occasions. Each row indicates a 

different model with species and statistic note for each case. Model t value, degrees of 

freedom (Df) and p values are shown.    

 

Species Statistic  t value Df p value 
Ciona robusta Haplotype diversity 0.13646 3 0.9001 
Ciona robusta Nucleotide diversity  1.0027 3 0.3899 
Clavelina lepadiformis  Haplotype diversity -1.5304 7 0.1698 
Clavelina lepadiformis  Nucleotide diversity  0.45424 7 0.6634 
Microcosmus squamiger Haplotype diversity -0.3868 4 0.7186 
Microcosmus squamiger Nucleotide diversity  -0.094269 4 0.9294 
Styela plicata Haplotype diversity 1.3548 3 0.2685 
Styela plicata Nucleotide diversity  2.1515 3 0.1205 
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4.8.6 Supplementary Note 3 

Evaluation of a raw read mapping approach for the detection of non-native ascidians across 

South Africa 

 

Previous work has identified that bioinformatic methods and parameters used in the 

analysis of DNA metabarcoding data can have an effect on biodiversity metrics (Scott et al. 

2018, Antich et al. 2021). Therefore, a raw read mapping approach was tested as follows. For 

Ciona robusta, Clavelina lepadiformis, Styela plicata and Microcosmus squamiger all the 

available cytochrome c oxidase subunit I gene (COI) sequences on NCBI Nucleotide 

database were downloaded on 11/05/2021. Raw eDNA metabarcoding reads from the COI 

gene region sequenced across the sites in the main manuscript for each sample were then 

mapped against the downloaded COI sequences using the --usearch_global setting of 

vsearch (v2.10.4) with the following parameters -id 0.97 -strand both -maxhits 1. The 

resultant mappings were then summed for each species in each site to produce Table 1 

below. 

 

Supplementary Note 3 Table 1  

Table showing presence (1) and absence (0) of ascidians in sites across South Africa from 

eDNA metabarcoding data analysed by mapping to COI regions. Underlined values show 

detections previously not found when analysing the dataset using a clustering and QC 

pipeline. Values marked with ‘!’ showed read counts lower than those found in negative 

control samples. Values marked with ‘*’ correspond with singleton detections that are 

typically discarded in bioinformatic pipelines. Site abbreviations as in Supplementary Table 

1. 

 

 

 

 
SB SM TB HB MB KN PE BR PA EL DU RB 

Ciona robusta 1 0 1 1* 0 1* 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Clavelina lepadiformis 1 1 1 1* 1 1 1* 0 1 0 0 0 
Microcosmus squamiger 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1* 1 1 0 1 

Styela plicata 0 1 1!* 1!* 1 1 1 0 0 1!* 1!* 1 
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The results show several instances of positive detections not found when using a 

clustering/denoising approach that match up with positive detections from rapid assessment 

surveys. However, many of these positive detections correspond with one or two reads, 

which are typically discarded regardless of bioinformatic pipeline. Additionally, one read 

from a single negative control sample was mapped to Styela plicata which suggests 

extremely low, but non-zero cross-contamination at some stage across the workflow, 

which is typical of metabarcoding datasets. This shows that while it may be possible to 

generate more sensitive incidence data by using a raw mapping approach it may not be 

advisable as the possibility for false positive errors increases.  
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Chapter 5 Demonstration of the use of 
environmental DNA for the non-invasive 
genotyping of a bivalve mollusk, the 
European Flat Oyster (Ostrea edulis) 

5.1 Citation 

Here I present a full typeset article as published in Frontiers in Genetics, the citation is 

provided below. 

 

Holman LE, Hollenbeck CM, Ashton TJ, Johnston IA (2019) Demonstration of the Use of 

Environmental DNA for the Non-Invasive Genotyping of a Bivalve Mollusk, the 

European Flat Oyster (Ostrea edulis). Frontiers in Genetics. 10:1159. 

DOI:10.3389/fgene.2019.01159 
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Demonstration of the Use of 
Environmental DNA for the Non-
Invasive Genotyping of a Bivalve 
Mollusk, the European Flat Oyster 
(Ostrea edulis)
Luke E. Holman 1*, Christopher M. Hollenbeck 2, Thomas J. Ashton 2  
and Ian A. Johnston 2,3*

1 School of Ocean and Earth Science, National Oceanography Centre Southampton, University of Southampton, 
Southampton, United Kingdom, 2 Xelect Ltd, Horizon House, Scotland, United Kingdom, 3 Scottish Oceans Institute, School 
of Biology, University of St Andrews, Scotland, United Kingdom

Accurate SNP (single nucleotide polymorphism) genotype information is critical for 
a wide range of selective breeding applications in aquaculture, including parentage 
assignment, marker-assisted, and genomic selection. However, the sampling of tissue 
for genetic analysis can be invasive for juvenile animals or taxa where sampling tissue 
is difficult or may cause mortality (e.g. bivalve mollusks). Here, we demonstrate a novel, 
non-invasive technique for sampling DNA based on the collection of environmental DNA 
using European Flat Oysters (Ostrea edulis) as an example. The live animals are placed 
in individual containers until sufficient genetic material is released into the seawater which 
is then recovered by filtration. We compared the results of tissue and eDNA derived SNP 
genotype calls using a PCR based genotyping platform. We found that 100% accurate 
genotype calls from eDNA are possible, but depend on appropriate filtration and the 
dilution of the sample throughout the workflow. We also developed an additional low-
cost DNA extraction technique which provided >99% correct SNP genotype calls in 
comparison to tissue. It was concluded that eDNA sampling can be used in hatchery and 
selective breeding programs applicable to any aquatic organism for which direct tissue 
sampling may result in animal welfare concerns or mortality.

Keywords: broodstock, hatchery management, single nucleotide polymorphism genotyping, mollusk aquaculture, 
minimally invasive sampling, non-invasive genetic sampling

INTRODUCTION
Molluscan shell!sh, such as clams, oysters, mussels, and scallops, represent around 20% of 
worldwide aquaculture production (FAO, 2019). Although the life cycle has been closed for many 
mollusks, most aquaculture production is still dependent on unpredictable collection of spat (settled 
larvae) from the wild. "e availability of wild spat can be negatively impacted by over!shing, 
environmental or trophic changes (Waldbusser et al., 2015; Lagarde et al., 2018), and disease 
outbreaks (Boudry et al., 1998; Garcia et al., 2011; Murray et al., 2012), none of which are under the 
control of the producer. "ere is therefore a trend towards hatchery-based production of juveniles 

Frontiers in Genetics | www.frontiersin.org November 2019 | Volume 10 | Article 1159

METHODS
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2

for on-growing in the sea. Hatchery-based production allows 
for genetic improvement of stock via selective breeding, which 
has the potential to improve economically important traits such 
as growth and disease resistance by 10%–15% per generation 
(Hollenbeck and Johnston, 2018).

One particular challenge of molluscan aquaculture is the 
availability of non-invasive DNA sampling techniques for 
parentage assignment and advanced marker-assisted or genomic 
selection strategies. Current DNA collection strategies for mollusks 
involve the use of anesthetic chemicals to relax internal muscles 
which opens the shell to enable clipping of internal tissues such 
as the gill or mantle which are not accessible when the shell is 
closed (Suquet et al., 2009; Suquet et al., 2010; Mao et al., 2013). An 
alternative method is to sample internal !uids using a syringe with 
or without anesthetic (Jones et al., 1993; Kurita and Kijima, 2019). 
"ese methods can result in a physiological stress response (Butt 
et#al., 2008; Granados-Amores et al., 2017) and in some cases cause 
mortality of valuable broodstock (Henley et al., 2006). Furthermore, 
clipping of internal tissues such as mantle tissue which is rich in 
mechanoreceptors and chemoreceptors is problematic from an 
animal welfare perspective, particularly for small species or for 
individuals that are immunocompromised or in poor condition.

Recent advances in the isolation of environmental DNA 
(eDNA) potentially o$er a non-invasive alternative to tissue 
sampling (Carroll et al., 2018). eDNA is a polydisperse mixture 
of nucleic acid containing material shed from an organism and 
isolated from environmental samples such as sediment or water 
("omsen and Willerslev, 2015; Deiner et al., 2017). "e majority 
of eDNA studies have been used to test ecological hypotheses 
either by recording the incidence of a single aquatic species using 
species-speci%c primers (Collins et al., 2018; Seymour et al., 
2018) or many species simultaneously with metabarcoding (Stat 
et al., 2017; Deiner et al., 2018; Holman et al., 2019). Overall, 
eDNA has been shown to be highly accurate and at least as 
sensitive as other biodiversity monitoring techniques (Deiner 
et al., 2017). Additionally, studies have shown that eDNA can 
provide population genetic inference both in the laboratory 
(Espinoza et#al., 2017) and in coastal ecosystems (Sigsgaard et al., 
2017; Stat et al., 2017). In aquaculture species, eDNA has recently 
been used for the detection of bacterial and parasitic diseases 
(Nguyen et al., 2018; Peters et al., 2018).

"e aim of the present study was to determine whether eDNA 
could be used to genotype individual bivalves at multiple SNP loci 
with the accuracy required for parentage assignment. We tested 
both low cost and archive grade eDNA extraction methods and 
developed a protocol that achieved 100% accurate genotype calls 
in comparison to tissue samples from the same individuals. "e use 
of eDNA for the non-invasive genotyping of bivalve broodstock 
and their o$spring represents an important new tool for the 
development of hatchery-based selective breeding programs.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Animals and Water Sampling
Six European !at oysters (Ostrea edulis L.), 30–80 g, were 
acclimatized in a 50 L seawater aquarium at 16°C for 60 days, 

with 700 L/hour external %ltration (Ehiem, Deizisau, Germany). 
Twenty percent of aquarium water was replaced weekly with 
fresh sea water. "e oysters were from aquaculture populations 
obtained from Loch Nell Oysters (Argyll, UK) and are derived 
from native stock from the Argyll area. During acclimation, the 
oysters were fed a maintenance diet of powdered algal biomass 
(Megatech Research, Switzerland). Each oyster was externally 
rinsed with reverse osmosis (RO) %ltered water, then placed into 
a polypropylene vessel with 500 ml seawater made from arti%cial 
salt (Red Sea Aquatics Ltd, London, UK) dissolved in (RO) water 
to 33ppt salinity. Duplicate water samples of 75 ml were taken 
from each vessel 72 h a&er the oyster was introduced. "e oysters 
were sacri%ced and a 5 mm2 section of mantle was dissected and 
stored in 100% ethanol until DNA extraction. A 75 ml arti%cial 
seawater control sample was taken before %lling the vessels. All 
75 ml water samples (experimental and control) were %ltered 
using a vacuum %ltration manifold and 47 mm 0.45 'm Cellulose 
Nitrate %lters (Sartorius, Göttingen, Germany) in a glass housing.

All reused equipment was soaked in 0.5% sodium hypochlorite 
solution (household bleach solution diluted 1 in 10 with RO water) 
for 1 hour before the start of the experiment. Filtration equipment 
was thoroughly washed between sampling and 100 ml bleach 
solution (as above) followed by 200 ml RO water was %ltered between 
every sample to minimize the possibility of cross contamination.

DNA Extraction
Approximately 25 mg mantle tissue was dissected and %nely 
sliced with a sterile scalpel. DNA was extracted using the DNeasy 
Blood and Tissue Kit (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany) under the 
manufacturer’s recommended protocol with a %nal DNA elution in 
100 'l of PCR cert. water. All eDNA %lters were sliced into ~3#mm 
sections using a sterile scalpel. One replicate at each sample point 
was subject to DNA extraction using the DNeasy Blood and 
Tissue kit. Brie!y, 80 'l of Proteinase K solution (20 mg/ml) and 
720 'l of Qiagen ATL Bu$er was added to each sliced %lter and 
thoroughly vortexed followed by overnight digestion at 56°C. Five 
hundred microliters of lysate was mixed with 500 'l of Bu$er AL 
and 500 'l of 100% ethanol, DNA extraction proceeded as in the 
manufacturer’s protocol, with the entire 1,500 'l of lysate being 
passed through the extraction column. DNA was eluted in 60 'l of 
PCR grade water. A second eDNA replicate was subject to a crude, 
low-cost DNA extraction (Walsh et al., 1991) in which 800 'l of 10% 
Chelex 100 (Sigma-Aldrich, St Louis, USA) suspension containing 
0.2 mg/ml Proteinase K was added to the %lter. "e mixture was 
then thoroughly vortexed and incubated at 56°C for 60 minutes, 
60 'l of lysate was removed and incubated at 95°C for 10 min and 
then stored at -20°C. DNA concentration was calculated using the 
Quant-iT PicoGreen dsDNA Assay Kit ("ermoFisher Scienti%c, 
Waltham, USA) on the Agilent (Santa Clara, USA) Mx3000P qPCR 
instrument using the protocol described in Blotta et al. (2005).

Genotyping
O. edulis SNP sequence data from Gutierrez et al. (2017) was 
sorted by mean minor allele frequency (MAF) across the discovery 
populations. SNPs used in parentage assignment are frequently 
selected for high MAF i.e. > 0.2 for better discrimination between 
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individuals (Holman et al., 2017). !is property also makes them 
appropriate for checking genotype accuracy. !erefore the 16 SNPs 
with the highest mean MAF were sent to the Fluidigm D3 assay 
design portal for synthesis of Fluidigm SNP Type genotyping assays 
(Supplementary Table 1). Genotyping proceeded with the Fluidigm 
EP1 platform using the manufacturer’s protocols (Fluidigm Ltd., San 
Francisco, USA). Brie"y, template was subject to a multiplex PCR 
containing primers for all 16 target regions. !is Speci#c Target 
Ampli#cation step (STA) increases target copy number, making 
the template amenable to ampli#cation in micro"uidic chambers. 
!e STA product was then loaded on to a Fluidigm 96.96 Dynamic 
Array genotyping chip along with assays in sextuplicate, followed 
by a PCR at manufacturer recommended conditions and imaging 
on the Fluidigm EP1 data collection system. !e quantity of target 
DNA in environmental DNA is highly dilute compared to DNA 
template samples typically used on genotyping platforms (e.g. 
tissue, cell culture). !erefore, sample dilutions recommended in 
the manufacturer’s protocol were predicted to dramatically alter 
the accuracy of genotype calls. Dilution of DNA samples before 
STA is important to minimize the amount of potentially PCR 
inhibiting co-puri#ed contaminants from DNA extractions, while 
also transferring an appropriate amount of DNA template for the 
PCR reaction. Dilution a$er the STA is a balance between diluting 
unused reagents from the PCR while transferring enough target 
copies for successful "uorescence-based genotyping. With these 
limitations in mind, several di%erent dilutions with RO water were 
trialled as shown in Figure 1.

SNP Genotyping Analysis
SNP genotypes were called using k-means clustering under the 
default settings in the Fluidigm Genotyping Analysis So$ware. 
Calls were checked manually to ensure clustering was performed 
appropriately within dilutions. Genotypes for eDNA samples were 
called in relation to the tissue samples from the equivalent dilution.

To evaluate eDNA genotyping success, four metrics were 
evaluated. Overall SNP call rate was calculated as the proportion 
of allele calls across the 96 assays (16 SNPs, 6 replicates per SNP) 
for the eDNA sample that matched the tissue sample. Replicate 
SNP reactions were considered independent and “no calls” were 
included in calculations. !is metric evaluated both the overall 
genotyping success of the Fluidigm EP1 system and also the 
congruence between results from eDNA and tissue DNA samples.

SNP genotype success was calculated by randomly sampling 
data points from the six replicates to simulate di%erent levels of 
replication. Scenarios with three, two and a single replicate were 
simulated one hundred times. In each simulation the majority 
genotype, excluding “no calls”, from the subsample was compared 
to the tissue derived genotype. In the case when there were two 
or more con"icting genotypes of equal frequency in a simulation, 
the call was marked incorrect.

RESULTS
No mortality was recorded and oysters showed no visible sign 
of spawning before, during, or a$er eDNA sampling. DNA was 
successfully extracted from all samples. Oyster tissue samples 

assayed with Picogreen contained 45.9 ± 21.3 (s.d.) ng/&l of 
dsDNA, control samples contained 0.48 ± 0.47 ng/&l of dsDNA, 
and eDNA samples from the DNeasy extraction contained 
115.4'± 50.6 ng/&l of dsDNA.

Out of the 16 trialed assays two failed to produce any 
identi#able clusters, indicating no polymorphism among the 
tested oysters or a non-functioning assay. In all cases the tissue 
samples for the remaining 14 assays gave high quality clusters 
reliably identi#ed using k-means clustering (SNP call data 
provided in Supplementary Table 2).

Across all time points and samples, the average correct 
genotyping reaction call rate for eDNA samples compared to the 
tissue samples was 78.1 ± 24.8% (s.d.) with a maximum correct 
call rate of 100.0% and a minimum correct call rate of 19.0% 
(Supplementary Figure 1).

Across the 100 simulated genotyping scenarios, dilutions D2 and 
C1 provided the highest accuracy between eDNA and tissue DNA 
genotypes for the DNeasy and Chelex extractions, respectively, as 
shown in Figure 1. For the D2 dilution, all 100 simulated scenarios 
under duplicate and triplicate replication gave 100% correct 
genotypes, with an average of 99.4% accuracy across the 100 
scenarios with a single replicate (see Supplementary Figure!2 for 
duplicate simulation results). !e C1 dilution gave a mean accuracy 
of 95.8%, 98.5%, and 99.2% across the 100 scenarios with one, two, 
and three replicates, respectively. As shown in Figure 1, all other 
Chelex dilutions provided poor accuracy across the scenarios with 
mean values of less than 90% in all cases.

DISCUSSION
Here we show that the collection of eDNA can be used to accurately 
genotype bivalve mollusks and potentially other aquatic organisms. 
!e in"uence of DNA extract dilution on genotyping accuracy was 
assessed to produce a practical protocol for the European "at oyster 
that can be used by researchers and aquaculture professionals as a 
template to develop viable alternatives to invasive tissue sampling in 
similar species. We also demonstrated that eDNA extracted using 
this protocol is of su(cient quality and quantity for multi-locus 
genotyping, which is necessary for most applications in aquaculture 
breeding programs.

!e protection o%ered by an external shell structure 
provides an evolutionary advantage for many invertebrate taxa. 
However, in the context of selective breeding programs this is 
a disadvantage, increasing the force or invasiveness required 
to sample DNA compared to organisms with no shell. Invasive 
methods involving the removal of internal tissue or "uid are 
routinely reported in marine and freshwater mussels (Yanick and 
Heath, 2000; Gustafson et al., 2005; Henley et al., 2006), oysters 
(Culloty and Mulcahy, 1992; Suquet et al., 2009; Suquet et al., 
2010; Lokmer and Wegner, 2015), and scallops (Mao et al., 2013). 
Although, methods have been developed for minimally invasive 
DNA sampling of #n#sh using external mucus (Le Vin et al., 
2011; Taslima et al., 2016), non-invasive methods are lacking 
for mollusks. !e method presented here involves no contact 
beyond the handling required to place and remove the individual 
from the sterile seawater chamber, potentially saving on labor 
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FIGURE 1 | Diagram (top) detailing dilutions of DNA template from different DNA extraction techniques used for SNP genotyping of environmental DNA for Ostrea 
edulis. The two DNA extraction methods, the Qiagen DNeasy Blood and Tissue Kit and the crude Chelex extraction, are shown at the top. DNA samples are subject 
to dilution step before and after the Specific Target Amplification PCR (STA PCR), here shown as a blue bar. All dilutions were with PCR grade water and samples 
that were not diluted are labelled ‘neat’. A scatter plot (bottom) shows the percentage of correct environmental DNA derived genotype calls in comparison to the 
tissue extractions for the eight dilutions. Each point represents the total result derived from a random sample of three replicates per individual oyster genotype. The 
black line indicates the average percentage correct eDNA genotypes across the 100 random samples. The red line indicates the average percentage correct eDNA 
genotypes across the 100 samples if only a single replicate is used for each individual oyster genotype.
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costs as well as achieving a higher animal welfare standard. !e 
equipment required is readily available, relatively inexpensive 
and provides high quality DNA for downstream applications.

!e eDNA genotyping method presented here was developed 
using a species of comparatively little aquaculture interest. A 
question that remains is to what extent this method is applicable 
to other mollusks and aquaculture species. Previous studies have 
documented that species relevant to aquaculture such as salmonid 
"sh (Atkinson et al., 2018), oysters (Holman et al., 2019), and 
scallops (Bayer et al., 2019) all produce a su#cient quantity of 
eDNA for sensitive detection in ecological experiments. Di#culty 
has only been documented in isolating su#cient eDNA in an 
invasive crab species (Forsström and Vasemägi, 2016). We can 
therefore expect almost all aquaculture species to produce eDNA 
of su#cient yield for the method presented here to provide a 
non-invasive DNA sample for downstream genetic inference.

Ecological studies have shown a dramatic e$ect of DNA 
extraction technique on the results of both eDNA metabarcoding 
(Djurhuus et al., 2017; Deiner et al., 2018) and qPCR experiments 
(Hinlo et al., 2017). Our data corroborate these "ndings, showing 
that two di$erent eDNA extraction techniques provide variable 
success in %uorescence-based genotyping, and that a column-
based extraction provides greater average genotype accuracy in 
comparison to a crude lysis technique, albeit at higher cost. We 
additionally found that dilution of pre- and post-PCR products 
had an e$ect on correct genotype calls, decreasing the mean 
accuracy of genotype calls by over 40% in Chelex extractions. 
Studies have shown that dilution of eDNA samples has a negative 
e$ect on species detectability (McKee et al., 2015; Piggott, 2016), 
but little work has explored how sample dilution a$ects SNP 
genotype accuracy. !ese results therefore indicate that eDNA 
users should be wary of diluting samples for accurate genotyping 
of SNPs or in the estimation of haplotype frequencies.

Small panels of 100–500 SNP markers are the genetic markers 
of choice for parentage assignment and the determination 
of relatedness in modern aquaculture breeding programs, 
allowing both the estimation of breeding values and the control 
of inbreeding (Robledo et al., 2018). Large panels of SNPs 
(1,000–50,000) have been used in aquaculture for generating 
linkage maps (Li and He, 2014), estimating trait heritability 
(Gutierrez et al., 2018), quantitative trait locus (QTL) mapping 
(Jiao et al., 2014), genomic selection (Palaiokostas et al., 2016), 
and most recently the estimation of e$ective population size 
(Ne) (D’Ambrosio et al., 2019). SNP arrays (a %orescence-based 
DNA microarray SNP genotyping method) are commonplace for 
genotyping thousands of SNPs in advanced aquaculture breeding 
programs. Further work should investigate if the proportion of 

total isolated eDNA corresponding with the target organism (and 
not associated bacteria) is of su#cient quality and quantity for 
other applications than parentage assignment.

Overall, the use of eDNA for SNP genotyping described 
here will facilitate broodstock management and animal welfare 
in delicate or hard to sample animals which are enclosed in an 
external shell or exoskeleton by reducing handling stress and 
associated mortality.
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5.2 Supplementary Information 

5.2.1 Supplementary Figure 1 

Boxplot detailing overall proportion of eDNA derived SNP genotype calls compared to 

tissue derived calls for each Ostrea edulis individual. Each coloured box shows results for 

the dilutions as detailed in the main manuscript. The central black of each box is the 

median value, the box edges are the 25th and 75th percentiles and the outlier whiskers 

indicate the nearest value within 1.5 times the interquartile range. Raw data points have 

been overlaid on each box.   
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5.2.2 Supplementary Figure 2 

Scatterplot detailing percentage of correct environmental DNA derived genotype calls in 

comparison to the tissue extractions for the eight dilutions detailed in the main manuscript. 

Each point represents the total result derived from a random sample of two replicates per 

individual Ostrea edulis genotype. The black line indicates the average percentage correct 

eDNA genotypes across the 100 random samples 
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Chapter 6 Synthesis & Conclusions 

6.1 Overview 

This thesis demonstrates some of the ways in which eDNA can contribute to our 

knowledge of marine biodiversity and biological invasions. As in Fig. 1 below, each chapter 

can be subdivided into fundamental and methodological findings relevant to the use of 

eDNA in marine biodiversity and invasion science.   

 

 

 

Figure 1 Principal thesis findings and relevance at different spatial scales. Each filled circle shows the 
scale at which each finding is relevant, with findings in fundamental marine 
biodiversity or invasion biology shown in black and methodological or technical 
findings in grey.   
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In Chapter Two sediment and water samples collected from marinas across the UK were 

subject to eDNA metabarcoding of 18S and COI gene fragments. Three novel non-native 

species were detected: Arcuatula senhousia, Cephalothrix simula and Paranais frici. This 

demonstrates the sensitivity and utility of eDNA for the early detection on non-native 

species during an introduction. The eDNA from sediment and water were found to contain 

significantly different biodiversity within the same site, with differences between sites and 

between samples within a site having approximately equivalent community dissimilarity. 

Also, the detection of some species were found to depend on the parameters employed in 

bioinformatic pipelines, with reads corresponding with the non-native bryozoan Bugula 

neritina filtered out when applying quality thresholds typical of most eDNA 

metabarcoding studies. Overall, Chapter Two showed eDNA metabarcoding to be an 

reliable method for the detection of non-native species, and established appropriate 

protocols for further chapters. 

 

In Chapter Three water samples were collected from 18 sites across the coastline of South 

Africa and subject to eDNA extraction and metabarcoding at 16S, 18S and COI gene 

fragments. The data were then subset into animal, protist and bacteria datasets for 

subsequent analysis. Across the different taxonomic groups consistent patterns of beta 

diversity were found along the South African coastline, with samples clustering with 

previously described ecoregions. The effect of anthropogenic and environmental parameters 

on patterns of beta diversity were evaluated; a minority of the observed variance between 

samples could be explained by temperature and anthropogenic impact for metazoans and 

bacteria, with chlorophyll a and anthropogenic impact having greater influence in the 

protist dataset. Finally, by comparing the community similarity to the distance between 

sites of varying human impact, evidence supported regional homogenisation of artificial 

sites in metazoans. This chapter provided an in-depth examination of the consistency of 

biodiversity patterns across taxa, demonstrating that eDNA can be used for standardised 

biodiversity assessments across large geographic distances and across the taxonomic tree of 

life.  
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Chapter Four explored the distribution and genetics of four non-native ascidians in South 

Africa. Rapid assessment data was collected and compared to circa. 2009 surveys. These 

changes in geographic range were then compared to regional historical distribution records. 

A mixed picture emerged, with stable range extent, range expansions and contractions 

found across the four species. A region of the COI gene was sequenced for a representative 

number of individuals for all species which showed variation across the coastline and within 

samples, but no significant difference between sampling occasions. Species incidence data 

from water eDNA metabarcoding showed variable accuracy compared to rapid assessment 

surveys. Data from the 18S region agreed with rapid assessment surveys, but did not detect 

two of the four species. In contrast COI data detected all four species, but showed 

stochastic detection, with detections where some rapid assessment results showed no 

detection and non-detections for species in some sites where rapid assessment surveys had a 

positive detection. The tissue derived COI sequences showed a large number of haplotypes 

not found in the COI eDNA metabarcoding data. However, the COI eDNA data did 

capture the most common haplotype in almost all species and sites. Overall, Chapter Four 

showed how non-native species shift their ranges over time and revealed limited turnover 

of haplotypes over almost a decade. The eDNA metabarcoding results showed some broad 

agreement with the observations of existing tools, but did not recover fine scale incidence 

and genetic data.              

 

In Chapter Five a method for non-invasive genotyping using eDNA was presented and 

applied to a mollusk species of aquaculture interest. The eDNA samples showed very 

accurate nuclear SNP genotypes in comparison to tissue derived DNA samples. This 

demonstrated that eDNA contains nuclear genetic information for individuals, and that, for 

some genotyping platforms, correct genotyping relies on minimal dilution of eDNA. The 

study showed that eDNA genotyping of small or fragile individuals is both possible, and 

useful for aquaculture. The results are broadly relevant to any filter feeding species and 

question related to aquatic organisms.   
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6.2 Synthesis  

6.2.1 A revolution in marine ecosystem monitoring 

Anthropocene oceans are under threat and accurate, sensitive tools need to be developed 

and deployed globally to enable standardised marine monitoring (McGill et al. 2015, 

Dornelas et al. 2019, Bowler et al. 2020, Duarte et al. 2020). The recent, rapid rise of DNA-

based biomonitoring tools shows huge potential for improving marine ecosystem 

management and research (Aylagas et al. 2020, Cordier et al. 2020). This thesis highlights 

some of the key strengths and weaknesses of this approach for marine biomonitoring and 

biodiversity research.  

 

A growing body of literature demonstrates that eDNA-based methods have greater 

detection sensitivity than existing methods for generating biodiversity data (Deiner et al. 

2017, Fediajevaite et al. 2021). Chapter Two and Four showed that eDNA metabarcoding 

detected some species missed by existing methods, though, in both chapters, there were also 

species found by existing methods that eDNA metabarcoding did not detect. It is accepted 

that some metabarcoding primers do not amplify certain taxonomic groups (Leray et al. 

2013, Elbrecht et al. 2019) and primer development for accurate marine biomonitoring is 

ongoing (Wangensteen et al. 2018, Komai et al. 2019). The remaining false-negative eDNA 

detections are likely to be related to methodological limitations of current metabarcoding 

protocols and research continues into the appropriate depth of sequencing (Singer et al. 

2019), choice of primers (Deiner et al. 2017, Collins et al. 2019) and the effects of laboratory 

choices when constructing and sequencing eDNA (Leray and Knowlton 2017, Nichols et 

al. 2018, Beentjes et al. 2019).  

 

An advantage of eDNA metabarcoding is the ability to provide biodiversity observations 

for species that are yet to be described in a standardised way. Recent estimates find up to 

37% of total species records in marine surveys may be undescribed by science (Appeltans et 

al. 2012) making biodiversity assessments difficult. Chapter Three used a large number of 

observations from sequences assigned to kingdom level to explore biogeographic patterns. 

These analyses demonstrate that ecological information can be derived from metabarcoding 
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data even if species level assignments are not possible due to lack of DNA reference data 

(Weigand et al. 2019, Locatelli et al. 2020). Recent global scale analyses of genomic data 

collected from environmental samples have revealed vast undescribed marine biodiversity 

(de Vargas et al. 2015, Sunagawa et al. 2020). DNA-based tools that allow us to monitor 

and understand these as-of-yet undiscovered species are therefore essential for marine 

biodiversity researchers and managers. 

 

There is increasing recognition of the importance of protecting intraspecific genetic 

diversity, as well as species biodiversity (Des Roches et al. 2018, Des Roches et al. 2021). 

However, collecting tissue samples of marine species, particularly in remote ocean 

environments, can be challenging and expensive (Nygård et al. 2016). Chapter Four 

demonstrated that eDNA metabarcoding data, collected with a view to capture species 

diversity, also captured broad-scale haplotype variation for some species. Chapter Five 

showed that eDNA contains nuclear genomic information and that accurate detection 

depends on methodological optimisation. Together, these observations support the growing 

body of literature suggesting that eDNA-based pan-organismal genetic diversity 

monitoring is possible in marine systems (Sigsgaard et al. 2020, Turon et al. 2020).  

 

Despite the encouraging results of eDNA-based methods, there remains value in long-term 

ecological datasets to detect trends not apparent at smaller temporal scales (Edwards et al. 

2010). We should be cautious of abandoning existing marine monitoring tools and use them 

to gather additional information not provided by eDNA-based methods (for example, age 

structure from fish trawling data). Yet, eDNA-based tools remain an increasingly 

important part of marine research and management, when deployed alongside existing 

methods for biodiversity monitoring. 

 

6.2.2 Non-native species and eDNA  

Further introductions of species are predicted well into the 21st Century (Seebens et al. 

2021), therefore methods to assist in management and research of these species are vital. 

Some of the earliest eDNA studies targeted non-native species (Ficetola et al. 2008, Jerde et 
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al. 2011) and the use of DNA-based methods for early detection and management have 

rapidly increased (Duarte et al. 2021).   

 

Chapter Two found that eDNA metabarcoding was able to detect three previously 

unreported non-native species. These incidental detections are interesting, and of value to 

managers, but are not part of any formal monitoring network: researchers may choose 

different quality control thresholds, raising the possibility of a false-positive or detection 

with incorrect taxonomic assignment (Darling et al. 2020). The stochastic detections of 

non-native ascidians in Chapter Four also demonstrate that current eDNA metabarcoding 

protocols may fail to detect new arrivals, giving managers and researchers a false impression 

of introduction rates. Full eDNA metabarcoding-based surveillance facilitating early 

detection of marine non-native species will require standardised reporting, quality assurance 

and a DNA reference database with vouchered specimens. Implementing a large-scale 

biomonitoring scheme would therefore be expensive and technically challenging (Elbrecht 

and Steinke 2019, Piper et al. 2019). However, the increasing global economic impact of 

non-native species, and decreased cost of management when introductions are intercepted 

early, make surveillance programs a pragmatic option (Leung et al. 2002, Diagne et al. 

2021). 

 

Communication with, and between stakeholders, agencies and the broader public remains 

an issue in the use of eDNA monitoring for the management of non-native species. The 

detection of eDNA from a non-native species does not necessary indicate presence in the 

environment and if live organisms evade physical capture uncertainty can cause profound 

difficulties [such as in the case of Asian carp in the Great Lakes, North America(Jerde 

2021)].  Conversely, as outlined above and in Chapters Two and Three, a negative 

detection is possible even when the target species is found in the environment. Recent work 

has suggested a framework (Mosher et al. 2020) and a decision tree (Sepulveda et al. 2020) 

to assist with communication and decision making regarding the use of DNA evidence in 

natural resource management.  
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6.2.3 Primer choice and eDNA metabarcoding 

Research has consistently identified that different primers used for metabarcoding produce 

datasets with variable properties (Wangensteen et al. 2018, Collins et al. 2019, Elbrecht et al. 

2019). The most apparent difference is the taxonomic composition and richness of 

biodiversity recovered, with broad target primer sets detecting much greater taxonomic 

diversity and richness compared to those that target a narrower taxonomic composition 

(Leray et al. 2013, Zhan et al. 2013, Miya et al. 2020). However, a lesser known distinction 

between these types of primer sets is the reliability between replicates and stochasticity of 

detection, with primers that amplify a smaller number of targets in a mixed DNA samples 

producing greater reliability and less stochastic detections (Collins et al. 2019).  

 

Fig. 2 below shows three hypothetical sets of primers that are representative of the different 

primers used in eDNA metabarcoding experiments following Kelly et al. (2019). The first 

type (Fig. 2a) are broad target (sometimes called ‘universal’) primers that capture diversity 

across many different taxa, amplifying few taxa very well and few taxa very poorly. They 

are typically designed based on previously developed primers used for DNA barcoding 

(Leray et al. 2013, Wangensteen et al. 2018). The second type (Fig. 2b) amplify most taxa 

poorly and a few taxa well, for example Kelly et al. (2016). A third type (Fig. 2c) amplify a 

small number of taxa very well and most poorly if at all. These primers typically target a 

specific group (for example, fish or vertebrates) and a smaller number of species (Miya et al. 

2020). 

 

Figure 2 Distribution of amplification efficiencies for three hypothetical sets of primers, adapted 
from Kelly et al. (2019). a amplification efficiencies across a typical mixed DNA 
sample for a broad diversity primer set such as (Leray et al. 2013). b amplification 
efficiencies across a typical mixed DNA sample for a right-skewed primer set such as 
Kelly et al. (2016). c amplification efficiencies across a typical mixed DNA sample for a 
taxonomically specific primer set such as Miya et al. (2020)    
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The COI primers used in Chapters Two, Three and Four (Leray et al. 2013) fit into the 

first category (Fig. 2a). Many species were accurately detected in Chapter Two, and broad 

scale biogeographic patterns were identified in Chapter Three. However, the stochastic 

detection of non-native ascidians in Chapter Four showed that these primers are not 

suitable for all applications. Similar patterns were found with the 18S primers used in 

Chapter Two, Three and Four (Zhan et al. 2013), but with less taxonomic richness in 

comparison to the COI primers and less stochastic detections in Chapter Four. The 

amplification efficiency for these primers is likely between those shown in Fig. 2a & 2b.   

 

All of these types of primers can produce useful ecological information, but some may be 

more suitable for specific questions than others. For example, a marine ecosystem manager 

may be interested in the broad-scale response of ecological communities to an 

environmental stressor. In this case, the stochastic detection found in some primer sets (Fig. 

2a) would not obscure the whole community response, and the broad taxonomic 

composition profiled would be helpful to understand responses across different taxa. In 

contrast, a manager interested in the habitat use of a number of closely related shark species 

would find the reliability and accuracy found in primer sets with limited taxonomic scope 

(Fig. 2c) more useful.  

 

Some authors have compared detection rates  from broad target metabarcoding primers 

(such as Fig. 2a) to qPCR, claiming that metabarcoding offers less reliable results (Harper et 

al. 2018, Bylemans et al. 2019, Blackman et al. 2020). Since qPCR primers have an 

amplification profile similar to that of Fig. 2c, these comparisons reflect differences of 

primer choice, rather than an inherent difference of the detection method (high throughput 

sequencing versus quantitative PCR). Recent work has shown that eDNA metabarcoding 

with primers targeting a single species can provide greater sensitivity than qPCR in some 

cases (Westfall et al. 2021).      
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6.3  Future Work  

This thesis explored how eDNA can contribute to knowledge of marine biodiversity and 

biological invasions. Progress has been made on several key fundamental and 

methodological questions through the analysis of observational data. However, eDNA can 

also be used in time-series analyses and manipulative studies to explore causative links 

between environmental stressors and biological communities, as shown in the framework 

presented in Fig. 3 below.    

 

Figure 3 Conceptual framework showing how eDNA could be used in future studies to answer 
fundamental questions in invasion biology and marine biodiversity. a Observational 
studies using eDNA reveal high resolution ecological patterns that can be analysed to 
determine potential drivers (for example temperature). b Association studies using time 
series collected eDNA or ancient eDNA allow previous correlations to be corroborated 
and predictive models parameterised. c Manipulative studies in the laboratory use 
eDNA measurements to test models and identify a functional relationship between 
biological communities and the drivers affecting them.      

Observe & Analyse 

Manipulate & Identify 

Correlate & Predict a b

c
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In observation studies eDNA metabarcoding has been used to measure biodiversity and link 

these observations to simultaneously recorded environmental and biotic conditions (de 

Vargas et al. 2015, Sunagawa et al. 2015). A subsequent step would be to test these 

correlations using time-series data, or in other study systems, to produce a robust prediction 

of the underlying ecological mechanism. Time-series community data can be collected 

using eDNA samples stored in a biobank (Jarman et al. 2018) or through the use of 

sedimentary ancient eDNA (Pedersen et al. 2015, Pedersen et al. 2016). Environmental 

proxies and historical records can be used to resolve enviromental parameters of interest 

(Balint et al. 2018, Ellegaard et al. 2020). Finally the validated relationship from time-series 

data can be functionally identified using eDNA measured community metrics from 

manipulative experiments either in the lab or field (Nascimento et al. 2019).  This 

framework takes advantage of the key methodological features of eDNA-based methods; 

standardisation across taxa, accuracy and sensitivity.  

 

As an example, if we apply this framework to the Chapter Three we might first aim to test 

if the effect of sea surface temperature on community dissimilarity occurs persistently across 

time and space. This could be achieved through eDNA metabarcoding of sediment archives 

from the study area to test if temperature changes over time correlate with community 

changes. Alternativly, the study could be repeated across other temperature gradients to 

check for a consistent community response in other ecosystems. From these experiments we 

would hope to gain a functional prediction of the way in which sea temperature affects 

communities. Manipulative experiments could artificially heat or cool biological 

communities, either in the laboratory (Wernberg et al. 2012) or in situ (Ashton et al. 2017). 

The collection of biodiversity data from these experiments using eDNA-based techniques 

could then be used to evaluate causative links between temperature and community 

diversity metrics across taxa.     

 

Not all biological questions can be easily decomposed into hypotheses suitable for 

investigation in this way. Additionally, some findings might not support continued 
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‘forward’ investigation in the framework but instead warrant further observational or 

correlational studies. These limitations aside eDNA-based methods clearly have utility for 

future investigation into the drivers and consequences of marine biodiversity change, and 

are broadly useful for biodiversity researchers and managers globally.    
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